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Abstract

Taking into account the many different editions and
printings, the Tuckfields Tea Birds series is an extraor-
dinarily large and complex set of trade cards. To some
people it presents an irresistable challenge to collect them
all!

In this article we describe and try to make sense of
this remarkable set of cards. While it does delve into the
minutiae of printing variations, mostly in attempting to
determine the chronology of the different issues, we hope
that the article contains sufficient general information to
make it of interest to non-specialist collectors.

The second edition, which covered the Birds series
cards, exchange tokens, and albums, is extended in this
third edition to cover miscellany related to the Birds se-
ries such as the limited edition sets of teaspoons and can-
isters. Also for the first time we detail the six other Tuck-
fields card sets – Fish, Animals, Dogs, Cats, Wild-
flowers, and Australian Heritage. Also new in this
edition is an analysis of the differences between the var-
ious Birds series, both in terms of subject matter and
style, and there is a new appendix on card storage. This
edition also includes the first of the biographical sketches,
that of Fred Tuckfield. The fourth edition, in progress,
will include background information on the artists, Dei-
dre Hunt and Sue McInnes.

The material presented in the second edition has also
been developed through further discoveries and research,
particularly relating to advertisements in archival copies
of The Age newspaper. Notably, we have switched to
the new type naming scheme foreshadowed in the second
edition, and of course there are the inevitable corrections.

Everything new, other than trivial corrections, is
shown in blue print (like this paragraph) to save you
having to reread it all!

This document may be downloaded from
www.calabretta.id.au. The authors also allow
unaltered and unabridged copies of this edition to be
freely distributed, either electronically or in printed
form. We welcome contact from other Tuckfields col-
lectors, and appreciate corrections and especially new
information. Please provide full-colour jpeg scans at
300dpi resolution whereever possible.

Figure 1: Feature cards chosen for this edition: (left) Ru-
fous Fantails, card no. 4, by Deidre Hunt; (right) Rufous
Fantail, card no. 477 by Sue McInnes. See p46.

1 Introduction

Tuckfields Birds cards were issued progressively in five
“series” of 96 cards in packets of Tuckfields “Ty-nee Tips”
and “Orange Pekoe” tea, beginining in 1959 in Victoria
and Tasmania. Later, when Tuckfields was taken over by
Lyons Tetley, the cards were also issued in New South
Wales (and Queensland?) in “Kinkara” tea and “Copper
Kettle” instant coffee.

Tetley Australia, today owned by Tata, the Indian
multinational, finally ceased issuing the cards in 2008 af-
ter almost half-a-century, with many reissues and reprint-
ings. The series is one of the largest trade card sets ever
issued, including the large German cigarette card sets of
the 1930s, and probably had the longest lifetime.

The purpose of this article is, firstly, to try to plug
the gaps in our knowledge concerning the cards, espe-
cially relating to the chronological sequence. The types
are described in Sect. 3, their variants in Sect. 4, and
the chronological order is refined in Sect. 5. General in-
formation of interest to Tuckfields card collectors is also
included, with Sect. 6 devoted to the exchange tokens,
Sect. 7 the albums, and Sect. 8 Birds-related miscel-
lany such as the limited edition teaspoons and canisters.
Section 9 covers the other Tuckfields card series – Fish,
Animals, Dogs, Cats, Wildflowers, and Australian
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Table 1: Card type counts.

Types Count Cards

Series 1
1 - 32: TT, TY 2 64
33 - 96: TZ 1 64
1 - 96: S1, UL, U1, KN, CK, K1, N1, A1, X1 9 864

992
Series 2
97 - 128: AP 1 32
129 - 192: KS, BS, BA 3 192
97 - 192: S2, U2, K2, N2, A2, X2 6 576

800

Series 3
193 - 288: S3, U3, K3, N3, A3, X3 6 576

Series 4
289 - 384: S4, U4, N4, A4, X4 5 480

Series 5
385 - 480: N5, A5, X5 3 288

Total: 3136

Heritage – particularly concerning their relationship to
the Birds series.

Although The Australian and New Zealand Index,
Part I (RB30), published in 1983, lists many of the
types in existence at the time (see Appendix A), previous
editions of this article used an alphabetical type nam-
ing scheme based on the system devised by Terry Cal-
leyne, where alphabetical order was intended to reflect
chronological order. We augmented that for some types
that were left without a designation because their order
was uncertain, and other types that were unknown to
Terry. Moreover, further research showed that the order
adopted for some types was incorrect. Accordingly, we
have switched to the second of the type naming schemes
proposed in the previous edition. The following provides
a quick translation from the old system to the new:
A → TT D → AP Y → KS I2 → UL Z1 → K1
B → TY X → BS ZN → KN Z2 → K2
C → TZ W → BA CK → CK Z3 → K3

E → S1 I → U1 M → N1 R → A1 R6 → X1
F → S2 J → U2 N → N2 S → A2 S6 → X2
G → S3 K → U3 O → N3 T → A3 T6 → X3
H → S4 L → U4 P → N4 U → A4 U6 → X4

Q → N5 V → A5 V6 → X5

We believe this new system is more mnemonic and so
much easier for beginners to learn. A revised Table 9
now includes all type aliases known to us.

An increasing number of significant variants are now
recognised and these are identified by a lower-case letter
following the card type (Sect. 4). Some of these variants

help to establish the chronological sequence, particularly
of the Studies types.

2 Subject matter

Before persuing the different card types in more detail,
we pause to consider the subject matter portrayed in the
Birds series.

2.1 General observations

The following general observations, of no particular im-
portance, pertaining to the five series are independent of
card type (see also Sect. 3.4):

• The cards have round corners. While by no means
unique, round-cornered cards would have been more
unusual when the Tuckfields Birds were first issued
in 1959 than they became later. Round corners wear
better than square corners which readily betray care-
less handling. It also means that the cards must have
been punched out of the printed sheet rather than
guillotined. A dimple on the sides of cards of the
older types attests to this.

• Four New Guinea Birds of Paradise feature early
in the first series. These are the only species not
found on the Australian mainland, Tasmania, or the
surrounding waters. They are nos. 1: THE RED-

PLUMED BIRD OF PARADISE, 2: THE LONELY LIT-

TLE KING BIRD OF PARADISE, 11: THE KING BIRD
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Table 2: Runs of three or more of a kind1.

Card nos. Species

77 – 79: Parrots (3)
88 – 91: Ducks (4)

97 – 144: Parrots (48)
145 – 153: Honeyeaters (9)
154 – 162: Finches (9)
163 – 165: Honeyeaters (3)
168 – 179: Water birds (12)
180 – 192: Sea birds (13)

193 – 196: Finches (4)
200 – 202: Robins (3)
203 – 205: Flycatchers (3)
225 – 231: Fairy wrens (7)
241 – 244: Doves and Pigeons (4)
258 – 274: Honeyeaters (17)

289 – 312: Sea birds (24)
313 – 327: Shore birds (15)
329 – 375: Water birds (47)
377 – 379: Button-quail (3)
380 – 382: Quail (3)

385 – 408: Raptors (24)
409 – 413: Owls (5)
414 – 420: Kingfishers (7)
421 – 424: Nightjars (4)
425 – 428: Woodswallows (4)
429 – 432: Swallows and Martins (4)
445 – 447: Cuckoo-shrikes (3)
452 – 457: Robins (6)
461 – 463: Robins (3)
469 – 471: Pardalotes (3)
474 – 476: Flycatchers (3)
477 – 479: Fantails (3)

OF PARADISE and 16: THE EXQUISITE LITTLE KING

BIRD OF PARADISE.
• Card no. 9, THE SATIN BOWER BIRD, is the only one

of the 480 in horizontal format. The series 1 album
makes no allowance for this.

• While many cards illustrate more than one bird, card
no. 10, THE EASTERN ROSELLA and THE YELLOW

ROSELLA, is the only one of the 480 to feature two
different species. The Yellow Rosella, formerly con-
sidered a separate species, is now recognised as a
race of the Crimson Rosella. (Nos. 397, 400, and
401 incidentally show dead birds of other, unnamed
species as prey.)

• A Silver Gull is illustrated on card no. 188, but the
text on the back describes a Pacific Gull.

• Card no. 265 was printed upside-down.
• Card nos. 1-32 alone have a separate section de-

scribing the flora depicted on the front, no. 16 being
the sole exception.

1With apologies to avian taxonomists!

Figure 2: Five Wee Jugglers2. Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo appeared on
(l to r) card nos. 24, 35, and 98.

• The card number is given in bold font, followed by
“of [a] series . . . ” in normal font, except for no. 177
where that also is in bold font.

• The name of the bird is always given in upper-case
bold font, as is the name of the plant for card nos.
1-32.

• Starting from series 2, the scientific (taxonomic)
name of the bird is also given.

• The descriptive text on the back of the cards in se-
ries 5 is more structured than for earlier series. It
starts with notes on sexual dimorphism (if any) and
size in mm; then a basic description, then headings:
Distribution or Range, Prey, Nest, and Eggs in that
order. All cards have the last two headings, and only
no. 438 (White-browed Babbler) lacks Prey. Eleven
cards have Distribution; 53 have Range, including
the last 48, nos. 433 to 480; and 32 have neither.

• Imperial measurements are used in series 1, 3, and
4, and metric in series 5, indicative of dates before
and after c1974. No measurements are given in se-
ries 2. Measurements in feet and inches are given
incidentally3 in series 1, whereas the length of each
bird is invariably cited as the last sentence in the
description in series 3 and 4. In series 3 it is spelled
out as “inches” whilst in series 4 the abbreviation
(”) is always used. In series 5, a length or range is
cited in mm (except nos. 429 & 443).

• The only cards to acknowledge humanity’s existence,
however obliquely, are nos. 183, 188, 247, 279, 312,
394, 403, and 453.

2.2 Thematic sub-series

While series 1 presents bird species essentially in random
order, later series tried to organise them to some extent,
with several long runs of particular bird groups, as seen
in Table 2. Prominent among the thematic sub-series is
the first half of series 2, nos. 97 – 144 featuring parrots,
of which 14 species repeat the 15 parrot species (on 14

2From wijagala in the Wiradhuri language.
3Nos. 6, 11, 14, 48, 57, 59, 73, 82, 84, 93, 96.
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cards) in series 1. No further parrots appear4 in the
Birds series after card no. 144.

Matching the parrot theme, the series 2 album has
three Rainbow (Red-collared) Lorikeets on the cover,
with older albums, but not later ones, stating “INCLUD-

ING PARROTS OF AUSTRALIA”.
Series 4 is the sea bird, shore bird, wader, and water

bird series – the covers of all editions of the album state
“FEATURING AUSTRALIAN WATER BIRDS”.

Birds of prey, including raptors, owls, nightjars, and
kingfishers, along with a host of insect eaters, are fea-
tured prominently in series 5 though without acknowl-
edgement on the album cover. When it was announced
on Tuckfields tea packets, such as seen in Fig. 32, series
5 was titled “BIRDS OF PREY”. Indeed, prey features
large in series 5, including for the insect eaters. In con-
trast to the other series, many cards show birds with
their prey, and all cards other than no. 438 have a sepa-
rate section on the back devoted to the subject.

2.3 Duplicated species

As listed in Table 3, some bird species are represented
multiply, whether deliberately or because what were orig-
inally considered to be separate species are now regarded
as different races of a single species. Consequently, of
the 480 cards, only 441 unique species are represented,
though only 440 are illustrated because of the error on
card no. 188.

Currently 679 Australian bird species are recognised5,
including the three species that have become extinct6

since 1788, but not counting 96 vagrants nor 24 intro-
duced species (which would bring the total to 799), nor
the various Australian island nor Antarctic territories
(which would bring the total to 866).

Major Mitchell’s Cockatoo has the distinction of ap-
pearing deliberately on three cards (Fig. 2). It was in-
cluded in the first 32, then repeated as a group of three
when the set expanded to 96, and then again in the par-
rots sub-series. The text on the back of no. 98 closely
follows that of no. 35 which in turn is clearly derivative
of no. 24.

However, in its various guises of Port Lincoln Parrot,
Mallee Ringneck, and Cloncurry Ringneck, which were
originally considered separate species, the Australian
Ringneck Parrot is actually featured four times.

4Yet several well-known parrots were omitted: the Glossy
Black-Cockatoo; both of the white-tailed blacks – the Long-billed
(Baudin’s) and the Short-billed (Carnaby’s) Black-Cockatoos; Lit-
tle Corella; Western Corella; Red-cheeked Parrot; Green Rosella;
Hooded Parrot; and Blue-winged Parrot.

5Christidis, L. and Boles, W. E. (2008), Systematics and Taxon-
omy of Australian Birds, CSIRO, Melbourne. ISBN 9780643096028
www.publish.csiro.au/pid/5702.htm. For a downloadable list, see
also www.birdsaustralia.com.au/birds/checklist.html.

6The Paradise Parrot, depicted on card no. 114, and the King
and Kangaroo Island Emus.

Table 3: Bird species represented on more than one card.
Card numbers within parentheses indicate deliberate du-
plication. Otherwise it arises from reclassification of
what were originally considered to be separate species
as different races of a single species. Where duplication
is deliberate, the third column indicates whether the text
on the back of the later card is derivative of the earlier
card and if so whether strongly or weakly. The text on
series 5 cards is always completely original.

Common name Nos. Text

Double:
Boobook, Southern (70, 443) no
Budgerigah (19, 125) no
Chat, Crimson (43, 468) no
Cockatiel (74, 117) strong
Cockatoo, Gang-gang (37, 110) strong
Cockatoo, Sulphur-crested (39, 97) strong
Eagle, Wedge-tailed (48, 385) no
Fairy-wren, Splendid 15, 231 –
Falcon, Brown (46, 403) no
Fantail, Rufous (4, 477) no
Galah (79, 99) weak
(Gull, Silver) 55, 188 see text

Heron, White-faced (62, 356) weak
Hobby, Australian (85, 402) no
Honeyeater, Yellow-tufted 3, 149 –
Kookaburra, Laughing (20, 416) no
Martin, Fairy (235, 440) no
Owl, Barking (86, 444) no
Owl, Barn (248, 409) no
Pardalote, Spotted 21, 469 –
Parrot, Australian King- (17, 101) weak
Parrot, Golden-shouldered (83, 113) weak
Parrot, Red-winged (77, 102) weak
Quail, Brown 380, 381 –
Robin, Hooded (201, 454) no
Robin, Scarlet (30, 452) no
Rosella, Eastern (10, 118) no
Scrubwren, White-browed 166, 218 –
Shrike-tit, Crested 32, 467 –
Swallow, Welcome (234, 429) no

Triple:

Cockatoo, Major Mitchell (24, 35, 98) see text

Fairy-wren, White-winged 226, 228, 229 –
Lorikeet, Rainbow (78, 124), 144 weak
Rosella, Crimson 10, (28, 120) no

Quadruple:

Parrot, Aust. Ringneck (68,104),103,142 weak
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Table 4: Count of the number of cards in each series containing particular elements of subject matter. Groups refers to
cards that show more than one individual of the same species other than to illustrate dimorphism, with an additional
number that show individuals in the distance such as do nos. 184, 192, 236, 309, 312, 385, etc. Other refers to card
nos. 10, which shows two different species, 27, which shows non-sexually dimorphic Gouldian Finches, 34 and 94
illustrating Brolga and Lyre Bird courtship displays, and 256 which shows a Bowerbird’s bower. Card Count is the
number of cards that show at least one of these subjects. As some cards contain several, the count is less than the
sum of the columns which is given as Total.

Sexual Man-made Card
Series Dimorphism Groups Nest Eggs Chicks Prey Object Other Total Count

1 20 28+ 0 6 2 3 0 0 4 63 52
2 6 6+ 2 1 1 0 0 2 0 18 17
3 1 1+ 1 0 0 0 1 2 1 7 6
4 3 10+ 2 5 1 1 0 1 0 23 19
5 16 13+11 43 4 22 44 3 0 156 79

2.4 Differences between series

In terms of artistic style, even an untutored eye can read-
ily perceive that series 5 differs from the others. In gen-
eral terms, the colour is softer and more naturalistic,
with more naturalistic forms and greater detail in the
line work. In fact, careful analysis of the subject matter
reveals striking differences between all of the series.

2.4.1 Background scenery

Possibly the most obvious and easily categorised stylistic
difference relates to the context in which the bird is pre-
sented, that is, what appears in the background. Many
cards clearly intend to illustrate7 a chosen Australian na-
tive plant species as well as a bird species – no. 95 being
an oddity in this respect with a Magpie sitting in an in-
troduced Maple tree. This is particularly so with card
nos. 1 – 32 which have a separate section on the back
describing the single plant species featured on the front
on a plain coloured background; no. 16 is a notable ex-
ception. The descriptive text disappears after no. 32 and
the background tends to become more naturalistic in a
“never a cloud in the sky” style, with birds on the water,
by the shore, in fields, in branches of non-specific trees,
courting, tending their nests, against a starry night sky,
etc. However there are at least a dozen further cards in
series 1, such as nos. 43, 49, 56, and 69, in the same style
as the first 32.

Series 2 reverts to plain coloured backgrounds, with
many cards imparting the strong impression that a par-
ticular plant species is being featured even though it re-
mains unnamed. Suddenly, with the first of the water
birds that complete the series, the background turns nat-
uralistic again at card no. 168 and continues to the end.

Plain coloured backgrounds are the rule in series 3,

7Many series 1, 2, and 3 cards are illustrated at
www.kleuswebsite.nl/australische vogelsoorten.htm, though
without identifying the card number.

with only a few exceptions, the colour now tending to
surreal shades of pink, lilac, yellow, and orange. Again,
many cards feature a particular but unnamed plant
species. Naturalistic backgrounds return for the most
part for the water birds in series 4, and though some
cards have unnatural colour, there is clearly an attempt
to place the bird in its correct environment. A few cards
even feature clouds!

Everything changes in series 5 where there is a con-
scious attempt to show the bird in its native habitat. Veg-
etation often appears in the background but never with
an emphasis on a single plant species. Instead, a particu-
lar plant community is represented, be it dry sclerophyll
forest, rainforest, open woodland, saltbush, mangroves,
etc. In some instances the bird blends in well with the
background, just as would happen in nature, and the card
demands close study. The colours in series 5 are always
naturalistic, extending over a wide palette and with com-
plex patterns of light and shade lending a strong sense of
depth to many of the scenes.

2.4.2 The birds

Many cards illustrate sexually dimorphic males and fe-
males, or even two or three individuals of the same species
in different poses. Some show nests, eggs, parents with
chicks, or birds with their prey. Striking differences be-
tween the five series emerge simply by counting the occur-
rence of these extra elements. Table 4 shows the results
of this census.

Series 5 is clearly ahead in terms of illustrating various
aspects of the bird species’ natural history, particularly
when it comes to nesting and feeding. Where a second
bird is seen in the distance it often illustrates wing mark-
ings or the bird’s jizz in flight. Series 1 is strong on il-
lustrating sexual dimorphism and groups of two or more
birds, usually for jizz or to show markings from front and
rear. Considering the limitation of the format, it should
not be surprising that few cards attempt to show more
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than two adult birds in the foreground. Most of them
are in series 1, nos. 35, 39, 88, 89, and 472 each show
three individuals. No. 311 shows five but all in the mid-
dleground.

Remarkable in Table 4 is the huge disparity between
series 3 and the others, with series 2 and 4 still well be-
hind series 1 and 5. Thus it is perhaps surprising to
learn8 that, although only acknowledged for series 4, se-
ries 1 – 3 were also painted by Deidrie Hunt, leading us
to speculate that series 3 might have been produced in
a hurry. Series 5 of course is by a different artist, Sue
McInnes.

3 Card types

The 36 card types and their variants in the Tuckfields
Birds series are described concisely in Table 9 (in Ap-
pendix F) where they are presented in what is thought to
be the correct chronological order based on the findings
presented in Sect. 5.

Each entry in Table 9 begins with a concise summary
of the type, including the range of card numbers.

When sorting a pile of cards into different types it
is useful to have key identifiers that allow the type to
be recognised quickly. Such are given in Table 9 on the
basis that the card is scanned from bottom-to-top. As
this is contrary to natural inclination for most western-
ers, who will instinctively scan the card from left-to-right
and top-to-bottom, the upper card in a stack should be
moved upwards to disclose the bottom of the next card
before moving it clear to reveal the whole card. This
should reduce the possibility of overlooking type KS cards
in particular.

It is useful to have a short-hand for types that obvi-
ously belong together, e.g. the 16 Yarras. Table 9 lists
the groups that each type belongs to, as per Sect. 3.1.

The print on the back of the cards is normally in
varying shades of grey to black. However, apart for the
obvious exception of Blue-backs types BS and BA, a dis-
tinct bluish-grey print is found on some Studies types.
Print colour variations are therefore noted in Table 9.
See Sect. 4.4.

Border width is an important variant, see Sect.4.3.
Variants are discussed in detail in Sect. 4.

The grand total of cards of all types, excluding vari-
ants, is 3136, as tallied in Table 1. This presents a sig-
nificant challenge for anyone attempting to collect them
all, especially considering the rarity of some types. If the
variants defined in Sect. 4 were included (excluding BSk
and BAk), the extra 2528 cards would blow the total out
to 5664!

8Deidrie Hunt, private communication 2011.

Figure 3: Do not adjust9 your glasses! Two rare cards of
type BSk (left) and BAk. Scans courtesy of Kim Wilson.
Others are known.

3.1 Type groupings

For brevity it is useful to have a short-hand for types that
belong to a particular group. The following are often used
by collectors and will be used throughout this article:

Medallion types: Series and Studies types.
Series types: TT, TY, TZ, AP, KS, BS, BA,

S1, S2, S3, S4.
Blue-backs: KS, BS, BA – even though KS has a black

back!
Studies types: UL, U1, U2, U3, U4,

KN, CK, K1, K2, K3.
NSW issues: Kinkara and Copper Kettle types.

Kinkara types: Kinkara NSW and Kinkara Vic.
Kinkara NSW: KN.

Kinkara Vic: K1, K2, K3 – but only issued in NSW!
Copper Kettle: CK, N1.

Australiana: No-coats, 12 Yarras, and 16 Yarras.
No-coats: N1, N2, N3, N4, N5.

12 Yarras: A1, A2, A3, A4, A5.
16 Yarras: X1, X2, X3, X4, X5.

As can be seen, a type may belong to more than one
group.

Kinkara Vic is a NSW issue because it was only is-
sued in Kinkara tea in NSW, despite having a Melbourne
address.

To avoid confusion, when referring to Copper Kettle
types a distinction must always be made between Cop-
per Kettle medallion (type CK) and Copper Kettle address
(type N1).

3.2 The blue backs – progeny of the elu-
sive type KS

Types BS and BA consist of a type KS with a piece of paper
printed in blue pasted onto the back. This is why type

9This and other images in the electronic version of this PDF
document are zoomable.
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Figure 4: If cards of type KS are elusive, then what are the chances of finding an uncut sheet? Incredibly, the part-sheet
shown above is one of a pair that were cropped similarly. It shows 16 cards, presumably a full sheet would comprise
all 64.
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KS is grouped together with the other Blue-backs which
do actually have blue backs.

The significance of the blue text has long been a mys-
tery. Type KS has “SPECIAL ALBUMS obtainable” and pre-
viously we speculated that it may have been changed
to “ALBUMS can be purchased” with the blue paste-on to
make it clear that the albums had to be purchased. There
must be an element of truth in that, especially when it is
considered that some card issuers, such as Gregg’s Jelly
in New Zealand, gave away their albums free if provided
with return postage. However, BS has the same text as KS
which would seem to be a strange mistake. It would then
have been corrected properly in type BA. However, this
hypothesis does not explain why the text is blue rather
than black. Recent research has prompted the interest-
ing thought that the blue-backs may actually have been
used as the original exchange tokens. This idea is taken
up in Sect. 6.

The paste-on makes many type BS and BA cards
slightly curved. Its presence may be verified by look-
ing at the back of one of these cards held up to a strong
light. This technique, known as candling,10 is best done
at night using a desk lamp with the room lights off. An-
other layer of writing may easily be seen underneath,
almost invariably displaced upwards whether to left or
right, and always with the “SPECIAL ALBUMS obtainable”
signature of type KS. The displacement may vary from
close to zero to approximately the font height.

A few cards of types BSk and BAk are known. These
are like BS and BA except that the type KS cards were
overprinted directly in blue without the intervening layer
of paper. As usual, the displacement of the (black) text
underneath is upwards on the two cards shown in Fig. 3.
It produces a double-vision effect that is hard to accomo-
date visually, which suggests that these are either early
experimental prints, or errors. In production it seems
likely that the whole sheet of type KS would have been
pasted over and then reprinted in blue before the indi-
vidual cards were punched out. These cards may be from
a few sheets that somehow escaped having the sheet of
paper pasted over them.

Type KS does exist in its own right, though they are
exceedingly rare, even to the point that seasoned col-
lectors have doubted their existence. Nevertheless, the
complete set is known to exist in a single album – for-
tunately, the corners of nearly all of the cards could be
lifted to see a part of the back, thus saving the difficult
task of identifying them via candling which relies on the
misregistration of the two layers of text. Figure 4 shows
a rare part-sheet.

The probability of finding a full set of type KS in an
album would be extremely low if left to chance. How-
ever, as explained above, the “SPECIAL ALBUMS obtain-

able” clause may have left some doubt that the albums
had to be purchased and so was replaced by the unam-
biguous “ALBUMS can be purchased”. Consequently, Tuck-

10Do not use a candle!

Figure 5: An error card: X2:133 (Adelaide Rosella), as
described on the back, overprinted on the front with no.
199 (Rufous Whistler).

fields may have tried to use up their cards of type KS by
making up completed albums to give out for promotional
purposes, e.g. to business clients.

3.3 Errors, etc.

A few misprints are also known. Figure 5 shows a type
X2:133 (ADELAIDE ROSELLA) overprinted on the front
with no. 199 (RUFOUS WHISTLER).

A U3:255 (text for PARADISE RIFLE-BIRD on the back)
depicting no. 351 (DOUBLE-BANDED DOTTEREL) on the
front is also known.

Some cards are known without anything printed on
the back – blank-backs. As these could arise simply by
skipping one pass of the printing process they are classi-
fied here as errors. Alternatively they may be printer’s
proofs, though in that case it is not clear why they would
be cut out as cards from the proof sheet.

Suction ring imprints are visible on many of the later
card issues, starting with the Studies types and progress-
ing through to Australiana. They are usually in the
lower-left quadrant or, less commonly, upper-right, and
are especially noticable in glancing light. The machinery
that packs the tea lifts a card from the pile for placement
in the tea packet by means of a suction device. If the suc-
tion is too strong a raised imprint is left on the card. This
is a natural kind of defect which belongs in the same cat-
egory as off-centre cards. As such, a card with a suction
ring may still be classified as “Mint” in the Cartophilic
Society of Great Britain’s system. In this respect other
grading systems may be preferred. See Appendix C.

3.4 Oddities

This section notes some curious ideosyncrasies, of no par-
ticular importance, that apply for particular card num-
bers of particular types (see also Sect. 2.1):
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Figure 6: TYw:10 white (left), and its yellow counterpart,
TYy:10. Note also the difference in background colour.
Card no. 10 is the only one to show two different species.

• Cards of type TT and TY have “No. .. of series of Thirty-

Two cards” (whether at the bottom or top of the card)
except for no. 18 of each type in which the second
“T” is in lower case, i.e. “Thirty-two”.

The second “T” of “Thirty-Two” invariably has a very
thin bar at the top in card TY:31.

• The gum leaves at top-left of the medallion are dou-
bled for card nos. S1:40, S1:65, S4:296, S4:328, and
S4:360, consistently for both thick and thin variants.
This is not so for the corresponding cards of the
other medallion types – TZ, UL, U1, U4, KN, CK, or K1.

The gum leaves are also doubled at top-left for S1:8
but in a different way to the above. This also is
unique to this medallion type.

• The following apply consistently for particular card
numbers in series 3:

– No. 220, types S3, U3, N3, A3, and X3 – title has
“of a series)” (type K3 not sighted).

– Nos. 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 223, 224
for all series 3 types (S3, U3, K3, N3, A3, X3) –
no space between the card number and “of a se-

ries” which has very condensed spacing (K3:220,
N3:224, and X3:224 not sighted).

– No. 253, for types S3, U3, N3, A3, and X3 –
“of a series” has condensed spacing (type K3 not
sighted).

– No. 278, types N3, A3, and X3, but not S3 or U3
– “No. ··· of a series” is clipped at top (type K3
not sighted).

• X1:66 has a vertical line in the margin in the bottom
left corner.

• X3:278 has the “N” of “No.” clipped across the top,
and X3:275 has it clipped or smudged at top-left.

Figure 7: Narrow and wide border variants of a type
U2 card shown side-by-side: U2n:105 (left) and U2b:105.
The borders of the left-hand card are clearly narrower
and there is a faint dark edge to the inner perimeter.
On the right, the parrot’s tail is trimmed at the bottom-
right corner, as is the leaf and branch. In fact, close study
shows that the subject matter has been cropped on all
sides of the card. Cards of types AP and S2 resemble the
card on the left, while the remaining series 2 types, K2,
N2, A2, and X2, resemble that on the right.

4 Variants

While “types” refers to differences in what was printed on
the cards, “variants” refers to differences in the way they
were printed. This is mostly concerned with printing
technology – the media, inks, coatings, cropping, and
cutting out.

4.1 Yellows

Cards of type TY may be found with a distinctive yellow-
ish cast as opposed to the normal white. The difference is
apparent in the border on the front of the card and also
the back. This implicates the card stock itself, though
the coating itself also seems to be yellowish, as seen in
its effect on the background colour. These are denoted

TYw, and TYy

respectively, for the whites and yellows.
As the yellowish cast is found for cards that are oth-

erwise in excellent condition, it seems not to be that the
card or coating has yellowed with age. In any case, it
only pertains to type TY, not TT nor TZ.

4.2 Thick/thin card stock

The older Series types were printed on card stock that is
noticably thicker than the thin stock used for the Studies
and Australiana types. Types S1, S2, and S3 are com-
monly found on both thick and thin stock, with thick
predominating. While S4 is known on thick stock, it is
much more common on thin stock. The thick card stock
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Figure 8: (left) U1b:2 – black print (diluted by the coarse substrate); (middle) U1g:2 – grey print on cream card stock;
and (right) U1p:2 – grey print on pinkish card stock, the smoother surface of which makes the print more uniform.

variants are designated
S1k, S2k, S3k, and S4k,

while their thin counterparts are
S1n, S2n, S3n, and S4n.

The older Series types also had a thicker coating.
While the coating on types TT, TY, and TZ is unstable
and often peels off, starting with type AP the cards were
given a thicker, more stable coating, and it is noticable
on the back in the way that it reflects glancing light.

This combination of thick card stock and thick coat-
ing produced quite a stiff card. The later Studies and
Australiana types on thin stock also had a thinner plas-
tic coating which makes them feel flimsy in comparison.

Intermediates, thick coating on thin stock, are also
known, though quite rare, for types S1, S2, S3, and S4.
These are designated

S1i, S2i, S3i, and S4i.
The other older series – Fish, Animals, and Dogs –

are also on thick card stock.

4.3 Narrow/wide border variants

For some cards numbered in the ranges 1-32 and 97-128
the dimensions of the subject matter on the front of the
card are 45 × 63 mm with very little variation, while for
others in the same range of numbers, and for all outside
that range, they lie in the range between 41–42 × 60–
61 mm. As the overall card size ranges between 49–50 ×
68–69 mm, the border width at least nearly doubles, from
2 mm for the narrow types to 3.5 – 4.5 mm for the wide
types (averaged between sides for off-centre cards). The
wide border types are cropped rather than reduced, that
is, they show slightly less of the subject matter than the
narrow border types as shown in Fig. 7.

The narrow border types are immediately distin-
guishable without recourse to measurement. The inner

perimeter of the border has a faint dark edge. This is
especially obvious for card nos. 97-128, and less so for
nos. 1-32.

Most card types are consistent in whether the borders
are narrow or wide. For example, type S1 nos. 1-32 al-
ways have narrow borders, like types TT and TY, whereas
nos. 33-96 always have wide borders, like type TZ. How-
ever, some types have both narrow and wide border vari-
ants. These are types U1 nos. 1-32, U2 nos. 97-128, and
KN nos. 1-32. The narrow border variants are designated

U1n, U2n, and KNn.
The wide border variants are further subdivided by print
colour, see Sect. 4.4.

The dimensions of the subject matter for CK, K1, K2,
K3, and the Australiana types tends to be at the lower
end of the range, while the card size is at the upper end.
Consequently these types tend to have 4 mm borders.

Having a wide border allows a greater margin for er-
ror in cutting the cards. Wildly off-centre and skew-cut
cards, as seen in Fig. 10, are not uncommon in the 12
Yarras and 16 Yarras.

The other older series – Fish, Animals, and Dogs –
have wide borders.

These observations on border width are significant for
determining the type chronology, see Sect.5.2.

4.4 Print colour

The print colour on the back of some types, notably S1k,
S2k, S3k, and S4k, varies so much in shades of grey and
black that there seems little point at this time in at-
tempting to categorise them on this basis. What is clear,
though, is how many print runs there must have been for
these types.

However, print colour does become significant when
the range of shades is reduced to only one or two. Such
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Figure 9: Two oddly cut cards, A2o:131 and A2o:183,
they are both in mint condition, just as they would have
come out of the tea packet. Both exhibit the charac-
teristic ogee corners on the right-hand side (in general,
they may occur on either side of the card). The top edge
in each is also not straight, it kicks up slightly towards
the right. The concavity is exaggerated to an uncommon
degree in the left-hand card.

is the case for the Studies types.
Whereas types UL, U1n, U2n, and KNn are always un-

ambiguously black, types K1, K2, K3 are always unam-
biguosly bluish-grey although with a slight variation in
shade, possibly due to wear or age.

Print colour becomes interesting where there are only
two possibilities as this may indicate a transition. The
wide-margin variants of types U1, U2, U3, U4, and KN (and
possibly CK) exhibit such a dichotomy, see Fig 8. The
black variants are designated

U1b, U2b, U3b, U4b, and KNb,
while the greys (on white or cream card stock) are

U1g, U2g, U3g, U4g, KNg, K1g, and K2g.
The latter two are needed to differentiate grey print on
pinkish card stock, see Sect. 4.5.

These observations on print colour are significant for
determining the type chronology, see Sect.5.2.

4.5 Pinkish card stock

The backs of some Studies types exhibit a noticable pink-
ish cast. Close examination shows that the card surface
is smoother and consequently the print, which is always
grey, is sharper and more uniform. These variants are
designated

U1p, U2p, U3p, U4p, K1p, and K2p.
The pinkish cast is usually apparent, see Fig 8. If in
doubt, place a normal and pinkish card side-by-side for
a positive identification.

Significantly, all cards of type K3 are on pinkish card
stock. It is thought to have been used for the last print-
ings of the Studies types. See Sect.5.2.

Figure 10: (left) A very off-centre card of type A3s, no.
250. (right) A skew card of type A4s, no. 346. These are
extreme examples. Notice that the left-hand card is also
slightly skew.

4.6 Australiana variants

The Australiana variants are mostly associated with a
decline in card production standards, not of the colour
printing itself, but of cutting the sheets into separate
cards.

Oddly cut cards are commonly found for all 12 Yarras
as depicted in Fig. 9. These have characteristic ogee (S-
shaped) corners on one side or the other (but not both),
and possibly another non-straight edge at the top. The
ogee-cut edge may occur on either side for a particular
card number. They are designated

A1o, A2o, A3o, A4o, and A5o,
while their regularly-cut, straight-sided counterparts are

A1s, A2s, A3s, A4s, and A5s.
Off-centre cards and cards cut on the skew, as seen in
Fig. 10, may be found for either of these variants, but
seem to be more prevalent for the straight-cut cards.

There are no oddly-cut cards amongst the 16 Yarras,
but skew cards are about as common as for the 12 Yarras.
Card corners in the 16 Yarras tend to be squarer than for
earlier types, except for one printing of excellent quality
which is designated

V6v.
Cards of this type are always properly cut, well-centred,
non-skew, and with nicely rounded corners. They have a
slightly yellowish back, and when held to glancing light
the surface seems to have a varnished appearance. To
distinguish this variant, the alternative is designated

V6w.
This is similar to the 16 Yarras of the other series.

4.7 Existence

There are 3136 cards of the different types and no one,
as far as is known, has yet succeeded in collecting all of
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Figure 11: An uncut sheet of type A1 cards. The layout has card no. 1 in the top-left corner, with card number
increasing left-to-right and top-to-bottom in eight rows of 12 cards. A gutter between the sixth and seventh card in
each row divides the sheet into two panes of 48 non-consecutive cards. A similar sheet of type K1 is known.

them. So how can we even be sure of their existence?
One way to do it is to compare all of the want lists

that can be found. Then, working with the shortest list,
go through each of the other lists in turn crossing off
any card that is not listed – presumably because that
collector has it. The result is a list of the cards that
appear in everyone’s list:

UL: 6
U1n: 2 26
CK: 89
N4: 315 324 331 367
X1: 59
X2: 140
X3: 274

Eighteen cards have been removed since the last edition.
It covers all of the main types, plus the following major

variants defined above: S1k, S1n, S2k, S2n, S3k, S3n,
S4k, S4n, U1n, and U2n.

Now reduced to only nine cards, this list is sufficiently
short that it seems certain that all 3136 cards of the
various types do indeed exist. This is not surprising if
one considers that the cards of all types were printed a
series at a time, in sheets of 96 (or presumably 32 or 64
for the earlier types), such as the type A1 sheet shown in
Fig. 11. On cutting the sheet into separate cards, each
number should occur with equal frequency.
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5 Chronology of the Birds series

For specialist Tuckfields Birds series collectors, collect-
ing such a large set issued over such a long period of time,
the question of chronology inevitably arises.

It is perhaps surprising how far one can go, using only
what can be discerned from a careful study of the cards
themselves, supplemented with a small amount of back-
ground information, and held together with inferences
based on a few plausible assumptions.

5.1 Beginnings – the Series types

Type TT is undoubtedly the oldest, with its “of series of

Thirty Two cards”. It dates to 1959/11/26 when an ad-
vertisement first appeared in the The Age, Melbourne
(Fig. 12). As The Age carried fortnightly advertisements
for Tuckfields’s tea right through 1959, we consider this
to be an announcement, and adopt this date nominally
as the start of the Birds series.

Type TY also has “of series of Thirty Two cards” but it
is clearly partnered with type TZ because of the “TY-NEE

TIPS ORANGE PEKOE / TANGO” on the base and so TY
must postdate type TT and predate type TZ. The album
for the first 96 cards was unveiled in an advertisement
in The Age on 1962/04/03 (Fig. 13), and type TZ must
predate this. This gives the following sequence as a start

1959/11/26, TT, TY, TZ, 1962/04/03

with little uncertainty.
Type AP introduces the second series of cards. Oddly,

though the back states “of series of 192 cards”, type AP
only includes nos. 97 to 128. The rest, nos. 129 to 192,
are supplied by the blue-backs, types KS, BS, and BA.

It is clear from a study of the contents of Tuckfields
albums that the blue-backs are an older type, e.g. they
tend to be found in albums together with types AP and
S2 rather than N2, A2, or X2. Furthermore, they have a
medallion, and they are on thick card stock in common
with the older Series types, and unlike the Studies and
Australiana types. In light of the comments in Sect. 3.2,
the conjectured sequence is thus

1959, TT, TY, TZ, 1962, AP, KS, BS, BA
An undated advertisement for Tuckfields tea, Fig. 15,

in which the “new” album for series 2 is announced, like
the contemporary leaflet shown in Fig. 16, includes pay-
ment information in decimal currency for albums 1 and 2
(50c ea) which puts it after 1966/02/14, and an address
with postcode which puts it after 1967/07/01 (see Ap-
pendix B). While there is mention of the Cats, Dogs,
and Animals albums, there is no mention of series 3
Birds. The series 2 cards would have been introduced
some time before the album, but one would imagine, not
very long before. Types KS, BS, and BA have an address
without postcode which indicates that they predate 1967.
Taken together, this evidence suggests that the series 2
cards were introduced shortly before 1967.

Figure 12: Page 3 advertisement in The Age, Melbourne,
1959/11/26, announcing Tuckfields “Swap Cards of Aus-
tralian Birds and Flowers”. As is evident, the botanical
and avian aspects were initially given equal emphasis. It
appeared a further six times until 1960/04/14. Source:
news.google.com/newspapers.
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Figure 13: First of the 96-card Tuckfields Birds albums,
type T1.2a (see Sect. 7), proudly unveiled in a page 3
advertisement in The Age, Melbourne, on 1962/04/03.

Type BA’s “ALBUMS can be purchased” matches the text
at the bottom of S1, S2, and S3. Presumably S1 and S2
were introduced together. Birds series 3 was announced
in an advertisement in The Age on 1970/03/24 (Fig, 14)
and there is no doubt that this must have been type S3.
Thus we have

1959, TT, TY, TZ, 1962, AP, KS, BS, BA,
{1967, {S1,S2}}, 1970, S3

where braces mean they were issued at more or less the
same time. This notation represents the possibility that
types S1 and S2 were introduced either before or after
1967. While S3 has an address without postcode, it seems
that it simply inherited the livery used for S1 and S2.

Figure 14: Series 3 of the Tuckfields Birds introduced
in a page 1 advertisement on 1970/03/24 in The Age.
Figure 22 shows a colour photo of the same tea packet.

5.1.1 Thick/thin card stock

The earliest cards were on thick card stock with a thick
coating. They are quite stiff and don’t paste well into
albums. They were probably also relatively expensive to
produce.

Type S4 is known on thick stock but relatively un-
common, so series 4 must have been introduced at about
the time that S1, S2, S3, and S4 were reprinted on thin
card stock with a thin coating, like the later Studies and
Australiana types.

Type S4 is the first for which the address on the back
of the card includes a postcode. The Studies and Aus-
traliana types all have an address with postcode.
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Figure 15: Advertisement (leaflet?) c1967 for Tuckfields “new album for card No’s. 97 to 192”. Image courtesy of
Bill Smart.

Putting this together, in terms of thick/thin variants
of types S1, S2, S3, and S4, the sequence would be

1959, TT, TY, TZ, 1962, AP, KS, BS, BA,
{1967, {S1k,S2k}}, 1970 S3k, S4k,
{S1i,S2i,S3i,S4i} {S1n,S2n,S3n,S4n}

where the transitional types, S1i, S2i, S3i, and S4i,
with thick coating on thin card stock, have been placed
between S4k and the thin types.

The text at the bottom of type S4, “SPECIAL BOOKS

to hold your collection ...” in a font not used for any other
type, is a unique precursor to the later Studies and Aus-
traliana types which all have “SPECIAL BOOKS to hold

your cards ...”.

5.2 Middle age – the Studies types

Sitting between the Series and Australiana types, the
Studies types are the most difficult to sequence because
they come from a time when card issuing branched into
separate brand names, issued in separate geographical
regions. In fact, it seems likely that the switch from the
Series to the Studies medallions was actually occasioned
by the branch.

Tuckfields tea has never been sold in New South
Wales, it being restricted to Victoria and Tasmania. In-
stead, the Tuckfields Birds, alone amongst all of the
Tuckfields card series save for Australian Heritage,
made its appearance in NSW (and Queensland?) in
Kinkara tea and Copper Kettle instant coffee, some 30
years after type TT was first issued in Victoria.

Of course, it would not have done to issue cards in
NSW with “Tuckfields” emblazoned across them – most
people in NSW would never have heard of that brand.
Thus arose the Kinkara and Copper Kettle types, includ-

ing albums as well as cards. Kinkara Tea is a venerable
brand dating back to the late 1890s in NSW and Queens-
land, but has never been sold in Victoria.

Copper Kettle instant coffee dates to 1972 when ad-
vertisements first appeared in The Australian Women’s
Weekly (Fig. 53), and by now seems to have disappeared.
As it was advertised in a magazine with natiowide circu-
lation, it seems that Copper Kettle coffee would have been
distributed nationally.

No doubt the split into different brands was due to a
series of corporate takeovers, so prevalent in the 1980s,
that saw the Victorian and NSW brands acquired by
a single corporation. A snippet of the corporate his-
tory of Lyons Tetley Aust. of this time may be found
at www.kzwp.com/lyons2/overseas.companies.htm

In July 1988 Lyons [i.e. Lyons Tetley Australia]
acquired a business called Tuckfield Teas Pty Ltd
from Cottee’s Foods, the food division of Cadbury
Schweppes in Australia. This acquisition lifted
their position to second place in the Australian
tea market. The business, based in Melbourne,
had three main brands, Ty-nee Tips selling chiefly
in Victoria and Tasmania, Kinkara, selling in New
South Wales and Highfield selling in Victoria, New
South Wales and Queensland. In September 1991
arrangements were made with the Suntory-owned
Cerebos Australia group to use its distribution net-
work and sales team to help expand the Lyons Tet-
ley’s business in Australia, a business that had 14
per cent of the Australian tea market. The teas
continued to be packed in Melbourne.

A full extract is given in Sect. 10.4.2.
The confusion created by supporting multiple brand

names would have been exacerbated by people sending
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Table 5: Evolution of medallion sizes from the Series types to Studies. The medallion size only changed for series 1.

Medallion Medallion
Series Series types size Studies types size

1 TT, TY, TZ, S1 (large) → UL (large) → U1, KN, CK, K1 (small)
2 AP, KS, BS, BA, S2 (large) → U2, K2 (large)
3 S3 (small) → U3, K3 (small)
4 S4 (large) → U4 (large)

tokens and cards from different states to Tuckfields at 12
Yarra St. Melbourne to exchange. This situation would
later be rationalised with the introduction of the Aus-
traliana types which bear no brand name. The Aus-
tralian Heritage set is similar in this regard.

The task of sequencing the Studies types demands
close attention to detail and we continue with a discus-
sion of such minutiae. One overriding assumption that
must be made is that all cards of each type were printed
by the same printer and distributed by the same parent
company.

5.2.1 Medallion size

Only series 3 of the Series types has a small medallion.
This was faithfully inherited by the series 3 Studies types,
the only change being to the text inside the medallion
itself. Likewise the, large medallion of the series 2 and 4
Series types was passed on to the Studies types.

However, the medallion size changed for series 1. The
Series types all have a large medallion, wheres Studies
types U1, KN, CK, and K1 have a small medallion. Only
UL preserves the original medallion size. This is shown
schematically in Table 5.

This and the scarcity of UL cards indicates that it is
a short-lived transitional type which predates U1 in the
chronological sequence. This conclusion is supported by
an analysis of border widths (see below).

5.2.2 Narrow/wide border variants of types U1,
U2, and KN

Variation in border widths was discussed in Sect. 4.3.
Types TT, TY and AP all have narrow borders, while TZ,
KS, BS, and BA all have wide borders.

Types S1, S2, S3, and S4 have a mix of border widths.
For cards S1:1-32 and S2:97-128 the border is invariably
narrow (like TT, TY, and AP), while for the rest it is wide.
The thick and thin variants of these types are alike in
this respect.

Type UL is similar to S1, the border is narrow for nos.
1-32, and wide for 33-96.

However, the situation is more complicated for the
other Studies types. To summarise, U1:1-32, U2:97-128,
and KN:1-32 have both narrow-, and wide-border vari-

Figure 16: Album order form from a Tuckfields leaflet
c1967 explaining how to make “a good cup of tea”, con-
temporary with the advertisement of Fig. 15. It consists
of a sheet of (foolscap?) paper folded into three. Scan
courtesy of Lloyd McRae.
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Table 6: Evolution of border width, print and card colour from the Series types to Studies. The border width evolved
from narrow to wide for card nos. 1-32 and 97-128, all other card numbers have always had wide borders.

Series types Studies types
Series Narrow border Narrow border Wide / black Wide / grey Wide / pink

1 TT, TY, S1:1-32 → UL:1-32,U1n,KNn → U1b, KNb, CK → U1g, KNg, K1g → U1p, K1p
2 AP, S2:97-128 → U2n → U2b → U2g, K2g → U2p, K2p
3 U3b → U3g → U3p, K3
4 U4b → U4g → U4p

ants. These narrow border variants are designated as
U1n, U2n, and KNn. The rest of the Studies types, includ-
ing U1:33-96, U2:129-192, KN:33-96, CK, K1, K2, K3, U3,
and U4 have wide borders only.

The Australiana types – N1, N2, N3, N4, N5, A1, A2, A3,
A4, A5, X1, X2, X3, X4, and X5 – all have wide borders.

The narrow/wide border variants of U1, U2, and KN
help to establish the chronological sequence of the Studies
types. As the narrow variants match S1, S2, and UL, it
suggests that they are older, so that U1n, U2n, and KNn
predate CK, K1, and K2.

The printing on the back of U1n, U2n, and KNn is in-
variably black, like UL. For K1, K2, and K3 it is invari-
ably grey, whereas both black and grey print exist for
the other wide border variants of types U1, U2, U3, U4,
and KN. Since U1n, U2n, and KNn predate the wide-border
types, this indicates that black print predates grey. The
suggested chronological sequence for variants of the Stud-
ies types is thus:

1. UL,

2. U1n, U2n, U3b, U4b, and KNn (black print),

3. U1b, U2b, and KNb (black print),

4. CK (black print, and also possibly grey),

5. U1g, U2g, U3g, U4g, KNg, K1g, K2g (grey print),

6. U1p, U2p, U3p, U4p, K1p, K2p, K3 (pinkish card),

as summarised in Table 6. Types U3b and U4b (black
print) could appear first at (2) or (3). They are placed
at (2) as it is reasonable to assume that U1, U2, U3, and
U4 collectively replaced S1, S2, S3, and S4. CK could ap-
pear first at (3) or (4). Unfortunately too few of these
cards are available for study (with many in poor condi-
tion) to draw any definite conclusions. However, ignoring
variants, it does not affect the sequence:

UL, {{U1,U2,U3,U4}, KN}, CK, {K1,K2}, K3
where braces mean they were issued at more or less the
same time. K3 has been placed after K1 and K2 because
they are much scarcer than them so presumably had a
shorter lifetime. This is corroborated by the fact that
Kinkara albums were issued for series 1 and 2 but not for
series 3.

5.3 Old age and decrepitude – the
Australiana types

There is little mystery about the chronological sequence
of the Australiana types. At some time after 2002 Tet-
ley Australia’s address changed from 12 Yarra St, South
Melbourne to 16 Yarra St, and it is still listed as that to-
day in the Yellow Pages telephone directory. That means
the 16 Yarras were the last to be issued.

The 12 Yarras with protective coating differ from the
16 Yarras only in the address. Therefore they must pre-
cede them. That leaves only the no-coats which must
therefore be the original Australiana types.

It is safe to assume that types A1, A2, A3, A4, and
A5 were all issued at essentially the same time as they
replaced the no-coats. Likewise for the 16 Yarras. The
only question remaining is whether types N1 and N5 were
issued at the same time as N2, N3, and N4. The question
arises for N1 because of its Copper Kettle address, and
for N5 because it introduced series 5. This uncertainty is
represented by using nested braces as follows:

{N1,{N2,N3,N4},N5}, {A1,A2,A3,A4,A5},
{X1,X2,X3,X4,X5}

Card production standards declined noticably in the Aus-
traliana issues, though the quality of the colour printing
itself was usually high. The no-coats are notoriously sub-
ject to yellowing with age, and will even turn album pages
yellow after a few years. Another peculiarity is that they
look yellowish when candled and are surprisingly opaque,
even moreso than the early Series cards printed on thick
card stock. Wildly off-centre and even skew-cut cards oc-
cur for the 12 Yarras. Indeed some, such as that shown
in Fig. 10, are so skewiff that it’s not at all clear how they
could have been cut from a sheet at such an odd angle!
Moreover, some printings of the 12 Yarras have oddly
cut edges, as seen in Fig. 9. The oddly-cut edges dis-
appeared for the 16 Yarras, suggesting that that was an
earlier aberration, but skew-cut cards are about as com-
mon as for the 12 Yarras. Variant V6v is the exception
in this regard; cards of this type are always properly cut,
well-centred, non-skew, and with nicely rounded corners.
It is tempting to think that this was the last printing of
all.
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Table 7: Chronology of types in MC’s personal collection.

S4 UL U1 U2 U3 U4 K1 K2 K3 N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5

1992/07/01
1994/05/11t 2 3 8 17 26 1
1995/02/21∗ 2 22 1
1996/12/16∗ 1 3 1 2 1 8 5 4 11 3 19 9 7 3 11
1997/06/25t 1 2 6
1999/07/30∗ 2 2 24 10 2 3 34
1999/08/12s 4 28 22
2000/02/23t 1 1 3
2000/03/02s 2 3 10 17
2000/10/24s 1 21 8
2001/06/22∗ 19 2
2001/11/06t 1
2002/03/03s 9 21
2002/05/30s 3 17 1
t Known to have come from tea packets.
s Known to have been returned by Lyons Tetley as swaps, not from tea packets.
∗ From a mix of swaps and tea packets.
1992/07/01 is the nominal start date.
1995/02/21 includes series 1 only.

5.4 Absolute dating evidence

Having put the cards into chronological sequence we now
consider the dating evidence available. Newspapers and
magazine ads are the primary sources for the earlier is-
sues.

5.4.1 Tuckfields advertisements in The Age

Google news11 provides online historical scans of The
Age, Melbourne. In all 32,807 issues are available from
1854/10/17 to 1989/12/31 with only a small fraction
missing. The Age was, and still is one of Melbourne’s
main daily newspapers, and fortunately Tuckfields tea
was regularly, if not frequently, advertised in the paper.
As we have already seen, some of the ads feature or men-
tion the collector cards.

The advertisements tended to run in regular se-
quences of which, so far, the following have been iden-
tified:

• 1959/01/23 to 1959/06/26, p3 every 2nd Fri (except

1959/03/06 & 07/10).

• 1959/07/09 to 1960/04/14, p3 every 2nd Thu (except

1959/07/23, 12/24 & 1960/01/07).

• 1961/12/12 to 1975/01/21, p1 every 4th Tue (but

the following are absent from the archive: 1966/02/01

& 03/01, 1967/04/25, 1969/10/07, 1970/05/19 &

12/01, 1971/01/26, 04/20, 05/18 & 06/15, 1972/09/05,

1973/04/17 & 12/25, 1974/01/22, 04/16 & 07/09).
11news.google.com/newspapers

• 1964/01/17 to 1964/12/18, p3 every 4th Fri.

• 1965/01/13 to 1965/03/10, p3 every 4th Wed.

The longest running and most fertile of these strands
ran on page 1 for 13 years.

An ad on 1973/09/20, p4 (Fig. 52) mentions only 288
cards and provides an early limit for series 4. Further
research continues.

5.4.2 MC’s swap lists to Lyons Tetley

Birds series cards were included in packs of Kinkara tea
in NSW, and exchange tokens were printed on packs of
Kinkara tea bags. Lyons Tetley also exchanged cards
on a one-for-one basis, up to 15 at a time. You simply
sent them the cards and/or tokens, your want list, and a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Fortunately, I (MC, residing in Sydney) still have elec-
tronic copies of almost all of the letters sent for swaps.
These almost always included the lists for all of the cards
needed. The one exception was early on when I only sent
my series 1 list. By looking at changes to the list be-
tween successive letters, it is possible to determine the
cards received within the period between exchanges. In
some instances it is even possible to determine which card
numbers were returned for a particular swap.

Because I put the cards in the albums using photo
corners, and recorded the types when I removed them,
it is possible to determine the type of each card. There-
fore, it is possible to determine, to within a period of a
few months to a year, the date on which each card was
obtained.
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Figure 17: Form letter from Tetley Australia 2008 advising collectors of the end of the Birds series.
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Figure 18: A Tuckfields Ty-nee Tips tea packet announc-
ing the cessation of the Birds card series on 2008/08/31.
The manufacturing date on a side flap is 2008/02.

For example, the first letter I sent for swaps on
1994/05/11 included a list of all 57 card numbers I had
at the time. When these card numbers are checked
against the albums, it is found that nearly all of them
had Kinkara backs in series 1, 2, and 3. However, there
were two cards of type U1, three of U3, and one of N4.

The next letter on 1995/02/21 only included my se-
ries 1 list. Thus between 1994/05/11 and 1995/02/21 I
gained a further 25 series 1 cards of which all were type
N1 except for two of U1, and one of A1. A summary of the
cards received in packets or as swaps from Lyons Tetley
is given in Table 7.

Observations and inferences that can be drawn from
these data:

• Very old cards continued to be returned by Lyons
Tetley as swaps – presumably they recycled the cards
sent them. However, type U1 and U3 cards definitely
came from Kinkara tea packets as late as 1994, with
one instance of a type U4 as late as 2000.

• Kinkara backs, K1, K2, and K3, had their heyday
before 1994/05. The few cards obtained after that
time could have been recycled swaps.

• The no-coats appeared (in NSW) briefly sometime
in the period 1994-1996.

• The 12 Yarras made their first appearance in NSW
early in 1995 and reigned at least until 2002/06.

• No sign of of 16 Yarras before 2002/06.

5.4.3 Company history

The Copper Kettle album, C1.1, (Sect. 7) has “An-

other quality brand from Cottee’s Foods, P.O. box

120, Liverpool, N.S.W. 2170”. Besides Copper Kettle,
Cottee’s also owned the Tuckfields and Kinkara brand
names which they sold to Lyons Tetley in July 1988 (see
Sect. 10.4). This implies that KN and CK, which have a
Liverpool NSW address, were issued by Cottee’s before
that date.

It is not known why type N1 also has a “Copper Ket-
tle”, Liverpool NSW address. However, Table 7 shows
that they were still being issued as late as December
1996, long after the 1988 sale. It might simply have been
a mistake, but another possibility is that Cottee’s might
have printed them for Copper Kettle coffee but sold out
to Lyons Tetley before they were issued. Card issuing
rights obviously went with the tea, not the coffee. Some
time later Lyons Tetley may have decided to use up the
Copper Kettle card stocks regardless.

5.4.4 Other dating evidence

The Birds series 4 album begins with a foreword dated
October 1976 by Graham Pizzey12 (1930-2001), a noted
author, photographer, and ornithologist. The piece con-
tains references to specific cards in the series and was
almost certainly contemporaneous with the release of se-
ries 4.

The Ty-nee Tips tea packet in Fig. 40, which was pur-
chased in October 1993, shows that series 5 had been is-
sued in Victoria by that time. It is likely that the spoons,
which featured birds from series 5, were issued to mark
the release of that series.

5.5 Chronological order of the main
types

Finally we can put the card types in sequence together
with a few dates.
The Series types – medallions:

1959, TT, TY, TZ, 1962, AP, KS, BS, BA
{1967, {S1,S2}}, 1970, S3, 1973, S4, 1976

The Studies types – medallions:
UL, {{U1,U2,U3,U4}, KN}, CK, 1988, {K1,K2}, K3, 1995

The Australiana types:
{N1,{N2,N3,N4},N5}, 1993 1996 {A1,A2,A3,A4,A5},
(>2002) {X1,X2,X3,X4,X5}, 2008

Braces mean they were issued at more or less the same
time. Issuing of cards ceased at the end of August 2008
(Figs. 17 and 18).

12en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graham Pizzey
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Figure 20: A page 1 advertisement in The Age of 1965/12/07 (left) announces the 1 lb pack of Ty-nee Tips containing
“swap cards”, five of which “may be used as tokens in exchange for ten swap cards of your own choice”. (middle)
An ad of 1966/07/19 extends the offer until Dec/1967. Could these “swap cards” have been blue-backs? (right) The
Wildflower series was introduced with Tuckfields tea bags on 1972/06/13.

Figure 19: The older type of insert token, similar to that
shown in Fig. 24, but advising of a withdrawal date of
Dec/1972 – a valuable piece of direct dating evidence. At
85 × 60 mm, these tokens are a fraction smaller than the
Wildflowers cards. Scan courtesy of Lloyd McRae.

6 Exchange tokens

A well-known problem in mathematics known as the
Coupon collector’s problem13 shows that it is extremely
difficult, if not impossible in practice, to collect a set of
cards of even modest size without swapping. For equally
common, randomly distributed cards, to complete a set
of 96 without swapping, the expected number needed to
collect is 494. For 480 cards, the expected number is
3241. That’s an awful lot14 of tea drinking to do! It is
therefore essential for collectors to be able to swap cards.

While on the subject of randomness, it is worth
recording that the cards were decidedly non-random in
their distribution. More often than not two packs of
Kinkara tea bought at the same time would contain the
same card, and this bunching effect can still be seen in
accumulations today. This may seem to contradict the
fact that the cards were printed a series at a time in
sheets of 96 (or 32 or 64). However, if multiple sheets
were printed, overlaid, and cut together then the same

13en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coupon collector’s problem
14For specialist collectors, the expected number for 3136 cards is

a daunting 27058. However, even this is a lower limit because the
types are not equally common, and not random.
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Figure 21: Form letter from Tuckfields Teas, 1972, discussing card exchange (points 2 and 3) amongst other things.
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Figure 22: A full 1
2 lb packet of Ty-nee Tips tea, c1973 !

Series 1 – 3 albums are available for 90c. Photo courtesy
of Ashley Hjorth.

card number could be repeated as many times as there
were sheets.

Exchange tokens were introduced with the 1 lb pack
of Ty-nee Tips in 1965 as seen in Fig. 20. At first glance
it would seem that these could be the older, square-
cornered style of insert token shown in Figs. 19 and 24.
However, the wording of the ad is suggestive:

Swap cards, too! Five swap cards from one-pound
packs may be used as tokens in exchange for ten
swap cards of your own choice.

So they are described specifically as “swap cards” that
may be used as exchange “tokens”. In contrast, the
square-cornered insert tokens describe themselves unam-
biguously as tokens:

Save this exchange token. Five of these tokens may
be exchanged for TEN cards of the Bird series. . .

This raises the possibility that the original swap cards
from 1 lb packs were actually blue-backs. The blue text
would identify them as coming from the 1 lb pack and
consequently that five of them were worth ten of the
normal black-backed cards from 1

2 lb packets. This con-
jecture is supported by the dating evidence as well. In
Fig. 20, the exchange offer is extended to Dec/1967, yet
the token in Fig. 19 states that it is valid to Dec/1972. A
possible scenario is that the blue-backs were used as ex-
change “tokens” in the 1 lb packs, valid until Dec/1967.
Sometime thereafter they were replaced by the square-
cornered tokens which were eventually withdrawn in
Dec/1972.

The undated letter in Fig.21 mentions a two-for-one
exchange token included in the 1 lb. tea pack. This ap-
pears to be the square-cornered type shown in Fig. 19
which dates the letter before Dec/1972. It also mentions
Wildflower cards which puts it after Jun/1972 when
Tuckfields tea bags were introduced (Fig. 20). Thus the
letter must date to the latter half of 1972. While they
don’t offer to swap the cards themselves, Tuckfields do

Figure 23: An order form for tuckfields Birds series al-
bums 1 to 4. At $2.50, the price indicates that it is
slightly more recent than the insert tokens shown at top-
left of Fig. 24. Possibly 1980s.

seem to be offering to act as a broker between different
collectors.

The letter also indicates that only three series of cards
had been issued at that time. However, the round-
cornered insert tokens shown in Fig. 24 are for the first
four series, and the difference in cost of the albums, $2.00
versus 75c, means that those tokens must postdate the
letter by quite a few years.

The insert tokens were eventually superceded by ex-
change tokens printed on the pack itself, a more cost
effective method. These were printed on Tuckfields and
Kinkara tea bag packets, while the cards themselves were
in packs of loose tea – directly in contact with the tea.
Some CK cards are occasionally found still with coffee
powder adhering to the card which indicates that they
were also packed inside the tin in contact with the cof-
fee. This would explain why it is so difficult to find these
cards in good clean condition.

A wide diversity of tokens is shown in Fig. 24, ranging
from one token for one card, one token for two cards, five
tokens for 10 cards, 10 tokens for 10 cards, and 20 tokens
for 10 cards. Those with the order form attached may be
put in chronological order by the ever-increasing cost of
the albums. Inflation does have its uses!

The original 96-card Birds series 1 album cost 4/6
(45c) in 1962 (Fig. 13). In the advertisement of Fig. 15,
c1967, albums cost 50c. In the 1972 form letter of Fig. 21
they are 75c, while on the tea bag packet of Fig. 22 they
are 90c which must make it a little later. In the exchange
tokens at top-left in Fig. 24 albums are $2.00, and then
$2.50 in the order form of Fig. 23, which must date them
to the late 1970s or early 1980s. The albums have inflated
to $3.50 in the 384-card packet tokens of Fig. 24 which
must be prior to 1993-94 when they are known to have
cost $4.50. In the 480-card packet tokens of Fig. 24 the
price ranges from $5.95, to $10.25, and then finishes at
$12.90 in the 16 Yarra St tokens which must be after
2002/06 (see Sect. 5.4.2).
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Figure 24: Photomontage (to scale) of all known insert tokens and packet exchange tokens. The round-cornered insert
tokens (above left) are the same size as the bird cards. Tokens in the middle panel are all for 384 cards with albums
at $3.50; below them are tokens for 480 cards with various album prices, including the one from the packet shown in
Fig. 32. The address and price was cropped from a few of the packet tokens, notably the four at upper-right. The
two at bottom left came from the larger packs of Kinkara tea bags c2002; although they say “may be exchanged for any

one card in the series” they were actually good for two as indicated by the number in the roundel. Many of the tokens
shown here are courtesy of Linda Constable and were collected by her late father Rupert Pearce from Victoria. The
older (square-cornered) insert token is courtesy of Sarah Brown. The scale marker is 8 cm in length.
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Figure 25: Order form included with the T1.1 album.
Same dimensions as the album itself.

7 The albums

Albums were issued to hold the Tuckfields Birds se-
ries cards right from the start when the set consisted
of only 32 cards. As more cards were issued so more al-
bums were issued to hold them. Ultimately they were
printed with Tuckfields, Kinkara, Copper Kettle, and
Australiana mastheads, and finished after 50 years with
more types and variants than the cards themselves. Cur-
rently over 50 have been identified, as catalogued in Ta-
ble 10, with indications that more are yet to be found.

Some album-related ephemera are shown in Figs. 25,
26, and 27. These depict an order form that accompanied
the original (T1.1) album, an index to series 1, 2, and 3,
believed to have been included originally with album 3,
and a manilla envelope and various cardboard packets
used for mailing the albums.

Album dimensions are 175 mm × 231 mm except for
T1.1 which is 165 mm × 230 mm (6 1

2” × 9”) with slight
variation.

7.1 Album nomenclature

The nomenclature used here to categorise the rich array
of album types consists of five fields:

• A letter, T(uckfields), K(inkara), C(opper Kettle), or
A(ustraliana) as indicated on the album cover.

• The series number, 1 – 5, followed by a decimal
point.

• The album edition:

– Series 1 albums after the 1st edition identify
the edition on p1, either 2nd or 4th.

– Series 2, 3, 4 albums do not identify an edition.
Edition numbers, 1, 2, 3, etc., are assigned here

Figure 26: Page 1 of a six-page index for Birds series
1 to 3. It was printed on a single sheet of paper folded
into three, dimensioned so that it fits comfortably in the
back of an album. Table 14 provides an index for all 480
Birds series cards, including modern common names.

on the basis of major differences, particularly in
the front and rear album covers.

– Series 5 albums identify themselves as edition
1 on p3.

• An optional letter, a, b, c, etc., indicating a minor
revision, usually to the publisher’s and/or printer’s
name as listed on the last page, or to the binding.

• A subscript indicating the revision of the nomencla-
ture used. See Sect. 7.1.1.

For example, T1.2a is a Tuckfields series 1, 2nd edition
album (as stated on p1), currently considered to be the
oldest (a) of the four known variants.

It is normally clear what constitutes a new edition,
there must be a significant change to the front and/or
rear covers. Only T1.4c presents any difficulty in this
regard (so far). Its cyan Australiana-style cover is so dif-
ferent to the other classic-looking Tuckfields T1.4 vari-
ants that it would normally prompt a new edition num-
ber (which would make it T1.5a). However, it states
“4th edition” on p1, so classifying it here as anything
else would only serve to confuse matters.
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Figure 27: (top-left) Unaddressed manilla envelope used to post the original 32-card Birds album. The text on the
envelope, “Tuckfield’s australiana cards bird series album”, exactly matches that on the cover of the T1.1
album (see Table 10). The return address is given as “tuckfield’s teas pty. ltd. Box 12, Post Office, South
Yarra, S.E.1”. (top-right) Original cardboard mailer used for the 96-card Birds albums (T1.2a) still has exactly the
same return address in a shade of blue print reminiscent of the blue-backs. (middle-left) Later version used for T2.1
as well as T1.2a. (middle-right) A later cardboard mailer dating to c1967, now in red but otherwise very similar
to the blue mailer; tuckfields has lost its apostrophe, and now the return is to “Box 133”, but still no postcode
(image obtained from an eBay item). (bottom) A series 3 Birds album mailer dating to c1970. The BLACK-FACED

FLYCATCHER featured (now Black-faced Monarch) matches card no. 203 of series 3. Each of the cardboard mailers is
just large enough to hold an empty album snugly.
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Figure 28: Page 1 advertisements in The Age of 1968/12/03 and 1969/01/28 featuring the birds on cards no. 3 and 25
bear a close resemblance in style to the series 3 mailer c1970 shown in Fig. 27. (right) The two printing plates used
to produce them, the one on the right is 78 mm × 131 mm (courtesy of Prue Pyke).

For the spiral binding with thicker wire, the difference
between 45 and 46 holes may not be significant as it could
arise from a small displacement of the hole punch.

Where wire-comb binding is used, the difference be-
tween 26 and 27 square-punched holes is considered sig-
nificant. The difference is easily discernible without
counting the holes by the significantly wider margin to
the edge of the album cover for the 26-hole variants. Un-
like the spiral binding, the difference is not simply a mat-
ter of slightly displacing the hole punch. Also, the wire-
comb itself needs to be cut to the correct length (26 or
27 holes) before the album can be bound. The variants
with 27 holes are probably older, though with some ex-
ceptions.

7.1.1 Album revision subscript

The album designations are meant to be in chronological
sequence and are therefore subject to revision as further
variants come to light, as seems likely to happen. How
then can the nomenclature be changed without throwing
everything into chaos? This is where the revision sub-
script comes in.

The initial revision is denoted by subscript a which
is assumed if the subscript is omitted. Later, as new
variants are discovered, or new information is obtained
that prompts a revision of the chronological sequence,
the designations that change will be given a b subscript,
and so on through the letters of the alphabet. Where it
is not possible to write subscripts, the revision should be
written in parentheses, e.g. T2.3b(a).

The minor revision (e.g. the b in T2.3b) is the most
prone to change, though potentially the edition (3 in
this example) could also. Obviously the initial letter
indicating the masthead and the series number (T2 in

this example) are invariant. Since the 2nd edition, the
T3.3 and A4.1 designations have changed to accomodate
newly discovered album types.

7.2 Album chronology

There are sufficient clues in the albums to put them ap-
proximately into chronological sequence. The most im-
portant indicator is the printer’s imprint on the last page.
No printer worth his salt would allow another printer’s
imprint to appear on something he had printed, so this
evidence must be considered very reliable. After that,
the publisher’s name and address, also given on the last
page, is most helpful, though not as indisputable as the
printer’s imprint.

The presence or absence of a postcode in the address
is helpful, but unfortunately not conclusive. For exam-
ple, the evidence of Fig. 15 shows that all of the series
2, 3, and 4 albums should have been issued after the in-
troduction of postcodes in 1967, yet many of the earlier
editions have addresses without a postcode. Incredibly,
even a couple of Australiana albums, issued in the 1980s
or later, lack postcodes.

The preface of some albums refer to the price of binoc-
ulars that might be purchased for bird watching. In the
earliest, the price is quoted in pounds while later it is
in dollars indicating a date after conversion to decimal
currency on 1966/02/14. However, even this is not infal-
lible. For example, T2.1 has binoculars in pounds and
addresses without postcodes, yet Fig. 15 suggests that it
is post 1967. Likewise, it is known almost for certain that
T2.2 was issued after 1968/10/09 (see Sect. 7.3), and yet
the price is quoted in pounds. In fact, the only genuinely
pre-decimal currency albums are T1.1 and T1.2a ! Such
anomalies may arise simply because of an understandable
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Table 8: Album type summary in approximate chronological order.

Album Publisher Address P’code Printer Binding

T1.1 Tuckfield’s 3 Market No McLaren - stapled
T1.2a Tuckfields’ 3 Market No McLaren £ spiral 57
T2.1 Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra No McLaren £ spiral 46
T1.2b Tuckfields’ 3 Market No McLaren $ spiral 57
T3.1 Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra No McLaren $ spiral 45
T2.2 Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra No DRG £ spiral 46
T1.2c Tuckfields’ 3 Market No (none) $ spiral 46
T1.2d Tuckfields’ 12 Yarra No (none) $ spiral 46
T1.3 ???
T1.4a Tuckfields’ 12-13 Yarra No G&T $ spiral 46
T1.4b Tuckfields’ 12-13 Yarra No G&T $ stapled
T3.2 Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra No G&T $ spiral 46
T3.3ab Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra No G&T $ spiral 46
T3.3bb Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra No G&T $ spiral rs45
T4.1 ??? ?? 46
T4.2a Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra No G&T $ comb rs46
T4.2b Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra No G&T $ comb rs46
T4.2c Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra No G&T $ stapled
T4.2d Tuckfields (inc) 12-13 Yarra No G&T $ comb rs46
T4.3 Tuckfields (inc) 12-13 Yarra No Gunn & Taylor $ comb sq26

A1.4a Tuckfields’ 12-13 Yarra & NSW Yes Gunn & Taylor $ comb sq26
T2.3a Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra No Gunn & Taylor $ spiral 46
T2.3b Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra No Gunn & Taylor $ stapled

A4.1ab Tuckfields 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq27
A4.1bb Tuckfields (inc) 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq26

T2.4 Tuckfields (inc) 12-13 Yarra No Gunn & Taylor $ spiral 46
T3.4 Tuckfields (inc) 12-13 Yarra No Gunn & Taylor $ comb rs45
T1.4c Tuckfields (inc) 12 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq27

A2.1a Tuckfields (inc) 12 Yarra No Gunn & Taylor - comb sq26
A2.1b Tuckfields/Highfields 12 Yarra No Gunn & Taylor - comb sq27
A3.1a Tuckfields/Highfields 12 Yarra No Gunn & Taylor - comb sq27

C1.1 ??? Yes
K1.1a Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor $ comb sq27
K1.1b Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor $ comb sq27
K1.1c Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor $ comb sq26
K2.1 Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq27
A1.4b Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor $ comb sq27
A1.4c Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor $ comb sq26
A3.1b Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq27
A3.1c Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq26
A5.1a Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes (none) - comb sq26
A5.1b Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes (none) - comb sq26
A5.1c Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes (none) - comb sq26
A5.1d Lyons Tetley 12-13 Yarra Yes (none) - comb sq27
A2.1c Lyons Tetley ACN 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq27
A2.1d Lyons Tetley ACN 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq27
A4.1cb Lyons Tetley ACN 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq26
A4.1db Lyons Tetley ACN 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq27
A4.1eb Lyons Tetley ACN 12-13 Yarra Yes (none) - comb sq27
A1.4d Tetley Aust ABN 12-13 Yarra Yes (none) - comb sq26
A2.1e Tetley Aust ABN 12-13 Yarra Yes (none) - comb sq26
A3.1d Tetley Aust ABN 12-13 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq26
A1.4e Tetley Aust ABN 16 Yarra Yes (none) - comb sq26
A2.1f Tetley Aust ABN 16 Yarra Yes (none) - comb sq26
A3.1e Tetley Aust ABN 16 Yarra Yes Gunn & Taylor - comb sq26
A5.1e Tetley Aust ABN 16 Yarra Yes (none) - comb sq26
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Figure 29: Travel posters from the 1950s designed and
painted by Eileen Mayo and printed by McLaren.

tardiness in updating the album text in response to such
changes. One thing is for sure though. An album that
quotes a price in dollars cannot have been issued before,
or at least not much before, 1966/02/14.

Other useful indicators are the binding and the pres-
ence of an ACN or ABN. There also appears to have been
a time when it was important for companies incorporated
in Victoria to state such. Where one indicator by itself
may be inconclusive, combining several may help to fill
the gaps. For example, we know without doubt that T1.1
was the first album as it only has space for 32 cards. It
was printed by McLaren and has a 3 Market St address,
so other albums with the same imprint and/or address
must come from the same time. Thus T1.2c which lacks
a printer’s imprint, must be early because of its 3 Market
St address.

Albums with a 16 Yarra St. address are only known
for series 1, 2, 3, and 5. Lynda Sumadsad of Tetley Aust.
reports that, as sufficient stocks were available, the series
4 album was not reprinted with that address.

Since we have a reliable card chronology, the cards
that an album contains may also provide important clues
to its age. However, as it is quite possible for new cards
to be pasted into old albums, or for old cards to be pasted
into new albums, this evidence is very much subject to
statistical interpretation. Nevertheless it is invaluable,
and has been used in combination with all of the other
evidence to produce the album chronology presented in
Table 8.

7.3 The printers

The last page of most albums includes the publisher’s
and printer’s imprint. Background information about
the printers can be obtained from old newspaper articles

Figure 30: The Long-spined Butterfly Fish, no. 31 in
the Fish series. Despite first appearances, close study
reveals that the fish has, in fact, been repainted.

and advertisements via Trove15, Google16, and Google
Maps17. It seems reasonable to assume that the printers
who produced the albums also printed the cards.

The earlier albums, and therefore presumably the
cards on thick card stock, were printed by “McLAREN

& CO. MELBOURNE”. McLaren & Co. Pty. Ltd., which
was founded in 1921 by James Paton Beveridge Sr., op-
erated from 144-164 George St., Fitzroy, Melbourne, a
large premises which is still standing. Its parent com-
pany from 1949 was McLaren Industries Limited of which
a Mr. G. E. McLaren was a director. Beveridge was hon-
oured with an O.B.E. for services to printing in 1954, the
year of his death.

McLaren & Co. was a prestigious printing firm.
Web searches today readily turn up many beautiful
colour lithographed posters, particularly travel posters
by Eileen Mayo18 that command high prices at auction,
as depicted in Fig. 29. No. 31 in the Fish series is clearly
derivative of the Barrier Reef poster. She designed a
number of Australian postage stamps, and painted the
superb Rare and Endangered Birds series of 35 cards for
Gregg’s Jelly, Dunedin NZ, issued in 1977. The original
paintings for those cards are now held in the Christchurch
Art Gallery.

McLaren Industries Limited was taken over by DRG
(Australia Investments) Pty Ltd on 1968/10/09 and
delisted19 from the ASX. One single album, T2.2, is iden-
tified as “A DRG Australia Limited Product” which means
that it must have been issued after that date. It may not
be a coincidence that this was close to the time that the
Birds series transitioned from thick to thin card stock.
It is interesting to note that T2.2 quotes the price of
binoculars in £ more than two years after the introduc-
tion of decimal currency, thereby demonstrating a degree
of latency in making pertinent revisions to the albums.

DRG appears to be the Dickinson Robinson Group,

15Australian newspaper archives online, provided by the National
Library of Australia, trove.nla.gov.au. Trove tags: “McLaren
and Co”, “Gunn and Taylor”.

16google.com.au
17maps.google.com.au/maps
18en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eileen Mayo
19www.delisted.com.au/Company/5254
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Figure 31: Is this why T1.3 is so elusive? Courtesy of
Karen Neil.

of which Wikipedia20 says

The Dickinson Robinson Group or DRG was a
British paper, printing and packaging company
founded in 1966 as a result of a merger of John
Dickinson Stationery Ltd and ES&A Robinson Ltd
creating one of the world’s largest stationery and
packaging companies. Products with a high pub-
lic profile included Sellotape and Basildon Bond.
In 1989 Roland Franklin (Pembridge Associates)
acquired DRG with a leveraged buyout and the
assets of the company were stripped.

Croxley stationery is another well-known DRG product.
After McLaren and DRG, the printers are identified as

“G & T BOOK PRINTING CO.”, which presumably is Gunn
& Taylor, identified fully on later albums as “GUNN &

TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY. LTD.”.
Gunn & Taylor Printers and Publishers established

themselves in 1940 in central Melbourne at 544 Lons-
dale St. In newspaper advertisements in The Argus (Mel-
bourne) of 1946 they describe themselves as “publishers
of children’s picture books”. They are still in business21

today operating from premises in Glen Waverley.
The most recent albums have no printer’s imprint,

namely A1.4d, A1.4e, A2.1e, A2.1f, A4.1c, and all of
the series 5 editions so far identified, as listed in Table 8.
Some of these have a 12-13 Yarra St address, and yet
A3.1e, which has a 16 Yarra St address and is there-
fore later, does identify the printer as Gunn & Taylor.
It seems therefore that the anonymously printed albums
were indeed printed by Gunn & Taylor, but that they
stopped adding their imprint for some reason. A cou-
ple of the oldest albums, T1.2c and T1.2d also lack an
imprint.

7.4 Whatever happened to T1.3?

One mystery surrounding the Birds series albums is the
elusiveness, or even the very existence of edition 3 of the
series 1 album, i.e. T1.3.

The first edition – T1.1 with the Kookaburra on front
– was issued early on when the entire set was limited to

20en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dickinson Robinson Group
21www.gunntaylor.com.au

Figure 32: A Tuckfields tea bag packet c2008 showing
album 5 with what is discernible as a Rainbow Bee-
eater on the cover (enlargement below left) instead of
the Welcome Swallow on the albums issued, as shown
in Table 10. Another Ty-nee Tips tea packet from 1992
shows the same thing, though not in colour. This packet
is a strange anacronism. It has a manufacturing date
of 2007/11, was purchased in 2008, and the best before
date is 2010/03/10. Yet the front of the packet advises
“NEW CARD SERIES NOW AVAILABLE” (excerpt
below right), and on the rear “Announcing the addition

of a New No. 5 Bird Studies in the popular BIRDS

OF AUSTRALIA collectors series – titled ‘BIRDS

OF PREY’”. Series 5 had been in circulation for at least
15 years by that time. In fact, contemporary Ty-nee
Tips tea packets (Fig. 18) were announcing the end of
the Birds series !
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32 cards. Some time in the 1960s, when the set had ex-
panded to 96 cards, the 2nd edition, which declares itself
as such, was issued to hold them. More recent series 1
albums with the Tuckfields masthead declare themselves
to be 4th edition. However, while editions two and four
are common, no example of the 3rd edition has yet been
recorded.

Recently, a possible explanation has come to light in
the form of an erratum printed on a slip of light card,
shown in Fig. 31. Karen Neil, a veteran collector, says
she received this with an album in the late 1970s or early
1980s, though curiously the album it came with did not
require any amendments.

If T1.3 really was printed with such glaring errors it
would not be surprising if it was quickly withdrawn and
replaced with a new edition. Only time will tell if this is
the correct explanation.

7.5 Album oddities

As for the cards, there are a few curiosities related to
albums:

• Stapled albums appeared briefly at some stage early
on and are known for series 1 (T1.4b), 2 (T2.3b),
and 4 (T2.2c). Presumably they also exist for se-
ries 3. They are quite unsuited to holding 96 cards
and were probably only issued as a stop-gap when
supplies of the spiral binding had dried up.

• When series 5 was announced c1992, tea packets
showed album 5 coyly peeking out from the bottom
of a stack including the other four albums (Fig. 32)
– odd considering that it was the subject of the an-
nouncement! It is clearly discernible that the cover
differs from the issued editions showing a Welcome
Swallow in flight, card no. 420, a dramatic compo-
sition by Sue McInnes that fills the whole card (Ta-
ble 10). Instead, although only part of the head and
beak are visible, the bird is readily identified as a
Rainbow Bee-eater. It doesn’t match any card in
series 5, nor card no. 29, that being the only candi-
date.

Figure 33: Close up of the enamelled medallions on the
first issue of souvenir teaspoons (courtesy Christine Bri-
dle).

8 Miscellany

This section covers the limited edition souvenir teaspoons
and canisters.

8.1 The teaspoons

There appears to have been four separate issues of silver-
plated souvenir teaspoons, all but one of which was based
on cards in the Birds series.

Teaspoons in the first issue were packaged singly in a
plastic case labelled “Stuart - by perfection”, a well-
known Australian manufacturer. As seen in Fig. 33, all
six related to cards in series 1:

• 20: The Kookaburra,

• 24: The Major Mitchell Cockatoo,

• 31: The Eastern Spinebill,

• 60: The Blue-faced Honeyeater,

• 66: The Red Wattlebird,

• 72: The Elegant Parrot.

The backs of the medallions have “Stuart / silver

plated”, and running down the stem “perfection plate

made in australia” in raised lettering.
Apparently there were variations in the plastic case,

two of which are seen in Fig. 34. The “Australian made”
logo dates one case to after 1986/08/31 when the “Aus-
tralian made” campaign was launched, see Appendix B.
However, there is no guarantee that these cases and
spoons go together.
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Figure 35: Close up of the enamelled medallions on the second issue of souvenir teaspoons, both the “ty-nee tips tea”
(top), and the “kinkara tea” versions.

Figure 34: Plastic cases used for the first spoons issue.
The “Australian made” logo on the right hand box dates
it to 1986 or later.

The six teaspoons in the second issue were also pack-
aged singly, but only the left-hand box in Fig. 34 is
known. Three cards from series 1 and three from series
2 are featured:

• 43: The Crimson Chat,

• 52: The Sacred Kingfisher,

• 64: The Eastern Whipbird,

• 101: King Parrot,

• 159: Star Finch,

• 167: Lilac-crowned Wren.

As seen in Fig. 35, there are also Kinkara versions of these
six spoons which must date them well into the 1980s.

The third issue was also of six spoons but this time
in a plastic presentation case with five of them taken
from the second issue. Most interestingly, however, the
Eastern Whipbird was replaced by a bird from a painting
that does not relate to any card –

• The Osprey,

as seen in Fig. 36. According to the coupon shown in
Fig. 37, there were 1000 sets to be won in a draw. The fine
print says that the promoter was a NSW company, Sti-
morol Australia Pty. Ltd. (see Fig. 38 and Sect. 10.4.2),
and the competition was registered on 1989/09/19, a le-
gal requirement in NSW. Entries closed on 1990/03/02.

The decoration on the second set of spoons, and the
Osprey spoon, matches that of the first set. Not so for
the fourth set of four spoons seen in Fig. 39, released
to mark the advent of series 5. Once again there were
1000 sets which had to be won in a draw. The permit
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Figure 36: The Osprey spoon in the third issue which
does not match any card in the Birds series.

was issued to Tetley Australia on 1993/05/11 and entries
closed on 1994/01/14:

• 420: Yellow-billed Kingfisher,

• 453: Dusky Robin,

• 463: White-browed Robin,

• 467: Crested Shrike-tit.

Details may be seen in the tea packet shown in Fig. 40
which was purchased in October 1993.

The backs of the medallions have “Randa” within a
map of Australia, and there is nothing written down the
stem. They do not appear to be silver plated. Randa
manufactured souvenir spoons in Australia in the 1980s.

Figure 37: Coupon and token cut from a Ty-nee Tips
tea packet provides details of the third issue of Ty-nee
Tips souvenir teaspoons. The draw would take place on
1990/03/09 with winners notified my mail and in an ad-
vertisement in The Australian newspaper on 1990/03/16.

Figure 38: Letter from Stimorol Australia Pty. Ltd. con-
gratulating winners of the third issue of Ty-nee Tips sou-
venir teaspoons. The letter has a handwritten date of
November 1989, though the draw actually occurred the
following March. The letterhead states that Stimorol
were the distributors of Tetley, Billy, Goldenia, Ty-nee
Tips, Kinkara, and Highfield tea.
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Figure 39: Close up of the enamelled medallions on the
fourth issue of souvenir teaspoons featuring birds from
series 5 (courtesy Linda Constable).

Figure 40: Ty-nee Tips tea packet purchased in October
1993 with details of the fourth spoons issue promoting
Birds series 5.

8.2 The canisters

A Ty-nee Tips biscuit tin and a tea caddy in several forms
were released with images taken from the Birds series.

The biscuit tin features three series 2 cards as seen in
Fig. 41:

• 155: Zebra Finch,

• 162: Red-eared Firetail Finch,

• 154: Double-barred Finch.

It seems likely to have been issued c1967 in conjunction
with Birds series 2.

In the mid-1990s, several years after the fourth spoons
issue, Lyons Tetley issued a tea caddy which they de-
scribed as a “Heritage Country Canister”. There were
6,000 Ty-nee Tips and 3,500 Kinkara caddies (Fig. 43)
which differed only in the brand of tea on the lid. The
caddy was predominantly of a red colour that closely
matched the Kinkara tea packets of the time.

Interestingly, there are also Billy Tea and Amgoorie
versions of the caddy, as seen in Fig. 42, even though
bird cards were never included with those brands so far
as is known. Billy Tea (the brand) dates to 1888 in the
eastern Australian states, while Amgoorie is an old West-
ern Australian brand dating back to 1890. Lyons Tetley
had acquired Billy Tea in 1988, and Amgoorie in 1992,
see Sect. 10.4.2. In theory it is possible that there might
also be Goldenia, Highfield, and Robur caddies, as these
brands were also owned by Lyons Tetley.

Oddly, although all five Birds series had been issued
by this time, the canisters still only feature series 1 and
2 cards:

• 52: Sacred Kingfisher,

• 118: Eastern Rosella,

• 124: Rainbow Lorikeet,

• 98: Pink Cockatoo.

The background of these cards was changed to yellow and
simplified slightly to suit the red caddy. Card no. 52 had
already appeared on a spoon, as had the Pink Cockatoo,
although associated with card no. 24 rather than no. 98.
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Figure 41: Ty-nee Tips biscuit tin, c1967, features finches from Birds series 2.

Figure 42: Ty-nee Tips, Kinkara, Billy Tea, and Amgoorie tea caddies, 1995. The tins, which feature series 1 and 2
Birds, are identical, only the lids differ.

Figure 43: Letters to recipients of the Ty-nee Tips and Kinkara tea caddies, 1995.
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9 The other Tuckfields card series

With the benefit of new information, especially adver-
tisements in The Age, it is now possible to sequence the
other Tuckfields card series reliably. Tables 11 and 12
provide descriptions of the card types and albums, while
Tables 15 to 20 in Appendix F provide a full listing of
the card titles.

These series are much simpler than the Birds, only
the Animals, Dogs, and Heritage having multiple
types. The Fish, Animals and Dogs are medallion
types, but their medallions have each been adapted to
the subject matter, see Table 11.

We know first hand from Deidre Hunt (Sect. 10.1)
that the Birds series was the first to be issued, with the
advertisement in Fig. 12 providing a date of 1959/11/26.
All advertisements of relevance to the other series that
have been found so far are shown in Fig. 45. These pro-
vide enough additional information to sequence and date
them to within a few years.

9.1 The Fish series

Notably, despite searching all available issues of The Age
for 1960 and 1961, no advertisements have yet been found
relating to the Fish series. However, close correspon-
dence of the graphic design of the Fish album with the
Birds T1.1 album, and their dissimilarity with the other
albums, provides overwhelming evidence that the Fish
series must have been second. Corroborating evidence is
provided by the base of the Fish cards which matches
Birds-TY, whereas the base of the Animals and Dogs
match later Birds types. It seems likely that the Fish
series would have been issued c1960.

The cover of the Fish album, shown in Table 12, was
inspired by a travel poster “Great Barrier Reef, Queens-
land” by James Northfield (1887-1973) commissioned by
the Australian National Travel Association in the 1930s.
Like those in Fig. 29, this poster22, shown in Fig. 48, was
also printed by McLaren.

No variants are currently recognized for the Fish se-
ries cards. “Square-cornered” cards, such as those seen
in Fig. 44, appear to have been cut from sheets.

9.2 The Animals and Dogs series

The next firm evidence is the announcement of the An-
imals and Dogs albums on 1964/10/13 (Fig. 45). The
close correspondence in the graphic design of these two
albums confirms that they are indeed contemporane-
ous. The Animals and Dogs series must have been
issued before this date. The ad states that Dogs cards
were included in the premium Red Packet Ty-nee Tips,
while Animals were in the ordinary purple packet. Red
Packet Ty-nee Tips was first announced in The Age on
1963/07/23 (Fig. 45).

22catalogue.nla.gov.au/Record/2848473

Figure 44: Page 13 from a Fish album containing 32
uncoated cards cut very roughly from a sheet. Possibly a
printer’s mock-up, a crop mark is visible on the bottom
card.

Animals has an “Always Please” base that corre-
sponds to Birds type AP (henceforth abbreviated as
Birds-AP), and an “Albums may be purchased . . . ” base
that corresponds to Birds-S1. These are here designated
Animals-AP and Animals-AL. Dogs has an “Albums may

be purchased” base, and a “Red Packet Ty-nee Tips . . . ” base
with back in red print. These are designated Dogs-AL and
Dogs-RP. In light of the Birds type chronology, a likely
sequence is

Animals-AP, {Animals-AL, Dogs-AL, 1963/07/23},
Dogs-RP, 1964/10/13.

The use of braces above admits the possibility that
Dogs-AL may originally have been packed in Red Packet
Ty-nee Tips before the back was changed to Dogs-RP,
or that it may originally have been packed in the purple
packet Ty-nee Tips.

Intriguingly, the letter in Fig. 21 refers to a re-printing
of the Animals album, though a second edition or print
has not been identified at this time.

9.3 The Cats series

The Cats series followed Dogs, with cards packed in
the 1

4 lb packet of Ty-nee Tips. Presumably this smaller
size catered for a niche market, which would explain why
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Figure 45: Advertisements from The Age concerning the other Tuckfields card series (l to r): Red Packet Ty-nee Tips
first appeared on 1963/07/23; the Animals and Dogs albums were first announced on 1964/10/13; the Cats album
on 1966/12/06; Ceylon tea with “a swap card inside” on 1967/11/07; and the Wildflower series on 1972/06/13. The
Cats ad seems to be a one-off, the others mostly appeared at least thrice.

these cards are so rare. With the benefit of hindsight,
two Cats cards could have been obtained by purchasing
the same amount of tea as one of the other more common
series!

The album was advertised in The Age on 1966/12/06
(Fig. 45). While the cover is similar to the Animals and
Dogs albums, the interior is quite dissimilar in design to
any other Tuckfields album (see Table 12.

The series is divided into two. The first 16 cards de-
pict domestic cats, with wild cats on the remaining 16.

9.4 The Wildflowers series

We have seen that the different series were mostly asso-
ciated with different varieties or packet sizes. The an-
nouncement of Tuckfields Ceylon tea on 1967/11/07 is
therefore potentially interesting (Fig. 45). Close exami-
nation of the packet depicted in the ad reveals “There’s
a swap card inside” printed on the side, but alas no in-
dication of what type.

Australian Wildflowers was the last new series to
be issued during Fred Tuckfield’s lifetime, and the first
to acknowledge the artist, Deidre Hunt. It was associ-
ated with Ty-nee Tips tea bags which were introduced on
1972/06/13 as seen in the ad in Fig. 45. The Wildflower
series was unique in not having an associated album. In-
stead a wall chart was issued as seen in Table 12. Inci-
dental material related to the series is shown in Fig. 46.

9.5 The Australian Heritage series

Following Fred Tuckfield’s death, Tuckfields Teas Pty.
Ltd. went through a series of corporate takeovers (see
Sect. 10.4), finally ending up with Lyons Tetley Australia

Pty. Ltd. They continued issuing cards, adding Birds
series 4 and 5, which have been covered in Sects. 3, 4,
and 5. Last of all the Australian Heritage series, here
referred to simply as Heritage for brevity, was issued not
in Tuckfields nor Kinkara tea, but in Billy tea, another
of Lyons Tetley Australia’s brands. Strictly speaking,
therefore, it is an interloper in the Tuckfields card series.
However, as it fits within the historical progression, it is
included here. It is not known who painted it.

In common with the Australiana Birds types, the
Heritage cards are of two types: a no-coat type
which lacks a protective coating clause, here designated
Heritage-NC, and a type with the clause, Heritage-PC.
However, neither of them have an address nor any other
means of identifying a brand.

Type Heritage-NC has only one known variant which
has well rounded corners and with print of a dark brown
colour. However, type Heritage-PC has four obvious
variants relating to card shape and print colour as de-
picted in Fig. 47. Like the Australiana variants, cards
can have straight edges all around and nicely rounded
corners, or can have squarer corners which are ogee-cut
on one side or the other. While there are many colour
shades, of the former shape there is a range of colour basi-
cally matching Heritage-NC, and another lighter brown
range. Of the ogee-cuts, there is the same light brown
colour, and a rarer, distinctly orange colour. Colour anal-
ysis of the cards in Fig. 47 showed that these cards have
much the same hue (21◦±2◦) and saturation (52%±3%)
in the HSV colour-space. They differ mainly in their
colour value which ranges from 50% for Heritage-NC to
85% for the orange variant.

Heritage card no. 86 features the travel poster,
shown in Fig. 48, by Percy Trompf (1902-1964) of Bondi
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Figure 46: Three different types of leaflets concerning the Wildflowers series, inserted in boxes of Ty-nee Tips tea
bags. They were printed on both sides of a single piece of paper which was then folded to make a booklet of size
approximately 3.6” × 3” (92 mm × 76 mm). Here they are digitally dissected so that the “pages” appear in the correct
order. (top) The leaflet without an order form appears to be the oldest. (middle) An order form is now printed for
Wildflower wall charts at 30c each. Text that has not changed from the previous version is greyed out. (bottom)
The wall charts are now 60c (the only difference). Scans courtesy of Lloyd McRae and Ashley Hjorth.

beach as seen from the balcony of the former Astra Ho-
tel. It was one of the first posters to be commissioned by
the Australian National Travel Association, c1929.

According to the letter in Fig. 49, the Heritage series
ran for about 10 years between 1991 and 2001, though
an alternative reading might have it starting before 1994
and ending in 2004. The former range is not consistent
with the depiction of Prime Minister Paul Keating on
card no. 73. As stated on the back, he became leader
of the Parliamentary Labor Party on 1991/12/19 so the
series could not have started until 1992 at the earliest.

9.6 Chronology of the other series

Putting together all of the dating evidence presented
above, we have

1959, Fish, Animals-AP, {Animals-AL, Dogs-AL,
1963}, Dogs-RP, {1964, Cats}, 1972, Wildflowers,
1992, Heritage-NC, Heritage-PC, 2004.
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Figure 47: Variations in colour in the Heritage series. The card on the left is of type Heritage-NC, which has no
variants, and serves here as a colour reference. The successive cards are Heritage-PCa, Heritage-PCb, Heritage-PCc,
and Heritage-PCd.

Figure 48: (left) James Northfield’s travel poster of the
Great Barrier Reef dating to the 1930s, which inspired
the cover of the Fish album. (right) Percy Trompf’s
iconic poster of Bondi Beach, c1929, which forms the
subject of Heritage card no. 86.

Figure 49: A form letter from Tetley Australia dated
2004/03/15 which details the end of the Heritage series
and offers to send cards to help collectors complete the
series.
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10 Historical notes

No amount of prising could ever extract the full history
of the Tuckfields series from the cards themselves. While
useful information can be gleaned from old newspaper
and magazine advertisements, for the full story, nothing
beats getting it from the people who were a part of it.
For that we have the good fortune of being in contact
with Deidre Hunt who was intimately connected with the
cards from the start and has a clear memory of the early
days, and with the families of the late Fred Tuckfield and
the late Sue McInnes who have provided us with a wealth
of background material.

10.1 Fredrick Stevens Tuckfield

The story of Tuckfields cards begins in 1936 when Fred
Tuckfield set up as an independent merchant selling tea,
coffee, and nuts from his store at 382 Flinders St, Mel-
bourne. An early advertisement (Fig. 53) relates that he
had been the manager for 14 years of the Tea and Coffee
Departments of Rolfe & Co. Ltd., where, no doubt, he
would have built up considerable expertise.

Rolfe & Co.23 was a wholesale grocer and manufac-
turer of food products, including wine, spirits, coffee, and
tea (Rolfe’s tea, Teaspoon tea24, and possibly others).
The company was listed on the Melbourne stock market
in 1920 with a capital of £300, 00025, but by the early
1930s was in financial difficulty, mainly due to increased
competition from chain stores and syndicates who could
buy well and sell at the prices charged by the wholesale
houses26. Rolfe & Co. also found itself running a quite
substantial line of credit to country and suburban grocers
who were weathering the depression, credit which itself
had to be financed by bank borrowings. After years of
declining business they began to record heavy losses, the
tea section being one of their few profitable areas27. Fi-
nally, a receiver was appointed28 in October 1937, and
the company went into voluntary liquidation the follow-
ing month29. The tea blending and packing section of
the business was disposed of to Gibson’s Teas Pty. Ltd.30

which continued packing under the brand names formerly
controlled by Rolfe.

Thus Fred Tuckfield’s move into business in 1936
may not have been entirely voluntary. By that time
he was a member of the Tea Traders Association, hav-
ing entered the trade after leaving school. After a few
years, in November 1939, the well-known “Ty-nee Tips”
brand name made its first appearance in an advertise-
ment (Fig. 53). During the war years Fred concentrated
on building the business and, as evidenced by advertise-

23trove.nla.gov.au – tags: “Rolfe and Co”.
24The Argus 1934/01/03, p8
25The Argus 1920/03/02, p5.
26The Argus 1932/09/29, p9.
27The Argus 1934/12/19, p11.
28The Argus 1937/10/13, p11.
29The Argus 1937/11/16, p8.
30The Argus 1937/11/06, p6.

Figure 50: An advertisement for Rolfe’s Tea, 1928, pro-
duced under the auspices of Fred Tuckfield while he was
manager of the tea and coffee department. His mark,
“The young leaves only”, is a premonition of Ty-nee Tips.
Similar stylish advertisements appeared in The Argus in
the same period. Refer to trove.nla.gov.au – tags:
“Rolfes Tea”.

ments in the The Argus of the time (see Sect. 10.1.1),
he tried all angles to sell his tea, with Ty-nee Tips usu-
ally featuring prominently. In 1945 and 1946 a grey-
hound by the name of Ty-nee Tips was a regular runner
at Maribyrnong, often finishing amongst the winners31.
Whether or not Fred owned and raced the dog or merely
sponsored it, the link with Ty-nee Tips tea is undeniable,
and yet another angle for promoting his product.

Sales at first were directly from his shop at 382
Flinders St. or by mail order. However, advertisements in
early 1940 reported that Ty-nee Tips was being marketed
through “grocer agents in all suburbs” 32, and to phone
M5441 for the nearest. At this time the Flinders St. shop
ceased being mentioned, and eventually the phone num-
ber also disappeared so that by late the following year he
confidently reported 33 simply that “grocers sell it”.

Ty-nee Tips advertisements disappear abruptly from
The Argus for 12 years starting on 1941/10/17 except for
two in 194834 in conjunction with two Tux Nut stores,
one being the original store at 382 Flinders St., and the
other at 189 Commercial Rd., Prahran. Positions vacant
advertisements at that time and in June the following
year suggest that the business was growing. The two Tux
Nut stores were first mentioned in three advertisements of
1946/12 being solely for cashews – another major Indian
export product. Alas, the city store has since become
Flinders St. car park, but the tiny Prahran store still
stands35.

Finally on 1951/11/02, Fred Tuckfield registered
Tuckfields Pty. Ltd.36, later renamed to Tuckfields Teas
Proprietary Ltd. (acn 004 294 106). In effect, Fred
had succeeded in reinventing the profitable tea section of

31trove.nla.gov.au – tags: “Ty-nee Tips (greyhound)”.
32The Argus 1940/04/19, p8.
33The Argus 1941/09/25, p3.
34The Argus 1948/10/15, p9, and 1948/12/06, p16.
35maps.google.com.au/maps, Street View dated 2009/09.
36www.search.asic.gov.au/, Victorian company register num-

ber 0867388y.
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Figure 51: (left) Fred Tuckfield, possibly late 1950s or early 1960s. (middle) An advertisement in the The Age of
1970/09/08 used the same photo as appeared in colour on Ty-nee Tips tea packets of the time. Apparently Graham
Kennedy was enlisted to spruik Tuckfield’s tea on his radio and television shows. (right) Fred in later years, still
admiring the camellias. Photos by courtesy of Michael Freer.

Rolfe & Co. as his own business. It consisted of import-
ing, blending, packing, and distributing a range of teas,
especially Ty-nee Tips. Advertisements in The Argus re-
sumed with avengence in 1953, now reporting that “4000
grocers sell it” 37. Fred’s background in the wholesale
grocery trade again no doubt helped him with marketing
and setting up this distribution network.

In the late 1950s Fred hit upon an effective selling
strategy of particular interest to us. Deidre Hunt relates
the beginning of the Tuckfields card series:

My father, David Underwood, was director of
Cambridge Mfg. Co., a subsidiary of McLarens
Fine Art Printers. This company [Cambridge]
printed the packets for Tuckfield’s Tea, and Mr.
Fred Tuckfield asked my father if he had any
ideas on promoting their product. My father
had long been a collector of cigarette cards and
others, and suggested that a similar sized card
would be ideal for a tea packet. Mr. Tuckfield
liked the idea of an Australian theme, so be-
tween them they decided on Birds of Australia
as birds are so varied and attractive and likely
to be popular with adults and children.

The 50 year history of Tuckfields Australiana card series
thus began with the 32 Birds series cards of type TT. Ev-
idently the idea was successful because before very long it
would be expanded and joined by the other Australiana
issues whose subsequent history resumes in Sect. 10.2.

Tuckfield’s Teas Pty. Ltd. continued to prosper
through the 1960s but it depended heavily on Fred Tuck-
field’s expertise in buying, tasting, and blending teas and
on his business acumen. Sadly, after his death on 19
September 1973, there was really no one to take his place,

37The Argus 1953/07/13, p8.

and the business enterprise he had built was sold quite
soon after.

Fredrick Stevens Tuckfield was born in 1898 in Sale,
Victoria. His grandfather, Francis Tuckfield, had emi-
grated from Cornwall in 1838 to establish a mission for
aborigines near Birregurra, about 50 km west of Geelong,
and became a prominent member of the early Methodist
Church in Australia.

Fred’s main sporting interest in earlier years was
cricket and he played for the Tea Traders Association
team. In the 1930s it seems that he had an interest in
poultry as his name often appears in the results of the
Burnley egg-laying competitions38. He had a long-time
interest in growing and breeding camellias. This seems
fitting as tea itself is a type of camellia, Camellia sinen-
sis, and appears as such on the back of Birds series 3
album. Fred’s son-in-law, Michael Freer, recalls that

His garden and glasshouse at Manor Grove,
North Caulfield were overflowing with potted
camellias. In 1955 he bought Clover Cottage at
Berwick, a 70-year old house on several acres
of bare paddock, and turned this into a mag-
nificent landscaped garden which was ranked as
one of the best in Australia and was frequently
open to the public. Here camellias were the cen-
trepiece, especially the large-flowered Camel-
lia reticulata, of which he bred new varieties.
One of these, Samantha named after a grand-
daughter, won several prizes. At one time Fred
was the president of the Victorian branch of the
Australian Camellia Research Society.

The gardens at Berwick were designed by noted land-
scape architect John Stevens AM, early in his career

38trove.nla.gov.au – tags: “F S Tuckfield”.
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c1955, prior to the Tuckfields moving in. Clover Cottage
still stands in Manuka Rd, Berwick, though the property
has since been subdivided into two lots.

The camellia varieties registered under the name of
F. S. Tuckfield are recorded in the Victorian album at
www.camellia.org.au/coppermine, many of them with
photos. The numbers in parentheses refer to the index
number (of 242 currently) in that album:

1962 Cardinia (22);

1967 Samantha (36), Berwick (38);

1968 Caledo (39), Murillo (Tuckfield) (40), Janus (41),
Swan Lake (43), Turkish Delight (44), Fred S. Tuck-
field (45);

1969 Gay Magnolia (42);

1970 Wintersun (60), Bellbird (61);

1971 Courtesan (74), Courtesan Rouge (75), Vagabond
(76), Harem (77), Harkaway (78), Cezanne (79),
Gainsborough (80), Lollypop (81), Overture (82), El
Greco (83), Star of India (84), Sea Pearl (85);

1974 (posthumously) Muriel Tuckfield (90), Amy Pear-
son (91);

1979 (by Fred’s wife, Muriel Tuckfield) Joyce Adele
Brooks (120);

1982 (posthumously) Robin Rise (140); and

unregistered (but in cultivation by horticulturists be-
fore 1975) Jill Tuckfield.

Clearly Fred was a man with a passion and aimed to
excel in everything he did.

10.1.1 The early Tuckfields advertisements

Regular advertisements39, in the The Argus (Melbourne)
give some idea of Fred Tuckfield’s business nous. Truly
he knew the value of advertising and tried all angles to
sell his tea.

Fred’s foray into tea advertising would have begun
while he was manager of the tea and coffee section of
Rolfe & Co. Between 1922 and 1926, coinciding with
the start of his tenure, attractive eighth- or quarter-page
display ads appeared regularly in The Argus, and it’s not
hard to see Fred’s hand behind them (Fig. 50). The main
selling pitch was that Rolfe’s tea was comprised of young
leaves only, which were brim full of tea-making sap and
with less tannin. As such, less was needed to make a
satifying cuppa and so the tea, though of higher quality,
was more economical in use. A premonition of the Ty-nee
Tips to come!

Quarter-page display ads were well beyond the means
of a small start-up tea business in 1939, and yet Fred

39trove.nla.gov.au – tags: “Tuckfield’s tea”.

Figure 52: (left) Notice of Frederick Stevens Tuckfield’s
passing in The Age, 1973/09/20, p5. (right) Ty-nee Tips
ad on p4 of the same issue.

still had to compete against well-known brands such as
Liptons and Robur, who could afford page 2 display ads.
The early Ty-nee Tips ads were text only, and only a few
column centimetres in size. However, by placing them
strategically in a corner of page 3 which otherwise was
mostly filled with news of the war in Europe, inevitably
they would have attracted the attention of readers anx-
iously following the progress of the war.

During the war years and for long afterwards, the
Ty-nee Tips advertisements, like those for Rolfes Tea,
stressed quality, good value, and economy:

TEA COSTS CUT,
RELIEF for HOUSEWIVES.
Rising costs due to the world’s shortage of Tea
have added considerably to housewives’ prob-
lems. A way in which the cost of Tea can be cut,
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Figure 53: (top-left) the earliest advertisement for tea placed by Fred Tuckfield in The Argus, Melbourne, 1936/06/19.
It relates that he was manager for 14 years for the Tea and Coffee dept. of Rolfe & Co. Ltd. (bottom-left) After
a gap of over three years, Tuckfield placed his second advertisement in The Argus on 1939/11/04. It contains the
first mention of Ty-nee Tips Tea. (middle) The earliest advertisement in which Orange Pekoe was “announced”, The
Argus, 1954/04/29. A similar advertisement appeared in The Mercury (Hobart) two days later. The earliest Tuckfields
advertisement in The Mercury dates from Mar/06 of the same year. (top-right) Kinkara Tea is an old brand dating to
the late 1890s in NSW and Qld. This advertisement is from The Brisbane Courier, 1901/11/09, p6. (bottom-right) A
full-page advertisement in The Australian Women’s Weekly of 1972/12/22 “introduces” Copper Kettle instant coffee,
a relative newcomer. Source: Australian newspaper archives online, provided by the National Library of Australia,
trove.nla.gov.au. Trove tags: “Tuckfield’s Tea”, “Kinkara”, “Copper Kettle”.
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however, is to use a blend made by Melbourne’s
leading Tea Expert – F. S. Tuckfield. The blend
is known as Tuckfield’s Ty-nee Tips Tea, and
is available at Tuckfield’s New Tea, Coffee and
Nut Store, 382 Flinders St., Melbourne, two
doors from Market St. [1939/11/04, p13]

and so was Ty-nee Tips introduced to Melbourne house-
wives (see Fig. 53). Before long it even became an

Aid to National Economy –
“Ty-nee Tips” Tea, the new small leaf tea pro-
duces hundreds more cups per pound than or-
dinary leaf tea. Three Spoonfulls go as far as
four. For your own benefit and in the inter-
est of National Economy, use TUCKFIELD’S
“Ty-nee Tips” Tea. The Flavour is Delicious.
[1940/07/04, p2]

And in response to war-time increases in federal income
tax, the marvellous

MESSAGE FOR MEN.
A way to save money.
Increased taxation makes it necessary to save
money. So here’s a good tip. Tell your wife
to change to Tuckfield’s “Ty-nee Tips” Tea.
3lb. of “Ty-nee Tips” lasts as long as 4lb. of
other kinds. Not only is it economical – it’s the
best tea you can buy. Try it and see. TUCK-
FIELD’S “Ty-nee Tips” Tea. [1941/02/13, p3]

which admittedly only appeared twice! There was also
the medicinal angle

Tea drinking and Digestion
Sufferers from digestive disorders should drink
Tuckfield’s “Ty-nee Tips” Tea. Being com-
posed of the outer edges of the tea leaf only, it
contains far less tannin than ordinary leaf tea.
[1940/07/16, p3]

The “Tea Planter’s Daughter” advertisements must have
struck a chord with housewives because it ran for many
years, eventually morphing into “Miss Ty-nee Tips, a tea
planter’s daughter”:

A Tea Planter’s Daughter said:
“I like Ty-nee Tips’ because it reminds me so
much of the delicious tea Daddy gave us in
Ceylon. “Its fragrance is thrilling. “He always
said that good tea was economical, and there is
no doubt about the economy of TUCKFIELD’S
“Ty-nee Tips’ Tea”. [1940/08/22]

Of course, other teas were available – Pan Yong China
Tea; Oolong Blend; Pure Darjeeling; Extra Choice Cey-
lon; and Tuckfield’s Special, a blend of really fine teas. In
an ad dated 1940/10/30 and for many years afterwards,
Ty-nee Tips became “The Tea for the Times”. 1953 saw
the first appearance of the enduring slogan “You get more
sips from Ty-nee Tips”:

TEA is like WHISKY.
If too strong you add more water.
Many users of TY-NEE TIPS Tea on the first
occasion find it too strong, but soon discover by
placing less tea in the pot the desired strength is
readily obtained. Yes, YOU get more sips from
TUCKFIELD’S “TY-NEE TIPS” TEA. “The
Tea for the Times” [1953/07/23, p4]

10.2 Deidre Lynette Hunt

TBD.

10.3 Susan Abbot McInnes

TBD.

10.4 The companies

We saw in Sect. 10.1 that Fred Tuckfield registered Tuck-
fields Pty. Ltd. on 1951/11/02, later renaming it to Tuck-
fields Teas Proprietary Ltd., and that the business was
sold soon after his death in 1973. Ownership of the Tuck-
fields and Ty-nee Tips brand names then passed to suc-
cessor companies. The subsequent history is hazy, but
eventually the brands ended up with Cottee’s General
Foods Pty. Ltd.

10.4.1 Cottee’s General Foods Pty. Ltd.

Cottee’s was founded in 1927 by a Lismore dairy farmer,
Spencer Milton Cottee40 (c1864-1944) with his hit soft
drink, Passiona. The business grew with the develop-
ment of further soft drinks, jam, marmalade, and jelly.
In 1966, General Foods, based in New York, made a suc-
cessful takeover bid41, couched in merger terms, and the
company became Cottee’s General Foods Pty. Ltd. This
further diversified with cordials, toppings, puddings, and
even frozen vegetables. Inevitably the company was ripe
for a take over. It was acquired42 in 1984 by Cadbury
Schweppes Pty. Ltd. and became its food division in Aus-
tralia.

At some time Cottee’s acquired the Tuckfields,
Kinkara, and Highfield brand names, whether before or
after its 1984 takeover, and whether together or sepa-
rately is unknown. Apparently, Cottee’s also owned the
Copper Kettle brand name, which was used for more than
just coffee, including frozen vegetables. It continued is-
suing the Birds cards in Tuckfields teas, and also de-
cided to extended them to Kinkara tea and Copper Ket-
tle coffee. The evidence is in the Copper Kettle Birds
album, C1.1, which includes the line “another qual-
ity brand from cottee’s foods / p.o. box 120,

40www.cottees.com.au/html/PAGES/Story Beginnings.aspx
41www.smh.com.au/news/obituaries/chemists-passion-for-

food-helped-develop-the-industry/2008/09/05/-

1220121521929.html
42en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cottee’s
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Figure 54: Report of Lyons’ acquisition of Tuckfields
from Cadbury Schweppes on p39 of The Age, 1988/07/19.

liverpool, n.s.w. 2170”. This matches the address
on cards of type KN and CK, thus leading to the conclu-
sion that these types were issued by Cottee’s. Just why
type N1 also has a Liverpool address is a mystery, but see
Sect. 5.4.4 for a possible explanation.

10.4.2 Lyons Tetley Australia Pty. Ltd.

The next corporate takeover of interest involved com-
panies with no direct connection to the card series. In
January 1988, Unilever acquired Bushells Holdings Pty.
Ltd. in a $101m takeover (Fig. 54). As this increased
Unilever’s share of the Australian tea market towards a
monopolistic level, the Trade Practices Commission re-
quired it to divest three tea brands, Tetley, Billy, and
Goldenia. These were subsequently bought by Allied
Lyons of the UK as an entry into Australia. At this, Cad-
bury Schweppes decided that it “needed either to sell or
buy” and made an offer for Allied Lyons’ brands (Tetley,
Billy, and Goldenia). However, Allied Lyons made an at-
tractive counter-offer for the Cottee’s brands and thereby
acquired Tuckfields, Kinkara, and Highfield. However,
Copper Kettle stayed with Cottee’s, thus necessitating
the premature termination of the Birds series cards in
Copper Kettle coffee and thus explaining their rarity.

The following brief history of Lyons Tet-
ley Australia was extracted verbatim from
www.kzwp.com/lyons2/overseas.companies.htm
on 2012/12/17:

Lyons Tetley Australia Pty Ltd (formally
Lyons Australia Pty Ltd)

In 1988 Lyons re-acquired the use of the Tetley
Tea brand in Australia, New Zealand and Papua
New Guinea. The trade mark was transferred,
through a series of transactions dating from the
late 1970s until Unilever acquired it with their
takeover of an Australian tea company called
Bushells. Unilever, with their Brooke Bond and

Lipton brands, already controlled a sizable slice
of the Australian tea market and their Bushells
acquisition took their share to more than 65 per
cent. As a result they were forced by the Aus-
tralian Trade Practices commission to part with
some of their brands, and as well as the Tet-
ley brand name Lyons bought two other Aus-
tralian loose tea brands, Billy and Goldenia. All
three were distributed throughout Australia by
a company called Stimorol. Although it had
a smaller market share, Tetley was a national
brand in Australia whereas Billy and Golde-
nia were regional brands mainly in New South
Wales and Queensland. Overseas Trading Cor-
poration (Jersey) were responsible for the on-
going administration of this Australian venture.
Billy tea was one of Australia’s oldest branded
products and was said to date back to the gold
rush days of the 1890s when swagmen devel-
oped their own special tea to compensate for
the harsh taste of the water in the outback.

In July 1988 Lyons acquired a business called
Tuckfield Teas Pty Ltd from Cottee’s Foods,
the food division of Cadbury Schweppes in Aus-
tralia43. This acquisition lifted their position
to second place in the Australian tea market.
The business, based in Melbourne, had three
main brands, Tynee Tips selling chiefly in Vic-
toria and Tasmania, Kinkara, selling in New
South Wales and Highfield selling in Victoria,
New South Wales and Queensland. In Septem-
ber 1991 arrangements were made with the
Suntory-owned Cerebos Australia group to use
its distribution network and sales team to help
expand the Lyons Tetley’s business in Australia,
a business that had 14 per cent of the Australian
tea market. The teas continued to be packed in
Melbourne.

In June 1992 Lyons Tetley Australia boosted
its market share of tea to 21 per cent when it
acquired the interests of the D & J Fowler busi-
ness. This Adelaide-based food manufacturer
produced a range of tea products that comple-
mented those of Lyons. Its main brands were
Amgoorie and Robur with particular strengths
in South and Western Australia, areas of the
country in which Lyons were not strongly rep-
resented. The Amgoorie brand, which gets its
name from a famous tea estate in the hills of
north India, dates back to 1890; that’s earlier
that the first Lyons teas. It was obtainable
in both loose form and teabag. Co-incidental
to this acquisition, Lyons Tetley had launched
in the second half of 1991, its All Rounder
version of the round teabag. It was also an-
nounced that Jamie Odell, Malay born and pre-
viously national accounts director for Grants of

43See Fig. 54.
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Figure 55: Rufous Fantails by Deidre Hunt on a calendar
for June 1978.

St James’s, was appointed Managing Director
of Lyons Tetley Australia.
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Author’s choice. I was surprised the other day when a Rufous

Fantail flew into my front garden in Balmain, an inner Sydney

suburb. It perched briefly on a camellia bush, looked directly

at me and darted off, disappearing into shrubbery across the

street. Unlike their cousins, the Grey Fantails, which are quite

common, Rufous Fantails normally confine themselves to the

moister forests and are hard to find anywhere around Sydney,

certainly not in the built-up areas. In fact, I’d never seen one

anywhere closer than the Blue Mts. As this edition introduces

a new section examining the differences between the Birds

series, it seemed appropriate to choose the two cards that

feature Rufous Fantails. Deidre Hunt’s is the fourth card of

the 480, one of the original series of 32 issued in 1959. Sue

McInnes’s is the fourth last. It would have been painted about

30 years later. Figure 55 shows a painting by Deidre done in

the interim.

A Catalogue entries

Surprisingly few catalogues list the Tuckfields card sets.
Neither of the major commercial card sellers, Murray44

nor the London Cigarette Card Company45 (LCCC),
stock them, though they are occasionally seen in their
auction catalogues.

The only known catalogue that lists types is The Aus-
tralian and New Zealand Index, Parts I and II, (RB30
and RB33), which entries are reproduced in Fig. 56. This
is the authoritative trade card catalogue for Australia
and NZ, published by the Cartophilic Society of Great
Britain46 (CSGB) in association with the Australian Car-
tophilic Society47 (ACS) and The Cartophilic Society of
New Zealand48 (CSNZ). Notable is the omission of the
Studies and Australiana types, the first of which should
have been present in 1993 – perhaps they had not been
in circulation for very long at that time. Sets described
in terms of the RB30 designations are still occasionally
seen on eBay49.

Australian Trade & Swap Cards, by Sue Waters &
Barry Peade also briefly lists the Tuckfields sets without
acknowledging any types, as seen in Fig. 57. Copies of
this and RB33 and are still available from the ACS.

B Historical Markers

• 1898: Birth of Frederick Stevens Tuckfield in Sale,
Victoria.

• 1936/06/19: First tea advertisement by F. S. Tuck-
field appears in The Argus (Melbourne), p 6 (see
Fig.53).

• 1939/11/04: First appearance of a Ty-nee Tips Tea
advertisement in The Argus (Melbourne), p 13 (see
Fig.53).

• 1951/11/02: Tuckfields Pty. Ltd. registered.

• 1954/04/29: Introduction of Tuckfield’s Orange
Pekoe, advertisement in The Argus (Melbourne), p 9
(see Fig.53).

• 1959/11/26: Tuckfields “Swap Cards of Australian
Birds and Flowers” announced in an advertisement
in The Age, Melbourne.

• 1962/04/03: The first of the larger Tuckfields Birds
albums, T1.2a, unveiled in an advertisement in The
Age, Melbourne.

• 1963/07/23: Red Packet Ty-nee Tips tea introduced
in an advertisement in The Age, Melbourne.

44www.murraycards.com
45www.londoncigcard.co.uk
46www.csgb.co.uk
47australiancartophilic.org.au
48www.cardcollectors.org.nz
49www.ebay.com.au
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Figure 56: (Above) The entries for Tuckfields cards on p221 of Cartophilic Reference Book 30 – The Australian
and New Zealand Index, Part I, generally referred to as RB30. Published in 1983 by The Cartophilic Society of
Great Britain in association with the Australian Cartophilic Society and The Cartophilic Society of New Zealand
(Edward C. Wharton-Tigar ed.). Out-of-print for many years now, second-hand copies are highly sought-after. It
covers trade cards only, not cigarette cards. Codes used for the “Base wording on backs” do not accord with the
designations used here. Note the record of a single type KS, no. 184, and the complete omission of the Studies and
Australiana types.
(Below) The brief addendum on p193 of RB33, (Part II) issued in 1993 and known colloquially as “The Blue Book”
(same publisher and editor as RB30). It provides updates to Part I but here adds nothing new. The Studies and
Australiana types remain unrecorded, nor is series 5. Scans courtesy of Terry Tebbutt.
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Figure 57: The Tuckfields entry in Australian Trade & Swap Cards, by Sue Waters & Barry Peade. While published
in 1996 (Crown Castleton) it still only lists 384 Birds series cards.

• 1964/10/13: Animals and Dogs albums announced
in an advertisement in The Age, Melbourne. Hence-
forth, Dogs to be included in Red Packet tea.

• 1965/12/07: 1 lb packets of Ty-nee Tips announced
in an advertisement in The Age, Melbourne. Five
“swap cards” for 10 regular swap cards.

• 1966/02/14: Decimal currency introduced
into Australia, see en.wikipedia.org/wiki/-
Decimal currency

• 1966/12/06: Cats album announced in an adver-
tisement in The Age, Melbourne.

• 1967/07/01: Postcodes introduced into Australia,
see en.wikipedia.org/wiki/-
Postcodes in Australia

• 1968/10/09: McLaren Industries Limited taken over
by DRG (Australia Investments) Pty. Ltd. and
delisted from the ASX, see delisted.com.au/-
Company/5254.

• 1970/03/24: Birds series 3 announced in an adver-
tisement in The Age, Melbourne.

• 1972/06/13: Wildflowers swap cards to be in-
cluded with Tuckfields tea bags, as announced in an
advertisement in The Age, Melbourne.

• 1972/12/22: “Introducing Copper Kettle instant
coffee”, advertisement in The Australian Women’s
Weekly, p 110 (see Fig.53).

• 1973/09/19: Death, in Melbourne, of Frederick
Stevens Tuckfield.

• 1973/10/30: An advertisement in The Age, Mel-
bourne, states that three Tuckfields tea blends would
be available in 125 g metric packs.

• 1974: Wide-scale introduction of the metric
system into Australia, see en.wikipedia.org/-
wiki/Metrication in Australia

• 1986/08/31: Introduction of the “Australian made”
logo, a stylised yellow kangaroo on green triangle, see
www.australianmade.com.au. Reported on page 3
of The Sydney Morning Herald50, 1986/09/01.

• 1988/07: Lyons acquired Tuckfield Teas Pty.
Ltd. from Cottee’s General Foods, the food di-
vision of Cadbury Schweppes in Australia. See
www.kzwp.com/lyons2/overseas.companies.htm

• 1989: Australian National Retailers Association
(ANRA) issues the “Code51 of Practice for Comput-
erised Checkout Systems in Supermarkets” relating

50Available online at news.google.com/newspapers.
51www.treasury.gov.au/documents/1132/PDF/011.pdf
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to the use of barcodes on grocery items. Barcodes
would already have become prevalent by that time.

• 1991/12/20: Paul Keating, depicted on Heritage
card no. 73, assumes office as the Prime Minister of
Australia.

• 1993/03/30: On this date Birds series albums cost
$4.50 (Kinkara, NSW).

• 1993/09/01: Commencement of the progressive
change in Telstra’s freecall phone number prefix from
008 to 1800. (The original 008 prefix was introduced
sometime in the 1980s.)

• 1994/04/13: On this date Birds series albums cost
$4.50 (Kinkara, NSW).

• 1994/04/05: ASIC Regulatory Guide 13 issued,
updated 1995/08/07 (see www.asic.gov.au). 9-
digit ACNs are issued by ASIC. They predate
ABNs (MC’s series A2.1c album purchased on
1993/03/30 quotes an ACN).

• 1995/05/08: Melbourne switched from 7-digit to 8-
digit telephone numbers, see en.wikipedia.org/-
wiki/Telephone numbers in Australia. Other
areas of Australia switched progressively between
1994 and 1998, with Brisbane switching on
1995/07/17, Sydney on 1996/07/29, and Hobart
on 1996/08/19. See en.wikipedia.org/wiki/-
Former Australian dialling codes.

The switch from 6-digit to 7-digit phone numbers de-
pended on the particular telephone exchange. Each
exchange switched on a particular date, but it took
several decades – spanning most of the 1960s, 70s,
and 80s – to switch all of them.

Until the mid-1960s, the first one or two digits of
telephone numbers in metropolitan areas were al-
phabetical, with each letter representing a particu-
lar number on the rotary telephone dial on which
1 was first and 0 last. Each one-letter or two-letter
code signified a particular urban telephone exchange.
The old alphanumeric scheme was: A = 1, B = 2,
F = 3, J = 4, L = 5, M = 6, U = 7, W = 8, X = 9, and
Y = 0.

• 2000/02/26 Tata aquired Tetley (GB) for £271m
from Schroder Ventures and PPM Ventures,
which acquired control of the company in a
management buy-out from Allied Domecq. See
news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/business/658724.stm
In turn, Tetley (GB) owns 100% of Tetley Australia
Pty. Ltd.

• 2000/07/01: 11-digit ABNs introduced for GST pur-
poses. They are allotted by the Australian Taxation
Office. ACNs and ABNs are used for different pur-
poses, though an ABN often consists of two digits
followed by the ACN.

• 2002/02/12: Susan Abbot McInnes (née Smith, b.
1938/05/07), her husband Ivan (64), and one other,
drowned tragically in a boating accident at Lake
Tamboon in East Gippsland, Victoria.

• 2003/02: Tetley Australia’s factory was
closed and manufacturing moved offshore, see
www.ethical.org.au/company/?company=650

C Grading

The card grading system promoted by the Cartophilic
Society of Great Britain (CSGB)52 is probably the most
widely used for cigarette and trade cards outside the
USA. It is often seen on eBay listings, and unless oth-
erwise stated provides (or is expected to provide) the
default meaning of the following grading terms:

MINT The cards must give the appearance of never
having been handled, i.e. be in the condition in which
they would have come from the printers. Imperfec-
tions in the printing process would not affect this
(e.g. cards cut slightly off-centre, differences in in-
tensity of ink, marks caused by defective printing
plates).

EXCELLENT Cards have been handled but only to
a minimum extent and with extreme care, allowing
no blemishes.

VERY GOOD Cards completely clean back and
front, with no damage. In particular corners would
be untouched, but edges might show slight signs of
wear.

GOOD Minor blemishes might be visible, due to han-
dling or age, and there could be slight damage to
corners. No creases or stains visible.

FAIR Showing signs of considerable handling and con-
sequential corner or edge damage, or a card from one
of the above categories with one defect, such as a
crack, foxing, dirty mark.

POOR A card that is soiled, damaged or badly worn,
or with a serious defect, such as back missing or
badly cut down in size.

In practice, a set of cards of a particular grade may con-
tain a few cards of slightly higher or lower standard than
the formal definition.

Once criticism of the CSGB system is that it does not
account for printing flaws. Although not widely used,
printing quality does feature prominently in the points
system proposed by Dion Skinner53. Points are allocated
according to the following criteria:

52www.csgb.co.uk/SiteFiles/Reference/Grading.htm
53Cigarette Cards – Australian Issues and Values, Dion H. Skin-

ner, 1983. Rennicks Books, Malvern, South Australia, ISSN 0812-
7727
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Cleanliness
25 Perfect front and back, card clean and bright
20 Slight soiling only just noticable
10 Card considerably soiled or marked
0 Very dirty, reducing visibility of card

Surface
25 Perfect front and back, no damage whatsoever
20 Slight damage and only just detectable
10 Damaged several places, hairline cracks
0 Extensively damaged, cracked or creased

Edges
25 Perfectly straight and undamaged, corners

sharp
20 Slight roughness and indentation, corners los-

ing sharpness
10 Considerably damaged, corners blunt
0 Badly damaged, card trimmed, corners

rounded

Printing
25 Printed with good registration of colours, well

centred in trimming
20 Imperfections in printing or registration, card

trimmed off centre
10 Out of register, not well trimmed, wet ink

transfer on back
0 Printed from worn or damaged plates, badly

trimmed, smeared ink

A grade is assigned on the basis of the tally for each of
the four criteria:

100 Excellent
80 Very Good
60 Good
45 Poor

Skinner’s system recognizes that not all cards are equal
as they come out of the packet, even before subjection to
life’s vicissitudes.

Professional, third-party, card grading services oper-
ate in the United States, where single baseball cards can
sell for as much as US$2.8 million54 (Fig. 58). Not sur-
prisingly when such large amounts of money are involved,
the grading systems offered by these services split hairs
ever more finely. PSA – Professional Sports Authenti-
cator55 and SGC – Sportscard Guaranty56 are two such
services.

Although such degrees of finesse are well beyond that
warranted for the Tuckfields Birds, nevertheless it is in-
teresting to note that the quality of the printing figures
prominently. This is loosely referred to as eye-appeal
in the PSA grading system57 which includes much more
than is quoted here, including half-grades (’tweeners) and
no-grades:

54en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T206 Honus Wagner
55www.psacard.com
56www.sgccard.com
57www.psacard.com/services/psa grading standards.chtml

Figure 58: Americans take their baseball cards very,
very, very seriously indeed – this one currently goes
for US$2.8m! For the fascinating story please refer to
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/T206 Honus Wagner and copi-
ous sources on the web.

GEM-MT 10 – Gem Mint: A PSA Gem Mint
10 card is a virtually perfect card. Attributes in-
clude four perfectly sharp corners, sharp focus and
full original gloss. A PSA Gem Mint 10 card must be
free of staining of any kind, but an allowance may be
made for a slight printing imperfection, if it doesn’t
impair the overall appeal of the card. The image
must be centered on the card within a tolerance not
to exceed approximately 55/45 to 60/40 percent on
the front, and 75/25 percent on the reverse.

MINT 9 – Mint: A PSA Mint 9 is a superb condition
card that exhibits only one of the following minor
flaws: a very slight wax stain on reverse, a minor
printing imperfection or slightly off-white borders.
Centering must be approximately 60/40 to 65/35 or
better on the front and 90/10 or better on the re-
verse.

NM-MT 8 – Near Mint-Mint: A PSA NM-MT
8 is a super high-end card that appears Mint 9 at
first glance, but upon closer inspection, the card can
exhibit the following: a very slight wax stain on re-
verse, slightest fraying at one or two corners, a mi-
nor printing imperfection, and/or slightly off-white
borders. Centering must be approximately 65/35 to
70/30 or better on the front and 90/10 or better on
the reverse.

NM 7 – Near Mint: A PSA NM 7 is a card with just
a slight surface wear visible upon close inspection.
There may be slight fraying on some corners. Pic-
ture focus may be slightly out-of-register. A minor
printing blemish is acceptable. Slight wax staining
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is acceptable on the back of the card only. Most of
the original gloss is retained . Centering must be
approximately 70/30 to 75/25 or better on the front
and 90/10 or better on the back.

EX-MT 6 – Excellent-Mint: A PSA EX-MT 6
card may have visible surface wear or a printing
defect which does not detract from its overall ap-
peal. A very light scratch may be detected only
upon close inspection. Corners may have slightly
graduated fraying. Picture focus may be slightly
out-of-register. Card may show some loss of origi-
nal gloss, may have minor wax stain on reverse, may
exhibit very slight notching on edges and may also
show some off-whiteness on borders. Centering must
be 80/20 or better on the front and 90/10 or better
on the reverse.

EX 5 – Excellent: On PSA EX-5 cards, very minor
rounding of the corners is becoming evident. Sur-
face wear or printing defects are more visible. There
may be minor chipping on edges. Loss of original
gloss will be more apparent. Focus of picture may be
slightly out-of-register. Several light scratches may
be visible upon close inspection, but do not detract
from the appeal of the card. Card may show some
off-whiteness of borders. Centering must be 85/15
or better on the front and 90/10 or better on the
back.

VG-EX 4 – Very Good-Excellent: A PSA VG-EX
4 card’s corners may be slightly rounded. Surface
wear is noticeable but modest. The card may have
light scuffing or light scratches. Some original gloss
will be retained. Borders may be slightly off-white.
A light crease may be visible. Centering must be
85/15 or better on the front and 90/10 or better on
the back.

VG 3 – Very Good: A PSA VG 3 card reveals some
rounding of the corners, though not extreme. Some
surface wear will be apparent, along with possible
light scuffing or light scratches. Focus may be some-
what off-register and edges may exhibit noticeable
wear. Much, but not all, of the card’s original gloss
will be lost. Borders may be somewhat yellowed
and/or discolored. A crease may be visible. Print-
ing defects are possible. Slight stain may show on
obverse and wax staining on reverse may be more
prominent. Centering must be 90/10 or better on
the front and back.

GOOD 2 – Good: A PSA Good 2 card’s corners show
accelerated rounding and surface wear is starting to
become obvious. A good card may have scratching,
scuffing, light staining, or chipping of enamel on ob-
verse. There may be several creases. Original gloss
may be completely absent. Card may show consid-
erable discoloration. Centering must be 90/10 or
better on the front and back.

FR 1.5 – Fair: A PSA Fair 1.5 card’s corners will
show extreme wear, possibly affecting framing of the
picture. The surface of the card will show advanced
stages of wear, including scuffing, scratching, pit-
ting, chipping and staining. The picture will possi-
bly be quite out-of-register and the borders may have
become brown and dirty. The card may have one or
more heavy creases. In order to achieve a Fair grade,
a card must be fully intact. Even though the card
may be heavily worn, it cannot achieve this grade if
it is missing solid pieces of the card as a result of a
major tear, etc. This would include damage such as
the removal of the back layer of the card or an entire
corner. The centering must be approximately 90/10
or better on the front and back.

PR 1 – Poor: A PSA Poor 1 will exhibit many of the
same qualities of a PSA Fair 1.5 but the defects may
have advanced to such a serious stage that the eye
appeal of the card has nearly vanished in its entirety.
A Poor card may be missing one or two small pieces,
exhibit major creasing that nearly breaks through
all the layers of cardboard or it may contain extreme
discoloration or dirtiness throughout that may make
it difficult to identify the issue or content of the card
on either the front or back. A card of this nature
may also show noticeable warping or another type
of destructive defect.

It is worth noting that the top four grades in the PSA sys-
tem are differentiated mainly by the quality of the print-
ing, and also that a card graded Excellent might only
be graded between Good and Very Good in the CSGB
system.

The PSA web site provides visual examples58 of cards
(Mickey Mantle, Babe Ruth and others) in each grade
with an explanation of the factors that determine the
grade.

The SGA system59 awards a score out of 100, thereby
eliminating ’tweeners, but is similar to PSA in its empha-
sis on printing quality. The equivalent PSA grades are
shown in the SGA scale and, as can be seen, the SGA
score is not simply a ×10 multiple of the PSA score:

100 – PRISTINE: A “virtually flawless” card. 50/50
centering, crisp focus, four sharp corners, free of
stains, no breaks in surface gloss, no print or refrac-
tor lines, and no visible wear under magnification.

98 – GEM 10: 55/45 or better centering, sharp focus,
four sharp corners, free of stains, no breaks in surface
gloss, no print or refractor lines, and no visible wear.
A slight print spot visible under close scrutiny is
allowable if it does not detract from the aesthetics
of the card.

96 – MINT 9: 60/40 or betting centering, sharp focus
and four sharp corners. A minor flaw may exist upon

58www.psacard.com/photograde
59www.sgccard.com/grading scale.htm
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close examination. A minor flaw may be, but is not
limited to: a slight nick to one corner, a small gloss
break or surface scratch, a minor print line or minor
refractor line, a minor focus or color imperfection,
or a small print spot.

92 – NM/MT+ 8.5: 65/35 or better centering, four
sharp corners. A few minor flaws may exist upon
close examination. A minor flaw may be, but is not
limited to: a slight nick to one corner, a small gloss
break or surface scratch, a minor print line or minor
refractor line, a minor focus or color imperfection,
or a small print spot.

88 – NM/MT 8: 65/35 or better centering, corners
sharp to the naked eye but may exhibit slight wear
under closer examination. A few small flaws may
exist upon close examination. A small flaw may be,
but is not limited to: very minor wear on one corner,
a gloss break or surface scratch, a print line or re-
fractor line, a focus or color imperfection, or a print
spot.

86 –NM+ 7.5: 70/30 or better centering, a few small
flaws may exist upon close examination. A small
flaw may be, but is not limited to: very minor wear
on one corner, a gloss break or surface scratch, a
print line or refractor line, a focus or color imperfec-
tion, or a print spot.

84 – NRMT 7: 70/30 or better centering, slight wear
on some corners, minor scratching, some print spots
or speckling, and print lines or refractor lines are
acceptable. Card may exhibit a slightly skewed60

(diamond) cut.

80 – EX/NM 6: 75/25 or better centering, slight
fuzzing of corners may be evident, skewed cut may
be more evident, focus or register may be off, and
slight notching of edges may exist.

70 – EX+ 5.5: A 60 EX 5 card with higher grade
centering or corners.

60 – EX 5: 80/20 or better centering, minor round-
ing or fuzzing of corners, roughness or chipping along
edge (no layering), one VERY slight surface or “spi-
der” crease may exist on one side of the card, gloss
may be lost from surface with some scratching that
does not detract from the aesthetics of the card.

50 – VG/EX 4: 85/15 or better centering, corners are
slightly rounded with modest surface wear. Light
hairline crease may show on one or both sides. A
light tear or surface break may exist.

40 – VG 3: 90/10 or better centering, corners more
rounded–but not excessive, stronger creasing may

60Skew here means that the card is not squarely cut, resembling
more of a diamond shape – opposite edges are parallel, but the
corners are not 90◦. This not the same as the meaning attributed
to Tuckfields cards in Sect. 4.6.

exist. Poorer focus, registration, and discoloration,
and staining are more noticeable.

30 – GOOD 2: Centered 90/10 or better. This card
usually exhibits one or more of these characteristics:
heavy print spots, heavy crease(s), pinhole(s), color
or focus imperfections or discoloration, surface scuff-
ing or tear, rounded and/or fraying corners, ink or
pencil marking(s), and lack of all or some original
gloss.

20 – FAIR 1.5: Centered 90/10 or better. This
card usually exhibits several of these characteristics:
heavy print spots, heavy crease(s), pinhole(s), color
or focus imperfections or discoloration, surface scuff-
ing or tears, rounded and/or fraying corners, ink or
pencil marking(s), and lack of all or some original
gloss, a small portion of the card may be missing.

10 – POOR 1: This card usually exhibits many
of these characteristics: heavy print spots, heavy
crease(s), pinhole(s), color or focus imperfections
or discoloration, surface scuffing or tears, rounded
and/or fraying corners, ink or pencil marking(s), and
lack of all or some original gloss, small portions of
the card may be missing.

D Card storage and handling

One of the first things to deal with in collecting cards is
the question of storage. Ideally this should be settled as
early as possible so that cards can go into a secure resting
place as soon as they are obtained. For Tuckfields cards
there are two main solutions, either British-, or US-style
polypropylene pages, each with albums designed to hold
them. This section discusses the pros and cons of each,
and also deals with storage for spare cards and for the
official (paste-in) albums as were discussed in Sect. 7.

D.1 Storage systems

Modern card storage is based on pages constructed of
archival-quality polypropylene61, a type of plastic. This
choice is important as other types of plastic, such as PVC,
contain chemical softeners or residual acids (measured
via their “pH”) which can leach out and harm their con-
tents. Polypropylene is marked as type “5” in the SPI
resin identification code62 (recycling triangle), with “pp”
underneath. However, not all polypropylene is archival
because it depends on the residual pH. The pages are
of certain standard sizes with a number of pockets into
which the cards are inserted so that both sides of a full
set can be seen without needing to touch them. However,
care must still be exercised to avoid bending or creasing
the cards when turning the pages.

Within each system, pages are produced with differ-
ing numbers of pockets which therefore are of different

61en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polypropylene
62en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Resin identification code
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Figure 59: (left) 4-, 8-, and 10-pocket Glen archival polypropylene pages provide safe storage for Wildflowers, Fish,
and Cats cards respectively. Home-made black pages cut from Quill 210 gsm board are used to separate sets in the
album. Dark green and red slipcases are shown, and other colours are available. (right) 9-pocket UltraPro Platinum
pages housed in general-purpose Burrows white, 3-ring, A4 binders used for Birds, Animals, and Dogs.

sizes. These page variations are useful for storing inci-
dental material such as exchange tokens, flattened tea
packets, advertisements, correspondence, etc. The pages
are punched with either two, three, or multiple holes for
storage in binders.

Several systems are used in Britain, including the
less commonly used large size “Summit” album pages
(295 mm × 380 mm) which can hold 25 (or 30) standard-
size cigarette cards, and pages specifically designed to
hold Liebig sets. However, as far as Tuckfields cards are
concerned, there are only two real choices and they differ
only slightly. The more common of these, with pages of
dimension 250 mm × 180 mm, is primarily designed to
hold 10 standard-size cigarette cards per page but are
also available with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (3×2), 6 (2×3), 8,
10, and 15 pockets. The 8-pocket version is perfect for
Tuckfields Birds cards, while the 10-pocket pages are
well-suited to the Cats, and the 4-pocket pages to the
Wildflowers (Fig. 59). There are a number of producers
and they are commonly seen with “Glen”, “Polyprotec”,
or “Rob Roy” brand names embossed in the margin, or
just as commonly without any identification. Suppliers
are readily found on the web. The second type, “Nos-
talgia63”, differs only in having an extra-wide binding
margin to give a page size of 272 mm × 176 mm. The
pocket configurations are virtually identical but lack the
rarely used 3-, 5-, and 15-pocket pages.

Special 2-hole, D-ring, padded PVC albums with op-
tional slipcase are required to hold British pages, the
Nostalgia album of necessity being slightly longer. It is
strongly recommended to buy an album with slipcase as
the latter usually cannot be purchased separately. Note
that most such albums have “Cigarette Cards” printed
in gold on the front cover.

63www.colin-narbeth.com/accessories/nostalgia.html

In the US, the pages produced by UltraPro64, the
main manufacturer, are 227 × 289 mm. These are about
the size of an A4 page and indeed fit comfortably into
a three-ring binder designed to hold A4 pages. The 9-
pocket page is designed to accomodate standard baseball
cards of size 2 1

2” ×3 1
2” (63.5 × 88.9 mm) and this is the

most suitable for Tuckfields cards, though the pockets
are a little larger than ideal (Fig. 59). There is also a
12-pocket page but the card is not fully concealed within
the cut-down pockets.

D.2 Which system to use?

There are several factors to consider when choosing be-
tween storage systems:

Format: Tuckfields Birds types mostly come in sets
of 96 as does Australian Heritage, but there are
also sets of 64 (Birds types TZ, KS, BS, and BA), 32
(Birds types TT, and AP, and the Fish, Animals,
Dogs, and Cats sets), and 30 (Wildflowers).

British 8-pocket pages are ideal for all except the
Wildflowers since 8 divides evenly into 32, 64, and
96 leaving no unfilled pages at the end.

On the other hand, US 9-pocket pages are a poor
match for any of the Tuckfields sets. Moreover, the
pockets are rather larger than needed, allowing the
cards to move about within them and leading to
much wasted storage space. On the other hand, the
pockets can easily accomodate two cards and may
be used, for example, to store thick and thin card
stock variants in a single pocket.

Cost: The cheapest way to buy British pages and al-
bums is to order them online directly from Britain.

64www.ultrapro.com
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There is no shortage of sellers on the net, includ-
ing eBay. While not expensive in themselves, they
are quite heavy and postage to Australia quickly be-
comes the main consideration. As such, it is always
better to pay a little extra and use a reliable seller.
Should there be a problem, very high Australia Post
overseas parcel costs effectively prohibit returning
them to the sender.

Royal Mail offers a “small packet” service for pack-
ages up to 2 kg in weight, with surface mail at half
the cost of air mail. The best strategy is to order well
in advance of necessity and use surface mail. Even
so, an album with slipcase and enough pages to fill it,
comfortably holding about 500 cards, typically ends
up costing about $80 even when the exchange rate is
favourable. Surface mail from the UK to Australia
is expected to take two months. However, about
one time in every three it is actually sent by air at
low-priority and can arrive in three weeks. On the
other hand, sometimes it takes an excruciating three
months. It’s all a matter of luck.

US pages are favoured by collectors of modern stan-
dard size collector cards, including Australian footy
cards, and consequently there are many local Aus-
tralian sellers. Costwise, US pages are much better
value, mainly because the postage costs are lower.
A box of 100 Ultra Pro Platinum pages costs about
$40 posted to anywhere in Australia. They can also
be found at card fairs and shops without P&H costs.

Quality: Not all archival polypropylene pages are of
equal quality. Characteristics to look for are the
thickness, flatness, and clarity of the plastic. Un-
fortunately, the quality of British pages is variable,
even within the same brand, and may range from
very high to rather disappointing, particularly in not
being as flat or as clear as they should be. However,
slightly wrinkled pages do tend to flatten a little af-
ter being filled with cards and stored in an album
for a while.

The thickness, flatness, and clarity of Ultra Pro
pages is usually superior to that of British pages
and the product is very reliable in this regard. It is
worth paying a little extra for the Platinum pages
which are slightly better than Silver.

D.3 Storing albums

One point to bear in mind when storing the official
(paste-in) albums, as were discussed in Sect. 7, is that
their soft covers are quite vulnerable to scuffing. Ideally,
each individual album should be protected in its own
zip-lock plastic bag which also protects them against sil-
verfish and other pests. Glad brand medium-size “Snap-
Lock” resealable bags of dimension 22 cm × 25 cm pro-
vide a simple and inexpensive solution. They also provide
a writable strip on which the album type and other infor-
mation can be recorded – before the album is inserted!

Figure 60: Marbig “Compact Archive Boxes” are ideal
for storing albums and miscellany.

Albums should not be piled on top of each other as
the spiral binding may leave an imprint on adjacent al-
bums, and itself become deformed by the weight of the
stack. Consequently, the albums are best stored verti-
cally. Marbig cardboard “Compact Archive Boxes” are
ideal for this. They are sold in pairs in flat-packs. Their
made-up dimensions are 410(`) × 180(w) × 260(h) mm,
the albums being stored in two rows on either side of the
box shown in Fig. 60. They also provide good storage for
the spoons and canisters.

D.4 Handling

I once saw on eBay a tragic set of the 1923 Lambert &
Butler “Motor Cycles”, a high-value and highly sought-
after set of 50 cigarette cards catalogued by Murray 2011
at £175. Understandably in the circumstances, the seller
eschewed verbal description and instead provided photos
of the whole set. It was tragic because, apart from be-
ing in very good condition in other respects, every single
card had a greasy black thumbprint on the front! Hav-
ing assembled a rare set in great condition, someone with
dirty hands had thumbed through it, trashing each card
one by one, and reducing its value to a fraction of what it
was. Whoever now owns that set will forever be haunted
by the foolishness of that irreversible action.

There are several morals to be drawn from this tale.
Firstly, the set should have been housed properly in an
album so that it could be viewed without being touched.
Secondly, given that they were still loose, these rare cards
should only have been handled using stamp tweezers or a
gloved hand. Thirdly, given that there was direct contact
between skin and card, the culprit should at least have
washed his hands!
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While handling cards with washed hands is preferable
to “wiping your hands on the cards”, it is not a very good
solution for two reasons best summed up as grease and
moisture.

Even assuming that hand washing has been thorough
enough to remove all traces of grease and oil (reflect how
hard surgeons scrub up), a thin layer of perspiration will
reappear within a matter of minutes after they’re washed.
While today’s collector cards have a thick plastic coat-
ing which makes them relatively immune to perspiration,
older cards do not. True, most Tuckfields cards do have
a protective coating on the front, but the porous backs,
even of type TT cards, are generally at the mercy of the
oils and dissolved salts in perspiration65. These contami-
nants are absorbed into the card and may be revealed by
iodine fuming66, as discovered in 1863 by Prof. Paul-Jean
Coulier (1824-1890). The accumulation of fingerprints
eventually discolours and tarnishes the appearance of a
previously unhandled card.

In other words, mint cards that are handled do not
stay mint for very long. Over time they gradually acquire
a grubby look. A light rub with an art gum eraser might
improve their appearance, but usually it doesn’t, and it
can’t ever completely undo the damage. In short, if you
can raise a glass without leaving your fingerprints on it
then your cards should be safe. Otherwise, . . .

Apart from the other nutrients deposited, handling
cards increases their moisture content which makes them
more vulnerabe to attack by various kinds of fungus, oth-
erwise known as mould, which needs moisture to grow.
Thus even the pure water content of perspiration is not
benign. Moulds create defects referred to as foxing 67,
toning, or rust which can disfigure cards. This is par-
ticularly a problem in humid climates – ideally the rel-
ative humidity (RH) should be kept stable within 45%
and 50% for archival storage68, with stable temperatures
in the range 18◦C and 20◦C. After storage for a time
in polypropylene sleeves, cards affected by fungus may
deposit a whitish “aura” on the plastic. Although not
detrimental in itself, this should serve as a wake-up call to
improve card hygiene. Such sleeves should not be reused
for unaffected cards lest they also become contaminated.

Rare and valuable cards should be handled using
stamp tweezers or white cotton gloves; clean hands
should only be used for ordinary cards in ordinary con-
dition. Stamp tweezers also greatly facilitate removing
cards from their plastic pockets – reaching in with two
fingers is just begging for trouble. Once dexterity with
tweezers has been developed, you should find it easy to
house a set of cards in their sleeves without touching
them. After all, serious stamp collectors never handle
their stamps. Once you get used to the idea, the sight of
someone at a fair thumbing through a set of cards will

65en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perspiration
66www.onin.com/fp/fphistory.html
67en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Foxing
68www.naa.gov.au/records-management/agency/preserve/-

physical-preservation/artworks.aspx

Figure 61: Some ideas for bulk storage of swaps. Elm-
stock tea boxes with home-made cardboard dividers are
ideal. Alas they are no longer produced following the
2004 tsunami, though might be found at garage sales.
Clear plastic Ferrero Rocher 16-pack boxes are also ex-
cellent – but what to do with the chocolates! Noting the
tendency for oil to adhere to the corners of polypropylene
food containers (which are non-archival), they must be
washed thoroughly twice before use. Never use rubber
bands unless the top and bottom cards are protected by
slightly oversized pieces of stiff cardboard.

probably make you feel decidedly uncomfortable!

D.5 Cleaning cards

Stains on the front of Tuckfields cards can sometimes be
cleaned off if they haven’t found their way beneath the
protective plastic coating. For obvious reasons, these of-
ten seem to be from spilt tea or coffee. Rest the card on
a clean, flat surface and wipe gently with a moist sponge
cloth allowing a little time for the moisture to soften the
stain. Don’t rub too hard or too long lest the card be
damaged. Often a stain can be removed without trace,
though usually a little residue will remain, though nev-
ertheless with a great improvement to the card’s appear-
ance. Dry with a soft cloth, and in light of the comments
about fungus above, leave to air-dry thoroughly before
putting it away.

Attempting this on the back of the card shows just
how porous they really are – in other words, it doesn’t
work! The card is more likely to be damaged instead.
Rubbing very lightly with an art gum eraser may remove
a little dirt, but don’t be disappointed if that makes no
difference at all.

D.6 Storing your swaps

TBD. (Fig. 61.)
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E Card collector mathematics

TBD.

F The tables

Table 9 presents the 36 Birds card types and their vari-
ants in what is thought to be the correct chronological
order. Refer to Sect. 3.

Table 10 lists all known album types with sufficient
information to identify each one and hopefully any new
variants that might surface. Refer to Sect. 7.

A full list of Birds cards is given in Table 13, and in-
dexed by common name in Table 14. The common names
used were taken from Field Guide to Australian Birds by
Michael Morcombe (2009), Steve Parish Publishing –
www.steveparish.com.au.

Tables 11 and 12 provide descriptions of the card
types and albums in the other Tuckfields card series taken
together, whereas the card titles are catalogued in sep-
arate tables: Fish in Table 15, Animals in Table 16,
Dogs in Table 17, Cats in Table 18, Wildflowers in
Table 19, and Australian Heritage in Table 20.

LATEX-set by the authors.
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Table 9: Tuckfields Birds card types.

Type TT: Tuckfields Teas, Melbourne, (nos. 1-32).

Key identifiers:
bottom: TUCKFIELD’S TEAS, MELBOURNE is definitive.

Groups: Series, Medallion.
Print: black.

Border: narrow.
Variants: none known.

Notes: protective coating film often lifts from the front surface.
Aliases: A. RB30: TU2-3-2a with base A.

Type TY: TY-nee Tips, Orange Pekoe, Tango (nos. 1-32).

Key identifiers:
bottom: TY-NEE TIPS ORANGE PEKOE / TANGO

top: series of Thirty-Two cards

Groups: Series, Medallion.
Print: black.

Border: narrow.
Variants: TYw) white coating,

TYy) yellow coating.

Notes: protective coating film often lifts from the front surface.
Aliases: B. RB30: TU2-3-2a with base B.

Type TZ: Ty-nee Tips, Orange Pekoe, Tango (nos. 33-96).

Key identifiers:
bottom: TY-NEE TIPS ORANGE PEKOE / TANGO

top: series of Ninety-Six cards

Groups: Series, Medallion.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: protective coating film often lifts from the front surface.
Aliases: C. RB30: TU2-3-2c with base B.

Type AP: Always Please (nos. 97-128).

Key identifiers:
bottom: Always Please is definitive.

Groups: Series, Medallion.
Print: black.

Border: narrow.
Variants: none known.

Aliases: D. RB30: TU2-3-2d with base F.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 9: Tuckfields Birds card types (continued).

Type KS: BlacK back, SPECIAL ALBUMS obtainable (nos. 129-192).

Key identifiers:
bottom: SPECIAL ALBUMS obtainable in black is definitive.

Groups: Blue-backs, Series, Medallion.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: see Sect. 3.2.
Aliases: Y. RB30: TU2-3-2f with base E (in black).

Type BS: Blue back, SPECIAL ALBUMS obtainable (nos. 129-192).

Key identifiers:
bottom: SPECIAL ALBUMS obtainable in blue is definitive.

Groups: Blue-backs, Series, Medallion.
Print: blue.

Border: wide.
Variants: BSk) blue overprint directly on black type KS (possibly an error).

Notes: see Sect. 3.2.
Aliases: X. RB30: TU2-3-2f with base E.

Type BA: Blue back, ALBUMS can be purchased (nos. 129-192).

Key identifiers:
bottom: ALBUMS can be purchased in blue is definitive.

Groups: Blue-backs, Series, Medallion.
Print: blue.

Border: wide.
Variants: BAk) blue overprint directly on black type KS (possibly an error).

Notes: see Sect. 3.2.
Aliases: W. RB30: TU2-3-2f with base D.

Type S1: Tuckfields SERIES Birds, ALBUMS can be purchased, series 1 (nos. 1-96).

Key identifiers:
bottom: ALBUMS can be purchased in black.

top: No. ·· of series

Groups: Series, Medallion.
Print: black (shades, from grey to deep black).

Border: 1-32 narrow, 33-96 wide.
Variants: S1k) thick coating on thick card stock,

S1i) intermediate – thick coating on thin card stock,
S1n) thin coating on thin card stock.

Notes: many different printings.
Aliases: E. RB30: TU2-3-2b with base D.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 9: Tuckfields Birds card types (continued).

Type S2: Tuckfields SERIES Birds, ALBUMS can be purchased, series 2 (nos. 97-192).

Key identifiers:
bottom: ALBUMS can be purchased in black.

top: No. ··· of series of 192 cards

Groups: Series, Medallion.
Print: black (shades, from grey to deep black).

Border: 97-128 narrow, 129-192 wide.
Variants: S2k) thick coating on thick card stock,

S2i) intermediate – thick coating on thin card stock,
S2n) thin coating on thin card stock.

Notes: many different printings.
Aliases: F. RB30: TU2-3-2e with base D.

Type S3: Tuckfields Bird SERIES, ALBUMS can be purchased, series 3 (nos. 193-288).

Key identifiers:
bottom: ALBUMS can be purchased in black.

top: No. ··· of a series

Groups: Series, Medallion.
Print: black (shades, from grey to deep black).

Border: wide.
Variants: S3k) thick coating on thick card stock,

S3i) intermediate – thick coating on thin card stock,
S3n) thin coating on thin card stock.

Notes: many different printings.
Aliases: G. RB30: TU2-3-2g with base D.

Type S4: Tuckfields SERIES Birds, SPECIAL BOOKS, series 4 (nos. 289-384).

Key identifiers:
bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your collection

top: No. ··· of a series by Deidre Hunt

Groups: Series, Medallion.
Print: black (shades, from grey to black).

Border: wide.
Variants: S4k) thick coating on thick card stock,

S4i) intermediate – thick coating on thin card stock,
S4n) thin coating on thin card stock.

Notes: font used in footer is unique to this type,
first appearance of a postcode in the address,
many different printings.

Aliases: H. RB30: TU2-3-2h with base G.

Type UL: Tuckfields Bird STUDIES, LARGE medallion (nos. 1-96).

Key identifiers:
bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your cards

top: TUCKFIELD’S AUSTRALIANA BIRD STUDIES in LARGE medallion.
No. ·· of series

Groups: Studies, Medallion.
Print: black.

Border: 1-32 narrow, 33-96 wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: slightly larger font is used in the footer.
Aliases: I2, I-2.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 9: Tuckfields Birds card types (continued).

Type U1: Tuckfields Bird STUDIES, SMALL medallion, series 1 (nos. 1-96).
Key identifiers:

bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your cards

top: TUCKFIELD’S AUSTRALIANA BIRD STUDIES in SMALL medallion.
No. ·· of series

Groups: Studies, Medallion.
Print: black or grey.

Border: 1-32 narrow or wide, 33-96 wide.
Variants: U1n) 1-32 narrow border, black print,

U1b) 1-96 wide border, black print,
U1g) 1-96 wide border, grey print on cream card (illustrated),
U1p) 1-96 wide border, grey print on pinkish card.

Notes: slightly smaller font is used in the footer.
Aliases: I.

Type U2: Tuckfields Bird STUDIES, medallion, series 2 (nos. 97-192).
Key identifiers:

bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your cards

top: TUCKFIELD’S AUSTRALIANA BIRD STUDIES

No. ··· of series of 192 cards

Groups: Studies, Medallion.
Print: black or grey.

Border: 97-128 narrow or wide, 129-192 wide.
Variants: U2n) 97-128 narrow border, black print,

U2b) 97-192 wide border, black print (illustrated),
U2g) 97-192 wide border, grey print on cream card,
U2p) 97-192 wide border, grey print on pinkish card.

Notes: slightly larger font is used in the footer.
Aliases: J.

Type U3: Tuckfields Bird STUDIES, medallion, series 3 (nos. 193-288).
Key identifiers:

bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your cards

top: TUCKFIELD’S / AUSTRALIANA / BIRD STUDIES

No. ··· of a series

Groups: Studies, Medallion.
Print: black or grey.

Border: wide.
Variants: U3b) black print (illustrated),

U3g) grey print on cream card,
U3p) grey print on pinkish card.

Notes: slightly larger font is used in the footer.
Aliases: K.

Type U4: Tuckfields Bird STUDIES, medallion, series 4 (nos. 289-384).
Key identifiers:

bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your cards

top: TUCKFIELD’S / AUSTRALIANA / BIRD STUDIES

No. ··· of a series by Deidre Hunt

Groups: Studies, Medallion.
Print: black or grey.

Border: wide.
Variants: U4b) black print,

U4g) grey print on cream card (illustrated),
U4p) grey print on pinkish card.

Notes: slightly larger font is used in the footer.
Aliases: L.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 9: Tuckfields Birds card types (continued).

Type KN: KINKARA, Liverpool NSW address (nos. 1-96).

Key identifiers:
bottom: “Kinkara Bird Studies” P.O. 120 Liverpool is definitive.

Groups: Kinkara NSW, NSW issues, Studies, Medallion.
Print: black or grey.

Border: 1-32 narrow or wide, 33-96 wide.
Variants: KNn) 1-32 narrow border, black print,

KNb) 1-96 wide border, black print,
KNg) 1-96 wide border, grey print.

Aliases: ZN, K1 (n.b. potential confusion with K1), AA.

Type CK: COPPER KETTLE medallion (nos. 1-96).

Key identifiers:
bottom: “Copper Kettle Bird Studies” P.O. 120 Liverpool

top: COPPER KETTLE / INSTANT COFFEE / AUSTRALIANA / BIRD STUDIES

Groups: Copper Kettle, NSW issues, Studies, Medallion.
Print: black (or grey?).

Border: wide.
Variants: none known with any degree of certainty.

Notes: there does appear to be a black/grey dichotomy but small sample size and
poor condition makes it hard to draw firm conclusions.

Aliases: C2, AE.

Type K1: KINKARA, Sth Yarra Vic address, series 1 (nos. 1-96).

Key identifiers:
bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your cards

top: KINKARA TEA / AUSTRALIANA / BIRD STUDIES

No. ·· of series

Groups: Kinkara Vic, NSW issues, Studies, Medallion.
Print: grey.

Border: wide.
Variants: K1g) grey print on cream card (illustrated),

K1p) grey print on pinkish card.
Notes: slightly smaller font is used in the footer.

Aliases: Z1, K2 (n.b. potential confusion with K2), AB.

Type K2: KINKARA, Sth Yarra Vic address, series 2 (nos. 97-192).

Key identifiers:
bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your cards

top: KINKARA TEA / AUSTRALIANA / BIRD STUDIES

No. ··· of series of 192 cards

Groups: Kinkara Vic, NSW issues, Studies, Medallion.
Print: grey.

Border: wide.
Variants: K2g) grey print on cream card,

K2p) grey print on pinkish card (illustrated).
Notes: slightly larger font is used in the footer.

Aliases: Z2, K3 (n.b. potential confusion with K3), AC.
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Table 9: Tuckfields Birds card types (continued).

Type K3: KINKARA, Sth Yarra Vic address, series 3 (nos. 193-288).

Key identifiers:
bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your cards

top: KINKARA TEA / AUSTRALIANA / BIRD STUDIES

No. ··· of a series (at top)

Groups: Kinkara Vic, NSW issues, Studies, Medallion.
Print: grey.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: all cards have grey print on pinkish card,
slightly larger font is used in the footer.

Aliases: Z3, K4, AD.

Type N1: Australiana, NO protective coating clause, series 1 (nos. 1-96).

Key identifiers:
bottom: “Copper Kettle Bird Studies” P.O. 120 Liverpool

top: AUSTRALIANA / Bird Studies

Groups: Copper Kettle, No-coats, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: footer identical to type CK,
cards have a tendency to yellow with age.

Aliases: M.

Type N2: Australiana, NO protective coating clause, series 2 (nos. 97-192).

Key identifiers:
bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your cards (no protective coating)

top: AUSTRALIANA / Bird Studies

No. ··· of series of 192 cards

Groups: No-coats, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: Studies-style footer using slightly larger font,
cards have a tendency to yellow with age.

Aliases: N.

Type N3: Australiana, NO protective coating clause, series 3 (nos. 193-288).

Key identifiers:
bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your cards (no protective coating)

top: AUSTRALIANA / Bird Studies

No. ··· of a series

Groups: No-coats, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: Studies-style footer using slightly larger font,
cards have a tendency to yellow with age.

Aliases: O.
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Table 9: Tuckfields Birds card types (continued).

Type N4: Australiana, NO protective coating clause, series 4 (nos. 289-384).

Key identifiers:
bottom: SPECIAL BOOKS to hold your cards (no protective coating)

top: AUSTRALIANA / Bird Studies

No. ··· of a series by Deidre Hunt

Groups: No-coats, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: Studies-style footer using slightly larger font,
cards have a tendency to yellow with age.

Aliases: P.

Type N5: Australiana, NO protective coating clause, series 5 (nos. 385-480).

Key identifiers:
bottom: Australiana Bird Series (no protective coating)

top: AUSTRALIANA / Bird Studies

No. ··· of a series in box.

Groups: No-coats, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: cards have a tendency to yellow with age.
Aliases: Q.

Type A1: Australiana, “HAS A PROTECTIVE COATING”, series 1 (nos. 1-96).

Key identifiers:
bottom: Australiana Bird Series

THIS CARD HAS A PROTECTIVE COATING

top: No. ·· of series

Groups: 12 Yarras, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: A1o) oddly cut sides with squarer round corners (illustrated),

A1s) straight cut sides with normal round corners.
Notes: card stock ranges from cream to white,

skew-cut and/or very off-centre cards known only for A1s.
Aliases: R.

Type A2: Australiana, “HAS A PROTECTIVE COATING”, series 2 (nos. 97-192).

Key identifiers:
bottom: Australiana Bird Series

THIS CARD HAS A PROTECTIVE COATING

top: No. ··· of series of 192 cards

Groups: 12 Yarras, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: A2o) oddly cut sides with squarer round corners,

A2s) straight cut sides with normal round corners (illustrated).
Notes: card stock ranges from cream to white,

skew-cut and/or very off-centre cards known only for A2s.
Aliases: S.
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Table 9: Tuckfields Birds card types (continued).

Type A3: Australiana, “HAS A PROTECTIVE COATING”, series 3 (nos. 193-288).

Key identifiers:
bottom: Australiana Bird Series

THIS CARD HAS A PROTECTIVE COATING

top: No. ··· of a series

Groups: 12 Yarras, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: A3o) oddly cut sides with squarer round corners,

A3s) straight cut sides with normal round corners (illustrated).
Notes: card stock ranges from cream to white,

skew-cut and/or very off-centre cards occur mainly for A3s but also for A3o.
Aliases: T.

Type A4: Australiana, “HAS A PROTECTIVE COATING”, series 4 (nos. 289-384).

Key identifiers:
bottom: Australiana Bird Series

THIS CARD HAS A PROTECTIVE COATING

top: No. ··· of a series by Deidre Hunt

Groups: 12 Yarras, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: A4o) oddly cut sides with squarer round corners (illustrated),

A4s) straight cut sides with normal round corners.
Notes: card stock ranges from cream to white,

skew-cut and/or very off-centre cards occur mainly for A4s but also for A4o.
Aliases: U.

Type A5: Australiana, “HAS A PROTECTIVE COATING”, series 5 (nos. 385-480).

Key identifiers:
bottom: ILLUSTRATED BY SUE McINNES

12 Yarra Street

Groups: 12 Yarras, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: A5o) oddly cut sides with squarer round corners,

A5s) straight cut sides with normal round corners (illustrated).
Notes: card stock ranges from cream to white,

skew-cut and/or very off-centre cards known only for A5s.
Aliases: V.

Type X1: Australiana, SiXteen YARRA St, series 1 (nos. 1-96).

Key identifiers:
bottom: 16 Yarra Street

top: No. ·· of series

Groups: 16 Yarras, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: card stock ranges from cream to white,
cards are always straight-cut but with squarer corners than earlier types,
skew-cut cards are about as common as for type A1s.

Aliases: R6, Z-1.
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Table 9: Tuckfields Birds card types (continued).

Type X2: Australiana, SiXteen YARRA St, series 2 (nos. 97-192).

Key identifiers:
bottom: 16 Yarra Street

top: No. ··· of series of 192 cards

Groups: 16 Yarras, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: card stock ranges from cream to white,
cards are always straight-cut but with squarer corners than earlier types,
skew-cut cards are about as common as for type A2s.

Aliases: S6, Z-2.

Type X3: Australiana, SiXteen YARRA St, series 3 (nos. 193-288).

Key identifiers:
bottom: 16 Yarra Street

top: No. ··· of a series

Groups: 16 Yarras, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: card stock ranges from cream to white,
cards are always straight-cut but with squarer corners than earlier types,
skew-cut cards are about as common as for type A3s.

Aliases: T6, Z-3.

Type X4: Australiana, SiXteen YARRA St, series 4 (nos. 289-384).

Key identifiers:
bottom: 16 Yarra Street

top: No. ··· of a series by Deidre Hunt

Groups: 16 Yarras, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: none known.

Notes: card stock ranges from cream to white,
cards are always straight-cut but with squarer corners than earlier types,
skew-cut cards are about as common as for type A4s.

Aliases: U6, Z-4.

Type X5: Australiana, SiXteen YARRA St, series 5 (nos. 385-480).

Key identifiers:
bottom: ILLUSTRATED BY SUE McINNES

16 Yarra Street

Groups: 16 Yarras, Australiana.
Print: black.

Border: wide.
Variants: X5w) back has a normal white appearance, corners are squarer (illustrated),

X5v) back has a “varnished” appearance, corners are rounder.
Notes: cards are always straight-cut,

skew-cut cards are known only for X5w.
Aliases: V6, Z-5.
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Table 10: Bird card albums.

Type T1.1a: Tuckfields, series 1, edition 1.

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Dimensions: 165 mm × 230 mm.
Edition not stated.
Tuckfield’s, singular apostrophe, used throughout including on the packet
of tea depicted on back cover.

Binding: Stapled.
Front: As shown – doesn’t match any card in the series.
Inner: Green print.

No units are used (measurements are not given).
Pages are not numbered.

p1: “Tuckfield’s / AUSTRALIANA CARDS / BIRD SERIES / FORE-

WORD”
p2-17: Album proper, text on even-numbered pages, cards on odd-numbered pages.

p18: “A QUALITY TEA FOR EVERY TASTE” with line drawings of Ty-
nee Tips, Tango, and Orange Pekoe tea packets. At bottom – “TUCK-

FIELD’S / TEAS / always please”
p19: “TEA GROWING COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD”, with map showing

“MAIN AREAS OF TEA PRODUCTION”.
p20: Blank above, and at bottom “PUBLISHED BY / TUCKFIELD’S

TEAS / 3 MARKET ST., SOUTH YARRA / VICTORIA” (n.b. sin-
gular apostrophe) and at bottom “PRINTED BY McLAREN & CO.,

MELBOURNE”
Back: As shown.

Type T1.2aa: Tuckfields, series 1, edition 2a.

Key identifiers:
Front cover and binding as shown; cost of binoculars on p15 in £s; and
“PRINTED BY McLAREN & CO., MELBOURNE” on p68.

Notes: 2nd edition stated on p1.
Tuckfields’, plural apostrophe, used throughout, including on the packet of
tea depicted on back cover.

Binding: Spiral binding with thin wire, 57 small round holes.
Front: As shown – doesn’t match any card in the series.
Inner: Black print.

Imperial units are used.
Pages are not numbered.

p1: “Tuckfields’ / AUSTRALIANA CARDS / BIRD SERIES / 2nd.

EDITION / FOREWORD”
p2: Foreword cont.
p3: “INTRODUCTION”

p4-13: “SANCTUARIES AND NATIONAL PARKS OF VICTORIA” with
road map of Victoria on p8-9.

p14: List of “FIELD NATURALIST AND BIRD OBSERVER CLUBS OF

VICTORIA” and their addresses without postcodes.
p15: “NOTES ON BIRD WATCHING”, binoculars are stated to cost £15-20.

Victoria-centric text.
Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

p16-63: Album proper, text on even-numbered pages, cards on odd-numbered pages
have various drawings of birds in the background on white paper:
F : Forest
R : River
S : Sea shore
L : Lake
Sequence is FSRRFRRSSRLSSSFFFRRRFFLF.

p64-65: “LOG OF BIRDS I HAVE OBSERVED”.
p66-67: “THE STORY OF TEA” with eight colour photos in the outer margin,

and a larger colour photo on p67.
p68: As shown.

Back: As shown.

Type T1.2ba: Tuckfields, series 1, edition 2b.

Key identifiers:
Front cover and binding as shown for T1.2a; cost of binoculars on p15 in
$s; and “PRINTED BY McLAREN & CO., MELBOURNE” on p68.

Notes: Identical to T1.2a except for p15. Use of decimal currency dates it to 1966
or later.

p15: As shown, identical to T1.2a except that binoculars are stated to cost $30-40
instead of £15-20.

Type T1.2ca: Tuckfields, series 1, edition 2c.

Key identifiers:
Front cover and binding as shown; “3 MARKET ST.” address on p68, but
without printer’s name.

Notes: Identical to T1.2b except for the binding and p68.
Binding: Spiral binding with thick wire, 46 large round holes.

p68: As shown for T1.2a except that the printer’s imprint is absent.

Type T1.2da: Tuckfields, series 1, edition 2d.

Key identifiers:
Front cover and binding as shown for T1.2c; on p14, “THE BIRD OB-

SERVERS’ CLUB” includes “HOW TO JOIN” section and address with
postcode; p68 as shown has 12 Yarra St. address.

Notes: Identical to T1.2c except for p14 and p68. Address with postcode dates it
to 1967 or later.

p14: Identical to T1.2a except that “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’ CLUB” in-
cludes “HOW TO JOIN” section and address with postcode.

p68: As shown, has 12 Yarra St. address (without postcode).

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

?

Type T1.3a: Tuckfields, series 1, edition 3.

Key identifiers:
(Unknown.)

Notes: Presumed to exist on the basis that later albums state explicitly that they
are “4th EDITION”. See Sect. 7.4.

Type T1.4aa: Tuckfields, series 1, edition 4a.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown; p54 has “12-13 YARRA ST” address and
“PRINTED BY G & T BOOK PRINTING CO.”.

Notes: 4th edition stated on p1. Front cover as for T1.2 except with “BIRD CARD

STUDIES” replacing “BIRD CARD ALBUM”.
Binding: Spiral binding with medium wire, 46 large round holes.

Front: As shown.
Inner: Black print.

Imperial units are used.
Pages are not numbered.

p1: “Tuckfields’ / AUSTRALIANA CARDS / BIRD SERIES / 4th.

EDITION / FOREWORD” (general appearance as for previous eds.)
p2: Foreword cont.
p3: “INTRODUCTION”
p4: “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’ CLUB” without “HOW TO JOIN” section.
p5: “NOTES ON BIRD WATCHING”, binoculars are stated to cost $30-40.

Victoria-centric text.
p6-53: Album proper, as for T1.2.

p54: As shown, has “12-13 YARRA ST” address and “PRINTED BY G & T

BOOK PRINTING CO.”.
Back: Plain white, no picture or text.

Type T1.4ba: Tuckfields, series 1, edition 4b.

Key identifiers:
Stapled front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Identical to T1.4a except for the binding.
Binding: Three heavy-duty staples.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type T1.4ca: Tuckfields, series 1, edition 4c.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown is definitive.

Notes: Identical to T1.4a except for the covers, binding, and p54.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 27 square holes.

Front: As shown.
p54: B&W photo of “Tea pluckers on a hillside garden”. “PUBLISHED BY /

TUCKFIELDS TEAS PTY. LTD. / (INCORPORATED IN VICTO-

RIA) / 12 YARRA ST., STH. YARRA / VICTORIA 3141”, and at
bottom “PRINTED BY GUNN & TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY. LTD.” in
larger font (68mm span).

Back: Plain pale blue, no picture or text.

Type K1.1aa: Kinkara, series 1, edition 1a.

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, has 27 square holes; p56 has “PRINTED BY GUNN

& TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY. LTD.” in smaller font (50mm span).

Notes: 1st edition stated on p1.
Purchased from Lyons Tetley, 1993/03/30 for $4.50.

Binding: Wire comb binding with 27 square holes.
Front: As shown.
Inner: Black print.

Imperial units are used.
Pages are not numbered.

p1: As shown.
p2-3: As for T1.4.

p4: “NOTES ON BIRD WATCHING”, binoculars are stated to cost $30-40.
Text differs substantially from T1.2 to make it less Victoria-centric.

p5: “Bird Observations” log sheet.
p6-53: Album proper, as for T1.2.
p54-5: “THE STORY OF TEA” with eight b&w photos in the outer margin.

p56: As shown for K1.1b except with “PRINTED BY GUNN & TAYLOR

(AUST.) PTY. LTD.” at bottom in smaller font (50mm span).
Back: Plain red, no picture or text.

Type K1.1ba: Kinkara, series 1, edition 1b.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for K1.1a has 27 square holes; p56 has “PRINTED

BY GUNN & TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY. LTD.” in larger font (68mm
span).

Notes: Identical to K1.1a except for p56.
p56: As shown, with “PRINTED BY GUNN & TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY.

LTD.” in larger font (68mm span).

Identification and scan by courtesy of Lloyd McRae.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type K1.1ca: Kinkara, series 1, edition 1c.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for K1.1a except with 26 square holes; p56 has
“PRINTED BY GUNN & TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY. LTD.” in smaller
font (50mm span).

Notes: Identical to K1.1a except for the binding.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.

Type C1.1a: Copper Kettle, series 1, edition 1.

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Details come from eBay listings.
Three photos of the album proper match T1.2.

Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.
Front: As shown.

p1: “COPPER / KETTLE / AUSTRALIANA CARDS / BIRD SERIES /

1st EDITION / FOREWORD” otherwise similar to T1.2. At bottom
(not clear whether this is p1 or later) “COPPER / KETTLE” in copper-
coloured font, horizontal line across the page, “ANOTHER QUALITY

BRAND FROM COTTEE’S FOODS / P.O. BOX 120, LIVERPOOL,

N.S.W. 2170.”

Type A1.4aa: Australiana, series 1, edition 4a.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown; p56 has “LIVERPOOL, NSW 2170” address.

Notes: Identical to K1.1 except for the binding, covers, p1, and p56.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.

Front: As shown.
p1: As for T1.4 except that “Tuckfields” is in heavy, bold font without

apostrophe, and no full-stop after “4th”.
p56: B&W photo of “Tea pluckers on a hillside garden”. “PUBLISHED

BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS PTY. LTD. / 12-13 YARRA ST., STH.

YARRA / VICTORIA / AND AT / 42 ORANGE GROVE RD., /

LIVERPOOL, NSW 2170”, and at bottom “PRINTED BY GUNN &

TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY. LTD.” in smaller font (50mm span).
Back: Plain pale blue, no picture or text.

Type A1.4ba: Australiana, series 1, edition 4b.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A1.4a except with 27 square holes; p56 has “PUB-

LISHED BY / LYONS TETLEY”.

Notes: Identical to A1.4a except for the binding and p56.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 27 square holes.

p56: As shown for A1.4c.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type A1.4ca: Australiana, series 1, edition 4c.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A1.4a has 26 square holes; p56 has “PUBLISHED

BY / LYONS TETLEY”.

Notes: Identical to A1.4b except for the binding.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.

p56: As shown.

Type A1.4da: Australiana, series 1, edition 4d.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A1.4a has 26 square holes; p56 has “PUB-

LISHED BY / TETLEY AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.” with “12-13

YARRA STREET” address.

Notes: Identical to A1.4c except for p56.
Presence of an ABN on p56 dates it after 2000/07/01 (see Appendix B).

p56: As shown.

Type A1.4ea: Australiana, series 1, edition 4e.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A1.4a has 26 square holes; p56 has “PUBLISHED

BY / TETLEY AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD.” with “16 YARRA STREET”
address.

Notes: Identical to A1.4d except with “16 YARRA STREET” address which dates
it after 2002/06 (see Sect. 5.4.2).

p56: As shown.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type T2.1a: Tuckfields, series 2, edition 1.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown; and “PRINTED BY McLAREN & CO., MEL-

BOURNE” on p56.

Notes: Edition not stated.
Tuckfields, no apostrophe, throughout except on p1.

Binding: Spiral binding with thick wire, 46 large round holes.
Front: As shown – doesn’t match any card in the series.
Inner: Dark olive green print.

Pages are numbered.
Imperial units are used.

p1-3: “Tuckfield’s / AUSTRALIANA CARDS / BIRD SERIES / FORE-

WORD” by Graham Pizzey (differs from T1).
p4: List of “FIELD NATURALIST AND BIRD OBSERVER CLUBS OF

VICTORIA” and their addresses without postcodes.
p5: “NOTES ON BIRD WATCHING”, binoculars are stated to cost £15-20.

p6-53: Album proper.
p54-5: “A STORY OF TEA” with two monochrome photos of “A modern tea

factory...” on p54, and “Nimble fingered workers...” on p55.
p56: Monochrome photo of “Tea pluckers on a hillside garden”, “PUBLISHED

BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS PTY. LTD. / 12-13 YARRA ST., STH.

YARRA / VICTORIA” and at bottom “PRINTED BY McLAREN &

CO., MELBOURNE”
Back: As shown.

Type T2.2a: Tuckfields, series 2, edition 2.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown; and “A DRG Australia Limited Product” on p56.

Notes: Identical to T2.1 except for p56.
p56: Identical to T2.1 except for the printer’s imprint – “A DRG Australia

Limited Product”.

Type T2.3aa: Tuckfields, series 2, edition 3a.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown; without “INCORPORATED IN VICTORIA” on
p56.

Notes: Edition not stated.
Binding: Spiral binding with medium wire, 46 large round holes.

Front: As shown, has “BIRD STUDIES” replacing “BIRD CARD ALBUM” of
T2.1 and T2.2.

Inner: Dark olive green print. Pages are numbered.
No units are used (measurements are not given).

p1-3: Foreword by Graham Pizzey.
p4: “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’ CLUB” as T1.4a (i.e. without “HOW TO

JOIN” section and address).
p5: “NOTES ON BIRD WATCHING”, as per T2.1 except binoculars are

stated to cost $30-40.
p6-53: Album proper.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

p54-5: “A STORY OF TEA” as for T2.1.
p56: Monochrome photo of “Tea pluckers on a hillside garden”, “PUBLISHED

BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS PTY. LTD. / 12-13 YARRA ST., STH.

YARRA / VICTORIA” and at bottom “PRINTED BY GUNN & TAY-

LOR (AUST.) PTY. LTD.”
Back: Plain white, no picture or text.

Type T2.3ba: Tuckfields, series 2, edition 3b.

Key identifiers:
Stapled front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Identical to T2.3a except for the binding.
Binding: Three heavy-duty staples.

Type T2.4a: Tuckfields, series 2, edition 4.

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Identical to T2.3a except for the front cover and p56.
Front: As shown, has “BIRDS OF AUSTRALIA” replacing “BIRD STUDIES”

of T2.3.
p56: Monochrome photo of “Tea pluckers on a hillside garden”, “PUBLISHED

BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS PTY. LTD. / (Incorporated in Victoria)

[tiny font] / 12-13 YARRA ST., STH. YARRA / VICTORIA” and at
bottom “PRINTED BY GUNN & TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY. LTD.”

Back: Plain green, no picture or text.

Type K2.1a: Kinkara, series 2, edition 1.

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Edition not stated.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 27 square holes.

Front: As shown.
Inner: Dark olive green print. Pages are numbered.

No units are used (measurements are not given).
p1: Drawing of a Budgerigar as per card No. 125.
p2: Blank.
p3: “INTRODUCTION”

p4-5: “Bird Observations” log sheets.
p6-53: Album proper, text on even-numbered pages, cards on odd-numbered pages

have a drawing of gum branches in the background on white paper.
p54: Monochrome photo of “Tea pluckers on a hillside garden”. “PUB-

LISHED BY / LYONS TETLEY / AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. / 12-13

YARRA ST., STH. YARRA / VICTORIA 3141” and at the bottom
“PRINTED BY GUNN & TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY. LTD.” in smaller
font (50mm span).

Back: Plain green, no picture or text.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type A2.1aa: Australiana, series 2, edition 1a.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown has 26 square holes; p54 has “TUCKFIELDS TEAS”
and no mention of “HIGHFIELD TEA”.

Notes: Identical to K2.1 inside except for p54.
Edition not stated.

Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.
Front: As shown.

p54: As shown for A2.1b except without “INCORPORATING HIGHFIELD

TEA”.
Back: Plain green, no picture or text.

Type A2.1ba: Australiana, series 2, edition 1b.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A2.1c has 27 square holes; p54 has “PUBLISHED

BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS” and “INCORPORATING HIGHFIELD

TEA”.

Notes: Identical to A2.1a except for the binding and p54.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 27 square holes.

p54: As shown.

Identification and scan by courtesy of Kim Wilson.

Type A2.1ca: Australiana, series 2, edition 1c.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown has 27 square holes; p54 has “PUBLISHED BY /

LYONS TETLEY” and “A.C.N.”.

Notes: Identical to A2.1a except for the binding and p54.
Purchased from Lyons Tetley, 1993/03/30 for $4.50.

Binding: Wire comb binding with 27 square holes.
Front: As shown.

p54: Monochrome photo of “Tea pluckers on a hillside garden”. “PUB-

LISHED BY / LYONS TETLEY / AUSTRALIA PTY. LIMITED /

A.C.N. 003 450 922 / 12-13 YARRA ST., STH. YARRA / VICTORIA

3141” and at the bottom “PRINTED BY GUNN & TAYLOR (AUST.)

PTY. LTD.” in smaller font (50mm span).

Type A2.1da: Australiana, series 2, edition 1d.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A2.1c has 27 square holes; p54 has “PUBLISHED

BY / LYONS TETLEY” and “ACN” as shown.

Notes: Identical to A2.1c except for p54.
Presence of an ACN on p54 dates it after 1993 (see Appendix B).

p54: As shown, has “ACN” instead of “A.C.N.” and in smaller font.
p55-56: blank pages

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type A2.1ea: Australiana, series 2, edition 1e.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A2.1a has 26 square holes; p54 has “PUBLISHED

BY / TETLEY AUSTRALIA” and “12-13 YARRA STREET” address
as shown.

Notes: Identical to A2.1a except for p54.
Presence of an ABN on p54 dates it after 2000/07/01 (see Appendix B).

p54: As shown, has “PUBLISHED BY / TETLEY AUSTRALIA PTY.

LTD. / A.B.N. 47 003 450 922 / 12-13 YARRA STREET, SOUTH

YARRA / VICTORIA, 3141”. Printer’s name absent.

Type A2.1fa: Australiana, series 2, edition 1f.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A2.1a has 26 square holes; p54 has “PUBLISHED

BY / TETLEY AUSTRALIA” and “16 YARRA STREET” address.

Notes: Identical to A2.1e except for p54.
p54: As shown, has “A.B.N. 47 003 450 922” and “16 YARRA STREET”

address.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type T3.1a: Tuckfields, series 3, edition 1.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown; and back cover as shown.

Notes: Edition not stated. Addresses with postcodes dates it post 1967/07/01.
Tuckfields, no apostrophe, throughout, except on p1, including on the packet
of tea depicted on back cover.

Binding: Spiral binding with medium wire, 45 large round holes.
Front: As shown – doesn’t match any card in the series.
Inner: Dark olive green print.

Pages are numbered.
Imperial units are used.

p1-3: “Tuckfield’s / AUSTRALIANA CARDS / BIRD SERIES / FORE-

WORD” by W.R. Wheeler, M.B.E.
p4: List of “FIELD NATURALIST AND BIRD OBSERVER CLUBS OF

VICTORIA”, and their addresses with postcodes.
p5: “NOTES ON BIRD WATCHING”, binoculars are stated to cost $30-40.

p6-53: Album proper, text on even-numbered pages, cards on odd-numbered pages
have a drawing of acacia branches in the background on pale green.

p54-5: “HOW TEA IS GROWN AND MARKETED” with ten monochrome
photos in the outer and lower margins.

p56: Monochrome photo of “THE HOUSE THAT TEA BUILT.”, “PUB-

LISHED BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS PTY. LTD. / 12-13 YARRA

ST., STH. YARRA / VICTORIA” and at the bottom “PRINTED BY

McLAREN & CO., MELBOURNE”.
Back: As shown.

Type T3.2a: Tuckfields, series 3, edition 2.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for T3.1; and back cover as shown.

Notes: Identical to T3.1 except for binding, p4, p54-55, p56, and back cover.
Binding: Spiral binding with thick wire, 46 large round holes.

p4: “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’ CLUB”; includes “HOW TO JOIN” section
and address with postcode.

p54-5: “THE STORY OF TEA” with eight monochrome photos in the outer
margin.

p56: Top monochrome photo of “Tea pluckers on a hillside garden”, “PUB-

LISHED BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS PTY. LTD. / 12-13 YARRA ST.,

STH. YARRA / VICTORIA” and at bottom “PRINTED BY G & T

BOOK PRINTING CO.”
Back: As shown.

Type T3.3ab: Tuckfields, series 3, edition 3.

Key identifiers:
Front, as shown; p4 includes “HOW TO JOIN” section and address.

Notes: Identical to T3.2 except for the front cover with “BIRD CARD STUDIES”
replacing “BIRD CARD ALBUM”; and the binding.

Binding: Spiral binding with medium wire, 46 large round holes.
Front: As shown, has “BIRD CARD STUDIES”.

p4: “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’ CLUB”; includes “HOW TO JOIN” section
and address with postcode.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type T3.3bb: Tuckfields, series 3, edition 3 (formerly T3.3a).

Key identifiers:
Front, as shown; p4 without “HOW TO JOIN” section and address.

Notes: Identical to T3.3ab except for the binding; and p4.
Binding: Spiral binding with medium wire, 45 rounded-square holes.

p4: “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’ CLUB” as T1.4a (i.e. without “HOW TO

JOIN” section and address).

Type T3.4a: Tuckfields, series 3, edition 4.

Key identifiers:
Front, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Identical to T3.2 except for the front and back covers, and p56.
Front: As shown, has “BIRDS OF AUSTRALIA” etc.

p56: Identical to T3.2 except for printer’s imprint – “PRINTED BY GUNN &

TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY. LTD.”
Back: Plain burgundy, no picture or text.

Type A3.1aa: Australiana, series 3, edition 1a.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A3.1b has 27 square holes; p54, as shown, has
“PUBLISHED BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS”.

Notes: Identical to A3.1b except for p54.
p54: As shown, has “PUBLISHED BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS” and “IN-

CORPORATING HIGHFIELD TEA”.

Identification and scan by courtesy of Kim Wilson.

Type A3.1ba: Australiana, series 3, edition 1b.

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, has 27 square holes; p54, as shown, has “PUB-

LISHED BY / LYONS TETLEY”.

Notes: Edition not stated.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 27 square holes.

Front: As shown.
Inner: Dark greenish-grey print.

Pages are numbered.
Imperial units are used.

p1: Drawing of a Willie Wagtail, card no. 205.
Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

p2: Blank.
p3: “INTRODUCTION”

p4-5: “Bird Observations” log sheets.
p6-53: Album proper, text on even-numbered pages, cards on odd-numbered pages

have a drawing of acacia branches in the background on white paper.
p54: As shown, has “PRINTED BY GUNN & TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY.

LTD.” in smaller font (50mm span).
Back: Plain burgundy, no picture or text.

Type A3.1ca: Australiana, series 3, edition 1c.

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, has 26 square holes; p54 has “PUBLISHED BY /

LYONS TETLEY”.

Notes: Identical to A3.1b except for the binding.
Purchased from Lyons Tetley, 1994/04/13 for $4.50.

Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.

Type A3.1da: Australiana, series 3, edition 1d.

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, has 26 square holes; p54 has “PUBLISHED BY /

TETLEY AUSTRALIA” and “12-13 YARRA STREET”.

Notes: Note that the fonts used on the front cover are larger and bolder than on
A3.1c. Otherwise identical except for p54.
Presence of an ABN on p54 dates it after 2000/07/01 (see Appendix B).

Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.
p54: As shown for A3.1e except with “12-13 YARRA STREET” address instead

of “16 YARRA STREET”.

Identification and scan by courtesy of Lloyd McRae.

Type A3.1ea: Australiana, series 3, edition 1e.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A3.1d has 26 square holes; p54, as shown,
has “PUBLISHED BY / TETLEY AUSTRALIA” and “16 YARRA

STREET”.

Notes: Identical to A3.1d except for p54.
p54: As shown, has “A.B.N. 47 003 450 922” and “16 YARRA STREET”

address.
p55-56: blank pages

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type T4.1a: Tuckfields, series 4, edition 1.

Key identifiers:
Front cover in blue, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Details come from two independent eBay listings.
Binding: Spiral binding with thick wire, 46 rounded square holes.

Front: As shown.
Back: Plain blue, no picture or text.

Type T4.2aa: Tuckfields, series 4, edition 2a.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown; “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’ CLUB” on p6 includes
“HOW TO JOIN” section; p58 without “INCORPORATED IN VICTO-

RIA” as shown.

Notes: Covers are like T4.1 except on purple background rather than blue.
Edition not stated.
Tuckfields, no apostrophe, throughout, except on p1.

Binding: Spiral binding with thick wire, 46 rounded-square holes.
Front: As shown – doesn’t match any card in the series.
Inner: Purple print.

Imperial units are used.
Pages are numbered.

p1-5: Drawing of a pair of Bar-tailed godwits matching cover in upper half of p1,
“FOREWORD” by Graham Pizzey dated Oct 1976.

p6: “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’ CLUB”; includes “HOW TO JOIN” section
and address with postcode.

p7: “NOTES ON BIRD WATCHING”, binoculars are stated to cost $30-40.
p8-55: Album proper, text on even-numbered pages, cards on odd-numbered pages

have a drawing of reeds in the background on pale purple.
p56-7: “THE STORY OF TEA” with eight monochrome photos in the outer

margin.
p58: As shown, has “PRINTED BY G & T BOOK PRINTING CO.” at

bottom.
Back: Plain purple, no picture or text.

Type T4.2ba: Tuckfields, series 4, edition 2b.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for T4.2a; “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’ CLUB” on
p6 lacks “HOW TO JOIN” section as shown; p58 without “INCORPO-

RATED IN VICTORIA” as shown for T4.2a.

Notes: Identical to T4.2a except for the binding and p6.
Binding: Spiral binding with thick wire, 46 round holes.

p6: As shown, is identical to T4.2a except that “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’

CLUB” is without the “HOW TO JOIN” section and address.

Identification and scan by courtesy of Kim Wilson.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type T4.2ca: Tuckfields, series 4, edition 2c.

Key identifiers:
Stapled front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Identical to T4.2b except for the binding.
Binding: Three heavy-duty staples.

Type T4.2da: Tuckfields, series 4, edition 2d.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for T4.2a; “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’ CLUB” on
p6 includes “HOW TO JOIN” section; p58, as shown, has ink stamp stating
“INCORPORATED IN VICTORIA”.

Notes: Identical to T4.2a except for p58.
p58: As shown, is identical to T4.2a except with an ink stamp stating “INCOR-

PORATED IN VICTORIA” in small font.

Identification and scan by courtesy of Kim Wilson.

Type T4.3a: Tuckfields, series 4, edition 3.

Key identifiers:
Front cover and binding, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Identical to T4.2a except for the binding, p6, and p58.
Edition not stated.

Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.
p6: “THE BIRD OBSERVERS’ CLUB” is without the “HOW TO JOIN”

section and address.
p58: Monochrome photo of “Tea pluckers on a hillside garden”. “PUB-

LISHED BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS PTY. LTD. / (INCORPORATED

IN VICTORIA) / 12-13 YARRA ST., STH. YARRA / VICTORIA”
and at bottom “PRINTED BY GUNN & TAYLOR (AUST.) PTY.

LTD.”

Type A4.1ab: Australiana, series 4, edition 1a (formerly A4.1aa).

Key identifiers:
Front cover and binding as shown has 27 square holes; p56 has “PUB-

LISHED BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS” but without “(Incorporated in

Victoria)”.

Notes: Identical to A4.1bb except for the binding and p56.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 27 square holes.

p56: As shown for A4.1bb except without “(Incorporated in Victoria)”.

Identification and scan by courtesy of Kim Wilson.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type A4.1bb: Australiana, series 4, edition 1b.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for 4.1a except with 26 square holes; p56 has “PUB-

LISHED BY / TUCKFIELDS TEAS” with “”(Incorporated in Victo-

ria)””.

Notes: Identical to A4.1ab except for the binding and p56.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.

p56: As shown with “(Incorporated in Victoria)” in tiny font.

Type A4.1cb: Australiana, series 4, edition 1c (formerly A4.1ba).

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, has 26 square holes; p56 has “PUBLISHED BY /

LYONS TETLEY”.

Notes: Purchased from Lyons Tetley, 1994/04/13 for $4.50.
Identical to T4.2a except

Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.
Front: Text - “Australiana / BIRD STUDIES / FEATURING AUSTRALIAN

WATER BIRDS / FOR CARDS No. 289 - 384”.
p6-7: “Bird Observations” log sheets.
p56: As shown for A4.1db.

Type A4.1db: Australiana, series 4, edition 1d.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for 4.1cb except with 27 square holes; p56 has “PUB-

LISHED BY / LYONS TETLEY”.

Notes: Identical to A4.1cb except for the binding and p56.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 27 square holes.

p56: As shown. See historical note about ACN and ABN in Appendix B.

Type A4.1eb: Australiana, series 4, edition 1e (formerly A4.1ca).

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown uses uniquely different fonts, especially noticable for
“Australiana”.

Notes: Identical to A4.1db except for the front cover and p56.
Front: As shown, uses uniquely different fonts.

p56: As shown for A4.1db except printer’s name absent.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type A5.1aa: Australiana, series 5, edition 1a.

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, has 26 square holes; p1 doesn’t mention Sue McInnes;
p55 absent.

Notes: Edition stated on p3.
Purchased from Lyons Tetley, 1994/04/13 for $4.50.

Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.
Front: As shown – matching card no. 430.
Inner: Dark reddish-brown print.

Metric units are used.
Pages are numbered.

p1: Uncaptioned drawing of a Welcome swallow matching cover.
p2: Blank.
p3: “Australiana / BIRD STUDIES / Series 5 1st Edition / FOREWORD”

p4-5: “Bird Observations” log sheets.
p6-53: Album proper, text on even-numbered pages, cards on odd-numbered pages

have a drawing of a branch of red-flowering gum in the background on plain
white paper.

p54: As shown.
p54: As shown, has “PUBLISHED BY / LYONS TETLEY / AUSTRALIA

PTY. LTD. / 12-13 YARRA ST., STH YARRA / VICTORIA 3141”.
Printer’s name absent.

Back: Plain orange, no picture or text.

Type A5.1ba: Australiana, series 5, edition 1b.

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown for A5.1a, has 26 square holes; p1 doesn’t mention
Sue McInnes; p55 is present as shown.

Notes: Identical to A5.1a except with an extra unnumbered page (p55) to put 4
spare cards.

p55: As shown.

Identification and scan by courtesy of Kim Wilson.

Type A5.1ca: Australiana, series 5, edition 1c.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A5.1a has 26 square holes; p1 mentions Sue
McInnes as shown; p55 present, as shown for A5.1b.

Notes: Identical to A5.1b except for p1 which has a brief mention of Sue McInnes
underneath the drawing of the Swallow.

p1: As shown, has a brief mention of Sue McInnes.

Identification and scan by courtesy of Kim Wilson.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 10: Bird card albums (continued).

Type A5.1da: Australiana, series 5, edition 1d.

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, has 27 square holes; p1 as shown for A5.1c does
mention Sue McInnes; p55 is present as shown for A5.1b.

Notes: Identical to A5.1c except for the binding.
Binding: Wire comb binding with 27 square holes.

Type A5.1ea: Australiana, series 5, edition 1e.

Key identifiers:
Front cover as shown for A5.1a has 26 square holes; p54 has “PUBLISHED

BY / TETLEY AUSTRALIA” and “16 YARRA STREET” address.

Notes: Identical to A5.1c except for p54, and p55 absent.
p54: As shown, has “PUBLISHED BY / TETLEY AUSTRALIA PTY.

LTD. / 16 YARRA STREET, SOUTH YARRA / VICTORIA 3141”.
Printer’s name absent.

p55: absent.
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Table 11: Cards in the other Tuckfields series.

Fish (nos. 1-32).

Key identifiers:
top: The medallion is definitive.

Print: black.
Variants: none known.

Aliases: 2B. RB30: TU2-3-3 with base B.

Type Animals-AP: Always Please (nos. 1-32).

Key identifiers:
bottom: Always Please is definitive.

Print: black.
Variants: none known.

Aliases: 2F. RB30: TU2-3-1 with base F.

Type Animals-AL: ALBUMS can be purchased (nos. 1-32).

Key identifiers:
bottom: ALBUMS can be purchased is definitive.

Print: black.
Variants: none known.

Aliases: 2G. RB30: TU2-3-1 with base D.

Type Dogs-AL: ALBUMS can be purchased (nos. 1-32).

Key identifiers:
bottom: ALBUMS can be purchased is definitive.

Print: black.
Variants: none known.

Aliases: 2D. RB30: TU2-4 with base D.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 11: Cards in the other Tuckfields series (continued).

Type Dogs-RP: Red Packet ty-nee tips (nos. 1-32).

Key identifiers:
bottom: Red Packet TY-NEE TIPS is definitive.

Print: red.
Variants: none known.

Aliases: 2E. RB30: TU2-4 with base C.

Cats (nos. 1-32).

Key identifiers:
top: Tuckfields THE CAT FAMILY SERIES is definitive.

Print: black.
Variants: none known.

Notes: small rectangular card, 55 mm × 35 mm,
no address at base.

Aliases: 2C. RB30: TU2-2.

Wildflowers (nos. 1-30).

Key identifiers:
top: AUSTRALIAN Wildflower Studies is definitive.

Print: black.
Variants: none known.

Notes: large rectangular card, 59 mm × 89 mm,
has address at base.

Aliases: 2A. RB30: TU2-1.

Type Heritage-NC: No protective Coating clause (nos. 1-96).

Key identifiers:
bottom: Absence of protective coating clause is definitive.

Print: dark brown.
Variants: none known.

Aliases: 2I.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 11: Cards in the other Tuckfields series (continued).

Type Heritage-PC: “HAS A PROTECTIVE COATING” (nos. 1-96).

Key identifiers:
bottom: THIS CARD HAS A PROTECTIVE COATING

Print: brown in varying shades ranging from dark brown to orange.
Variants: PCa) straight cut sides with normal round corners, dark brown print

(illustrated),
PCb) straight cut sides with normal round corners, light brown print,
PCc) ogee-cut sides with squarer round corners, light brown print,
PCd) ogee-cut sides with squarer round corners, orange print,

Aliases: 2J.
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Table 12: Albums in the other Tuckfields series.

Fish

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Similar in design to Birds album T1.1. Dimensions: 165 mm × 230 mm.
Edition not stated.
Tuckfield’s, singular apostrophe, used throughout including on the packet
of tea depicted on back cover.

Binding: Stapled.
Front: As shown – doesn’t match any card in the series.
Inner: Blue print.

Imperial units are used.
Pages are not numbered.

p1: “Tuckfield’s / AUSTRALIANA CARDS / FISH SERIES / FORE-

WORD”
p2-17: Album proper, text on even-numbered pages, cards on odd-numbered pages

in landscape orientation, four per page.
p18: “THE STORY OF TEA” followed by a one-page history of tea. At bottom

– “Extract by courtesy of Imperial Institute, London”
p19: “TEA GROWING COUNTRIES OF THE WORLD”, with map showing

“MAIN AREAS OF TEA PRODUCTION”.
p20: Blank above, and at bottom “PUBLISHED BY / TUCKFIELD’S

TEAS / 3 MARKET ST., SOUTH YARRA / VICTORIA” (n.b. sin-
gular apostrophe) and at bottom “PRINTED BY McLAREN & CO.,

MELBOURNE”
Back: As shown.

Animals

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Dimensions: 150 mm × 203 mm.
Edition not stated, but known to have been reprinted.
Tuckfields’, plural apostrophe is used on the back cover but nowhere else.

Binding: Stapled.
Front: As shown – doesn’t match any card in the series.
Inner: Brown print.

Imperial units are used.
Pages are numbered.

p1: “Tuckfields / AUSTRALIAN ANIMALS / FOREWORD”
p2-13: General description of Australian monotremes and marsupials with sub-

headings p2: “MONOTREMES”; p3: “THE PLATYPUS”; p5: “SPINY

ANTEATERS”; p7: “MARSUPIALS or POUCHED MAMMALS”; p8:
“1. KANGAROOS:”; p9: “2. POSSUMS:”; p10: “3. KOALA:”; p11: “4.

WOMBATS:”; p12: “5. BANDICOOTS:”; p13: “6. CARNIVEROUS

MARSUPIALS or DASYURIDS”.
p14: “WHERE MARSUPIALS LIVE”.
p15: Map of Australia showing vegetation types.

p16-32: Album proper, text on even-numbered pages, cards on odd-numbered pages
in landscape orientation, four per page.

p32: “A WARNING / Extract from Australian Pet Book by J. Wother-

spoon”.
No printer’s imprint.

Back: As shown.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 12: Albums in the other Tuckfields series (continued).

Dogs

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Dimensions: 150 mm × 203 mm.
Edition not stated.
Tuckfields, no apostrophe, used throughout.

Binding: Stapled.
Front: As shown – doesn’t match any card in the series.
Inner: Brown print.

Imperial units are used.
Pages are numbered.

p1: “Tuckfields / DOGS / AND THEIR CARE / FOREWORD”
p2-15: “INTRODUCTION” with subheadings p2: “ORIGIN AND ANTIQ-

UITY”; p4: “THE DOG’S SENSES”, “GUIDE DOGS FOR THE

BLIND”; p5: “DOGS IN WORLD WAR II”, “CHOOSING A DOG”;
p6: “FEEDING YOUR DOG”; p9: “EXERCISE”; p10: “AILMENTS”;
p11: “DISTEMPER”; p12: “WORMS”; p14: “LEGAL LIABILITY –

DOG OWNERS IN VICTORIA”; p15: “THOUGHTS ON TRAINING

YOUR DOG”.
p16-32: Album proper, text on even-numbered pages, cards on odd-numbered pages

in landscape orientation, four per page.
p32: Blank. No printer’s imprint.

Back: As shown.

Cats

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Dimensions: 150 mm × 203 mm.
Edition not stated.
Tuckfields’, plural apostrophe is used on the back cover but nowhere else.

Binding: Stapled.
Front: As shown – doesn’t match any card in the series.
Inner: Black print.

Imperial units are used.
Pages are numbered.

p1-4: “CATS AND THEIR CARE” with subheadings – p1: “The History of

the Domestic Cat”, “The Cat’s Relationship with Man –”; p2: “Choos-

ing a Cat –”; p3: “The Kitten at Home –”; p4: “Feeding your Cat –”;
continued on p13.

p5-12: Album proper, text and four cards on each page in landscape orientation.
p13-16: subheadings continued from p4; p13: “Grooming –”, “Ailments”; p14:

“Minor Ailments –”; p15: “Administering Medicine”, “Going on Holi-

day”; p16: “Wild Cats”.
Back: As shown.

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 12: Albums in the other Tuckfields series (continued).

Wildflowers

Key identifiers:
Wall chart, as shown.

Notes: Details come from eBay listings.
Dimensions: unknown.

Front: As shown.
Inner: As shown.

We would be grateful to receive a verbal description or preferably 300dpi scans.

Australian Heritage

Key identifiers:
Front cover, as shown, is definitive.

Notes: Dimensions: 175 mm × 232 mm.
Edition not stated.

Binding: Wire comb binding with 26 square holes.
Front: As shown – features cards 22 (Cook), 30 (Kelly), and 66 (Menzies).
Inner: Brown print.

Pages are numbered.
p1: “FOREWORD”

p2-3: Index.
p4-69: Album proper, text on even-numbered pages, cards on odd-numbered pages

in portrait orientation, three per page except pp19, 37, and 69 which only
have two.

p4-17: “KEY EVENTS IN AUSTRALIA’S HISTORY”.
p18-23: “PIONEERS AND EXPLORERS”.
p24-29: “BUSHRANGERS”.
p30-37: “UNIQUELY AUSTRALIAN”.
p38-43: “FAMOUS AUSTRALIANS”.
p44-53: “PRIME MINISTERS”.
p54-59: “SPORTING LIFE AND HEROES”.
p60-69: “FAMOUS PLACES”.

p70: As shown.
Back: Plain white.
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Table 13: List of Tuckfields Birds cards.

No. Common name Name on card

1 1 Bird of Paradise, Red THE RED-PLUMED BIRD OF PARADISE

1 2 Bird of Paradise, Lyre-tailed King THE LONELY LITTLE KING BIRD OF PARADISE

1 3 Honeyeater, Yellow-tufted (Helmeted) THE HELMETED HONEYEATER

1 4 Fantail, Rufous THE RUFOUS FANTAIL

1 5 Catbird THE CAT BIRD

1 6 Finch, Crimson THE CRIMSON FINCH

1 7 Whistler, Golden THE GOLDEN WHISTLER

1 8 Riflebird, Magnificant THE MAGNIFICENT RIFLEBIRD

1 9 Bowerbird, Satin THE SATIN BOWER BIRD

1 10 Rosella, Eastern THE EASTERN ROSELLA

1 10 Rosella, Crimson (Yellow) THE YELLOW ROSELLA

1 11 Bird of Paradise, King THE KING BIRD OF PARADISE

1 12 Pitta, Red-bellied THE BLUE-BREASTED PITTA

1 13 Emu-wren, Southern THE EMU WREN

1 14 Quail-thrush, Chestnut-breasted THE CHESTNUT-BREASTED QUAIL THRUSH

1 15 Fairy-wren, Splendid (Black-backed) THE BLACK-BACKED WREN

1 16 Bird of Paradise, King of Holland’s THE EXQUISITE LITTLE KING BIRD OF PARADISE

1 17 Parrot, Australian King- THE KING PARROT

1 18 Chat, Orange THE ORANGE CHAT

1 19 Budgerigah BUDGERIGAHS

1 20 Kookaburra, Laughing THE KOOKABURRA

1 21 Pardalote, Spotted THE SPOTTED PARDALOTE

1 22 Mistletoebird THE MISTLETOE BIRD

1 23 Honeyeater, Scarlet THE SCARLET HONEYEATER

1 24 Cockatoo, Major Mitchell’s THE MAJOR MITCHELL, OR LEADBEATER COCKATOO

1 25 Honeyeater, New Holland THE YELLOW-WINGED HONEYEATER

1 26 Babbler, Chestnut-crowned THE RED-CAPPED BABBLER

1 27 Finch, Gouldian THE GOULDIAN FINCH

1 28 Rosella, Crimson THE CRIMSON ROSELLA

1 29 Bee-eater, Rainbow THE RAINBOW BIRD

1 30 Robin, Scarlet THE SCARLET ROBIN

1 31 Spinebill, Eastern THE EASTERN SPINEBILL

1 32 Shrike-tit, Crested (Eastern) THE EASTERN SHRIKETIT

1 33 Pelican, Australian THE PELICAN

1 34 Brolga THE BROLGA

1 35 Cockatoo, Major Mitchell’s THE PINK COCKATOO

1 36 Cassowary, Southern THE CASSOWARY

1 37 Cockatoo, Gang-gang THE GANG GANG COCKATOO

1 38 Currawong, Grey THE GREY CURRAWONG

1 39 Cockatoo, Sulphur-crested THE WHITE COCKATOO

1 40 Goose, Cape Barren THE CAPE BARREN GOOSE

1 41 Goose, Magpie THE PIED GOOSE

1 42 Magpie-lark THE MUDLARK

1 43 Chat, Crimson THE CRIMSON CHAT

1 44 Swan, Black THE BLACK SWAN

1 45 Stork, Black-necked THE JABIRU

1 46 Falcon, Brown THE BROWN HAWK

1 47 Darter THE DARTER

1 48 Eagle, Wedge-tailed WEDGE-TAILED EAGLE

1 49 Koel, Common THE KOL

1 50 Grebe, Great Crested THE GREAT-CRESTED GREBE

1 51 Lapwing, Masked THE SPUR-WINGED PLOVER

1 52 Kingfisher, Sacred THE SACRED KINGFISHER

1 53 Cormorant, Little Pied THE LITTLE PIED CORMORANT

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 13: List of Tuckfields Birds cards (continued).

No. Common name Name on card

1 54 Swamphen, Purple THE EASTERN SWAMP-HEN

1 55 Gull, Silver THE SILVER GULL

1 56 Quail-thrush, Spotted THE SPOTTED QUAIL-THRUSH

1 57 Pigeon, Crested THE CRESTED PIGEON

1 58 Frogmouth, Tawny THE TAWNY FROGMOUTH

1 59 Bowerbird, Golden THE GOLDEN BOWER-BIRD

1 60 Honeyeater, Blue-faced THE BLUE-FACED HONEYEATER

1 61 Spoonbill, Royal THE ROYAL SPOONBILL

1 62 Heron, White-faced THE BLUE CRANE

1 63 Bronzewing, Common THE FOREST BRONZEWING PIGEON

1 64 Whipbird, Eastern THE EASTERN WHIPBIRD

1 65 Butcherbird, Grey THE GREY BUTCHER-BIRD

1 66 Wattlebird, Red THE RED WATTLE-BIRD

1 67 Sunbird, Yellow-bellied THE YELLOW-BREASTED SUN-BIRDS

1 68 Parrot, Australian Ringneck THE PORT LINCOLN PARROTS

1 69 Manucode, Trumpet THE MANUCODE

1 70 Boobook [Owl], Southern THE BOOBOOK OWL

1 71 Bittern, Little THE LITTLE BITTERN

1 72 Parrot, Elegant THE ELEGANT PARROT

1 73 Tropicbird, Red-tailed THE RED-TAILED TROPIC-BIRD

1 74 Cockatiel THE COCKATIEL

1 75 Scrubwren, Yellow-throated THE YELLOW-THROATED SCRUB-WREN

1 76 Fairy-wren, Red-backed THE RED-BACKED WREN

1 77 Parrot, Red-winged THE RED-WINGED PARROT

1 78 Lorikeet, Rainbow THE RAINBOW LORIKEET

1 79 Galah THE GALAH

1 80 Emu THE EMU

1 81 Miner, Bell THE BELL MINER

1 82 Dove, Superb Fruit- THE PURPLE-CROWNED FRUIT PIGEON

1 83 Parrot, Golden-shouldered THE GOLDEN-SHOULDERED PARROT

1 84 Robin, Pink THE PINK ROBIN

1 85 Hobby, Australian THE LITTLE FALCON

1 86 Owl, Barking THE WINKING OWL

1 87 Dollarbird THE EASTERN BROAD-BILLED ROLLER

1 88 Teal, Chestnut THE CHESTNUT TEAL

1 89 Duck, Pacific Black THE BLACK DUCK

1 90 Duck, Freckled THE FRECKLED DUCK

1 91 Duck, Musk THE MUSK DUCK

1 92 Heron, Nankeen Night THE NANKEEN NIGHT-HERON

1 93 Oriole, Olive-backed THE OLIVE-BACKED ORIOLE

1 94 Lyrebird, Superb THE SUPERB LYRE-BIRD

1 95 Magpie, Australian (White-backed) THE WHITE-BACKED MAGPIE

1 96 Malleefowl THE LOWAN

2 97 Cockatoo, Sulphur-crested WHITE COCKATOO

2 98 Cockatoo, Major Mitchell’s PINK COCKATOO

2 99 Galah GALAH

2 100 Corella, Long-billed LONG-BILLED CORELLA

2 101 Parrot, Australian King- KING PARROT

2 102 Parrot, Red-winged RED-WINGED PARROT

2 103 Parrot, Australian Ringneck RING-NECK PARROT

2 104 Parrot, Australian Ringneck PORT LINCOLN PARROT

2 105 Parrot, Red-capped RED-CAPPED PARROT

2 106 Parrot, Superb SUPERB PARROT

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 13: List of Tuckfields Birds cards (continued).

No. Common name Name on card

2 107 Parrot, Princess PRINCESS PARROT

2 108 Parrot, Regent REGENT PARROT

2 109 Parrot, Eclectus [Red-sided Eclectus] RED-SIDED PARROT

2 110 Cockatoo, Gang-gang GANG-GANG COCKATOO

2 111 Cockatoo, Red-tailed Black- RED-TAILED BLACK COCKATOO

2 112 Cockatoo, Palm PALM COCKATOO

2 113 Parrot, Golden-shouldered GOLDEN-SHOULDERED PARROT

2 114 Parrot, Paradise PARADISE PARROT

2 115 Parrot, Mulga MULGA PARROT

2 116 Parrot, Blue Bonnet BLUE-BONNET PARROT

2 117 Cockatiel COCKATIEL

2 118 Rosella, Eastern EASTERN ROSELLA

2 119 Rosella, Yellow YELLOW ROSELLA

2 120 Rosella, Crimson CRIMSON ROSELLA

2 121 Parrot, Bourke’s BOURKE PARROT

2 122 Parrot, Scarlet-chested SCARLET-CHESTED PARROT

2 123 Lorikeet, Musk MUSK LORIKEET

2 124 Lorikeet, Rainbow RAINBOW LORIKEET

2 125 Budgerigah BUDGERIGAH

2 126 Parrot, Swift SWIFT PARROT

2 127 Parrot, Ground GROUND PARROT

2 128 Parrot, Night NIGHT PARROT

2 129 Cockatoo, Yellow-tailed Black- YELLOW-TAILED BLACK COCKATOO

2 130 Rosella, Pale-headed PALE-HEADED ROSELLA

2 131 Rosella, Northern NORTHERN ROSELLA

2 132 Rosella, Western WESTERN ROSELLA

2 133 Rosella, Adelaide ADELAIDE ROSELLA

2 134 Parrot, Orange-bellied ORANGE-BELLIED PARROT

2 135 Parrot, Rock ROCK PARROT

2 136 Parrot, Turquoise TURQUOISE PARROT

2 137 Parrot, Double-eyed (Blue-browed) Fig- BLUE-BROWED LORILET

2 138 Lorikeet, Little LITTLE LORIKEET

2 139 Lorikeet, Purple-crowned PURPLE-CROWNED LORIKEET

2 140 Lorikeet, Varied VARIED LORIKEET

2 141 Lorikeet, Scaly-breasted SCALY-BREASTED LORIKEET

2 142 Parrot, Australian Ringneck (Cloncurry) CLONCURRY PARROT

2 143 Parrot, Red-rumped RED-BACKED PARROT

2 144 Lorikeet, Rainbow (Red-collared) RED-COLLARED LORIKEET

2 145 Friarbird, Helmeted HELMETED FRIARBIRD

2 146 Miner, Noisy NOISY MINER

2 147 Honeyeater, Spiny-cheeked SPINY-CHEEKED HONEYEATER

2 148 Wattlebird, Yellow YELLOW WATTLE-BIRD

2 149 Honeyeater, Yellow-tufted YELLOW-TUFTED HONEYEATER

2 150 Honeyeater, Regent REGENT HONEYEATER

2 151 Honeyeater, White-plumed WHITE-PLUMED HONEYEATER

2 152 Honeyeater, Purple-gaped PURPLE-GAPED HONEYEATER

2 153 Honeyeater, White-naped WHITE-NAPED HONEYEATER

2 154 Finch, Double-barred DOUBLE-BAR FINCH

2 155 Finch, Zebra ZEBRA FINCH

2 156 Finch, Painted PAINTED FINCH

2 157 Finch, Red-browed RED-BROWED FINCH

2 158 Finch, Blue-faced Parrot- BLUE-FACED FINCH

2 159 Finch, Star STAR FINCH

2 160 Mannikin, Yellow-rumped YELLOW-RUMPED FINCH

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 13: List of Tuckfields Birds cards (continued).

No. Common name Name on card

2 161 Finch, Black-throated BLACK-THROATED FINCH

2 162 Firetail, Red-eared RED-EARED FIRETAIL FINCH

2 163 Honeyeater, Banded BANDED HONEYEATER

2 164 Honeyeater, Red-headed RED-HEADED HONEYEATER

2 165 Honeyeater, Black-chinned BLACK-CHINNED HONEYEATER

2 166 Scrubwren, White-browed (Spotted) SPOTTED SCRUB-WREN

2 167 Fairy-wren, Purple-crowned LILAC-CROWNED WREN

2 168 Crake, Australian Spotted SPOTTED CRAKE

2 169 Jacana, Comb-crested LOTUS BIRD

2 170 Crake, Red-necked RED-NECKED RAIL

2 171 Stilt, Banded BANDED STILT

2 172 Stilt, Black-winged WHITE-HEADED STILT

2 173 Avocet, Red-necked RED-NECKED AVOCET

2 174 Ibis, Straw-necked STRAW-NECKED IBIS

2 175 Egret, Intermediate PLUMED EGRET

2 176 Heron, White-necked WHITE-NECKED HERON

2 177 Cormorant, Great BLACK CORMORANT

2 178 Goose, Green Pygmy- GREEN PYGMY GOOSE

2 179 Heron, Striated MANGROVE BITTERN

2 180 Dotterel, Black-fronted BLACK-FRONTED DOTTEREL

2 181 Tattler, Wandering WANDERING TATTLER

2 182 Curlew, Eastern EASTERN CURLEW

2 183 Petrel, Grey-backed Storm- GREY-BACKED STORM-PETREL

2 184 Tern, Sooty SOOTY TERN

2 185 Noddy, Common GREATER NODDY

2 186 Oystercatcher, Pied PIED OYSTERCATCHER

2 187 Frigatebird, Great GREATER FRIGATE-BIRD

2 188 Gull, Pacific [Silver illustrated] PACIFIC GULL

2 189 Booby, Red-footed RED-FOOTED GANNET

2 190 Albatross, Grey-headed GREY-HEADED ALBATROSS

2 191 Tern, Whiskered MARSH TERN

2 192 Penguin, Little LITTLE PENGUIN

3 193 Firetail, Diamond DIAMOND FIRETAIL-FINCH

3 194 Finch, Plum-headed PLUM-HEADED FINCH

3 195 Finch, Masked MASKED FINCH

3 196 Mannikin, Pictorella PICTORELLA FINCH

3 197 Quail, Stubble STUBBLE QUAIL

3 198 Flycatcher, Satin SATIN FLYCATCHER

3 199 Whistler, Rufous RUFOUS WHISTLER

3 200 Robin, Red-capped RED-CAPPED ROBIN

3 201 Robin, Hooded HOODED ROBIN

3 202 Robin, Eastern Yellow SOUTHERN YELLOW ROBIN

3 203 Monarch, Black-faced BLACK-FACED FLYCATCHER

3 204 Jacky Winter BROWN FLYCATCHER

3 205 Wagtail, Willie WILLIE WAGTAIL

3 206 Shrike-thrush, Grey GREY THRUSH

3 207 Bellbird, Crested CRESTED BELL-BIRD

3 208 Cuckoo-shrike, Black-faced BLACK-FACED CUCKOO-SHRIKE

3 209 Cicadabird CICADA BIRD

3 210 Triller, White-winged WHITE-WINGED TRILLER

3 211 Babbler, Grey-crowned GREY-CROWNED BABBLER

3 212 Thrush, Bassian GROUND THRUSH

3 213 Gerygone, White-throated WHITE-THROATED WARBLER

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 13: List of Tuckfields Birds cards (continued).

No. Common name Name on card

3 214 Weebill BROWN WEEBILL

3 215 Whiteface, Southern EASTERN WHITEFACE

3 216 Thornbill, Yellow LITTLE THORNBILL

3 217 Thornbill, Yellow-rumped YELLOW-TAILED THORNBILL

3 218 Scrubwren, White-browed WHITE-BROWED SCRUB WREN

3 219 Fieldwren, Striated STRIATED FIELD-WREN

3 220 Heathwren, Chestnut-rumped CHESTNUT-TAILED GROUND OR HEATH WREN

3 221 Warbler, Speckled SPECKLED WARBLER

3 222 Songlark, Brown BROWN SONGLARK

3 223 Bristlebird, Rufous RUFOUS BRISTLE-BIRD

3 224 Grassbird, Little LITTLE MARSHBIRD

3 225 Fairy-wren, Superb SUPERB BLUE WREN

3 226 Fairy-wren, White-winged (Blue-and-white) BLUE AND WHITE WREN

3 227 Fairy-wren, Variegated (Purple-backed) PURPLE-BACKED WREN

3 228 Fairy-wren, White-winged (White-backed) WHITE-BACKED WREN

3 229 Fairy-wren, White-winged (Black-and-white) BLACK-AND-WHITE WREN

3 230 Fairy-wren, Lovely LOVELY WREN

3 231 Fairy-wren, Splendid (Turquoise) TURQUOISE WREN

3 232 Woodswallow, Masked MASKED WOOD-SWALLOW

3 233 Woodswallow, White-browed WHITE-BROWED WOOD-SWALLOW

3 234 Swallow, Welcome WELCOME SWALLOW

3 235 Martin, Fairy FAIRY MARTIN

3 236 Needletail, White-throated SPINE-TAILED SWIFT

3 237 Sitella, Varied ORANGE-WINGED SITELLA

3 238 Treecreeper, White-throated WHITE-THROATED TREE-CREEPER

3 239 Pardalote, Striated STRIATED PARDALOTE

3 240 Silvereye GREY-BREASTED SILVEREYE

3 241 Dove, Wompoo Fruit- WOMPOO PIGEON

3 242 Dove, Rose-crowned Fruit- RED-CROWNED PIGEON

3 243 Pigeon, Squatter SQUATTER PIGEON

3 244 Pigeon, Wonga WONGA PIGEON

3 245 Cuckoo, Pallid PALLID CUCKOO

3 246 Cuckoo, Shining Bronze- GOLDEN BRONZE-CUCKOO

3 247 Owl, Powerful POWERFUL OWL

3 248 Owl, Barn BARN OWL

3 249 Nightjar, White-throated WHITE-THROATED NIGHTJAR

3 250 Kingfisher, Buff-breasted Paradise- WHITE-TAILED KINGFISHER

3 251 Kingfisher, Forest FOREST KINGFISHER

3 252 Pitta, Noisy BUFF-BREASTED PITTA

3 253 Bowerbird, Regent REGENT BOWER-BIRD

3 254 Figbird YELLOW FIGBIRD

3 255 Riflebird, Paradise PARADISE RIFLE-BIRD

3 256 Bowerbird, Spotted SPOTTED BOWER BIRD

3 257 Drongo, Spangled SPANGLED DRONGO

3 258 Honeyeater, Brown-headed BROWN-HEADED HONEYEATER

3 259 Honeyeater, Striped STRIPED HONEYEATER

3 260 Honeyeater, Black BLACK HONEYEATER

3 261 Honeyeater, Tawny-crowned TAWNY-CROWNED HONEYEATER

3 262 Honeyeater, Painted PAINTED HONEYEATER

3 263 Honeyeater, Lewin’s LEWIN HONEYEATER

3 264 Honeyeater, Singing SINGING HONEYEATER

3 265 Honeyeater, Yellow-faced YELLOW-FACED HONEYEATER

3 266 Honeyeater, White-eared WHITE-EARED HONEYEATER

3 267 Honeyeater, Yellow-plumed YELLOW-PLUMED HONEYEATER

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 13: List of Tuckfields Birds cards (continued).

No. Common name Name on card

3 268 Honeyeater, Grey-fronted YELLOW-FRONTED HONEYEATER

3 269 Honeyeater, Crescent CRESCENT HONEYEATER

3 270 Honeyeater, Yellow YELLOW HONEYEATER

3 271 Honeyeater, Macleay’s MACLEAY HONEYEATER

3 272 Honeyeater, White-cheeked WHITE-CHEEKED HONEYEATER

3 273 Wattlebird, Little LITTLE WATTLE-BIRD

3 274 Friarbird, Little LITTLE FRIARBIRD

3 275 Mannikin, Chestnut-breasted CHESTNUT-BREASTED FINCH

3 276 Gibberbird DESERT CHAT

3 277 Wedgebill, Chirruping WEDGEBILL

3 278 Pipit, Australian AUSTRALIAN PIPIT

3 279 Skylark SKYLARK

3 280 Whistler, Mangrove Golden ROBUST WHISTLER

3 281 Robin, Grey-headed GREY-HEADED ROBIN

3 282 Boatbill, Yellow-breasted BOAT-BILLED FLYCATCHER

3 283 Monarch, Frilled FRILL-NECKED FLYCATCHER

3 284 Monarch, Spectacled SPECTACLED FLYCATCHER

3 285 Butcherbird, Pied PIED BUTCHER-BIRD

3 286 Currawong, Pied PIED CURRAWONG

3 287 Chough, White-winged WHITE-WINGED CHOUGH

3 288 Raven, Australian RAVEN

4 289 Albatross, Wandering WANDERING ALBATROSS

4 290 Albatross, Black-browed BLACK-BROWED ALBATROSS

4 291 Shearwater, Short-tailed SHORT-TAILED SHEARWATER

4 292 Shearwater, Sooty SOOTY SHEARWATER

4 293 Prion, Fairy FAIRY PRION

4 294 Petrel, Southern Giant- SOUTHERN GIANT PETREL

4 295 Petrel, Cape CAPE PETREL

4 296 Petrel, White-faced Storm- WHITE-FACED STORM PETREL

4 297 Petrel, Wilson’s Storm- WILSON STORM PETREL

4 298 Cormorant, Pied YELLOW-FACED CORMORANT

4 299 Cormorant, Little Black LITTLE BLACK CORMORANT

4 300 Gannet, Australasian GANNET

4 301 Booby, Brown BROWN BOOBY

4 302 Frigatebird, Lesser LESSER FRIGATE-BIRD

4 303 Tropicbird, White-tailed WHITE-TAILED TROPIC-BIRD

4 304 Penguin, Fjordland THICK-BILLED PENGUIN

4 305 Skua, Great GREAT SKUA

4 306 Jaeger, Pomarine POMARINE SKUA

4 307 Jaeger, Arctic ARCTIC SKUA

4 308 Tern, White-fronted WHITE-FRONTED TERN

4 309 Tern, Crested CRESTED TERN

4 310 Tern, Little LITTLE TERN

4 311 Tern, Fairy FAIRY TERN

4 312 Tern, Roseate ROSEATE TERN

4 313 Sandpiper, Wood WOOD SANDPIPER

4 314 Whimbrel WHIMBREL

4 315 Godwit, Bar-tailed BAR-TAILED GODWIT

4 316 Godwit, Black-tailed BLACK-TAILED GODWIT

4 317 Snipe, Latham’s JAPANESE SNIPE

4 318 Knot, Red KNOT

4 319 Sanderling SANDERLING

4 320 Stint, Red-necked RED-NECKED STINT
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Table 13: List of Tuckfields Birds cards (continued).

No. Common name Name on card

4 321 Tattler, Grey-tailed GREY-TAILED TATTLER

4 322 Greenshank, Common GREENSHANK

4 323 Sandpiper, Common COMMON SANDPIPER

4 324 Sandpiper, Curlew CURLEW SANDPIPER

4 325 Sandpiper, Sharp-tailed SHARP-TAILED SANDPIPER

4 326 Sandpiper, Broad-billed BROAD-BILLED SANDPIPER

4 327 Turnstone, Ruddy TURNSTONE

4 328 Stone-curlew, Bush BUSH CURLEW

4 329 Stone-curlew, Beach BEACH CURLEW

4 330 Pratincole, Australian AUSTRALIAN PRATINCOLE

4 331 Bittern, Australasian BROWN BITTERN

4 332 Bittern, Black BLACK BITTERN

4 333 Grebe, Little LITTLE GREBE

4 334 Grebe, Hoary-headed HOARY-HEADED GREBE

4 335 Rail, Chestnut CHESTNUT RAIL

4 336 Crake, Spotless SPOTLESS CRAKE

4 337 Crake, Baillon’s MARSH CRAKE

4 338 Crake, White-browed WHITE-BROWED CRAKE

4 339 Rail, Lewin’s LEWIN WATER RAIL

4 340 Rail, Buff-banded BANDED RAIL

4 341 Native-hen, Black-tailed BLACK-TAILED NATIVE HEN

4 342 Moorhen, Dusky DUSKY MOORHEN

4 343 Coot, Eurasian COOT

4 344 Bustard, Australian BUSTARD

4 345 Snipe, Painted PAINTED SNIPE

4 346 Oystercatcher, Sooty SOOTY OYSTERCATCHER

4 347 Lapwing, Banded BANDED PLOVER

4 348 Plover, Red-capped RED-CAPPED DOTTEREL

4 349 Plover, Caspian ORIENTAL DOTTEREL

4 350 Plover, Greater Sand LARGE DOTTEREL

4 351 Plover, Double-banded DOUBLE-BANDED DOTTEREL

4 352 Plover, Hooded HOODED DOTTEREL

4 353 Dotterel, Red-kneed RED-KNEED DOTTEREL

4 354 Dotterel, Inland AUSTRALIAN DOTTEREL

4 355 Plover, American Golden GOLDEN PLOVER

4 356 Heron, White-faced WHITE-FACED HERON

4 357 Heron, Pied PIED HERON

4 358 Heron, Eastern Reef REEF HERON

4 359 Egret, Great LARGE OR WHITE EGRET

4 360 Egret, Little LITTLE EGRET

4 361 Egret, Cattle CATTLE EGRET

4 362 Ibis, Australian White WHITE IBIS

4 363 Ibis, Glossy GLOSSY IBIS

4 364 Spoonbill, Yellow-billed YELLOW-BILLED SPOONBILL

4 365 Duck, Wandering Whistling- WHISTLING TREE-DUCK

4 366 Duck, Plumed Whistling- PLUMED TREE-DUCK

4 367 Shelduck, Australian MOUNTAIN SHELDUCK

4 368 Shelduck, Rajah BURDEKIN SHELDUCK

4 369 Teal, Grey GREY TEAL

4 370 Shoveler, Australasian SHOVELLER

4 371 Duck, Pink-eared PINK-EARED DUCK

4 372 Hardhead WHITE-EYED DUCK

4 373 Duck, Australian Wood WOOD DUCK

4 374 Goose, Cotton Pygmy- WHITE PYGMY GOOSE
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Table 13: List of Tuckfields Birds cards (continued).

No. Common name Name on card

4 375 Duck, Blue-billed BLUE-BILLED DUCK

4 376 Plains-wanderer PLAIN WANDERER

4 377 Button-quail, Red-chested RED-CHESTED QUAIL

4 378 Button-quail, Little LITTLE QUAIL

4 379 Button-quail, Painted PAINTED QUAIL

4 380 Quail, Brown (Swamp) SWAMP QUAIL

4 381 Quail, Brown BROWN QUAIL

4 382 Quail, King KING QUAIL

4 383 Brush-turkey, Australian BRUSH TURKEY

4 384 Scrubfowl, Orange-footed SCRUB-FOWL

5 385 Eagle, Wedge-tailed WEDGE-TAILED EAGLE

5 386 Osprey OSPREY

5 387 Eagle, White-bellied Sea- WHITE-BELLIED SEA EAGLE

5 388 Eagle, Little AUSTRALIAN LITTLE EAGLE

5 389 Buzzard, Black-breasted BLACK-BREASTED KITE

5 390 Kite, Brahminy BRAHMINY KITE

5 391 Harrier, Spotted SPOTTED HARRIER

5 392 Harrier, Swamp SWAMP HARRIER

5 393 Kite, Square-tailed SQUARE-TAILED KITE

5 394 Kite, Black BLACK KITE

5 395 Kite, Whistling WHISTLING KITE

5 396 Baza, Pacific CRESTED HAWK

5 397 Goshawk, Grey GREY GOSHAWK

5 398 Goshawk, Brown BROWN GOSHAWK

5 399 Sparrowhawk, Collared COLLARED SPARROWHAWK

5 400 Goshawk, Red RED GOSHAWK

5 401 Falcon, Black BLACK FALCON

5 402 Hobby, Australian LITTLE FALCON

5 403 Falcon, Brown BROWN FALCON

5 404 Falcon, Peregrine PEREGRINE FALCON

5 405 Kestrel, Nankeen AUSTRALIAN KESTREL

5 406 Falcon, Grey GREY FALCON

5 407 Kite, Letter-winged LETTER-WINGED KITE

5 408 Kite, Black-shouldered BLACK-SHOULDERED KITE

5 409 Owl, Barn BARN OWL

5 410 Owl, Sooty SOOTY OWL

5 411 Owl, Grass GRASS OWL

5 412 Owl, Masked MASKED OWL

5 413 Owl, Rufous RUFOUS OWL

5 414 Kingfisher, Collared MANGROVE KINGFISHER

5 415 Kookaburra, Blue-winged BLUE-WINGED KOOKABURRA

5 416 Kookaburra, Laughing LAUGHING KOOKABURRA

5 417 Kingfisher, Red-backed RED-BACKED KINGFISHER

5 418 Kingfisher, Azure AZURE KINGFISHER

5 419 Kingfisher, Little LITTLE KINGFISHER

5 420 Kingfisher, Yellow-billed YELLOW-BILLED KINGFISHER

5 421 Frogmouth, Marbled MARBLED FROGMOUTH

5 422 Owlet-nightjar, Australian OWLET NIGHTJAR

5 423 Nightjar, Spotted SPOTTED NIGHTJAR

5 424 Nightjar, Large-tailed LARGE-TAILED NIGHTJAR

5 425 Woodswallow, Dusky DUSKY WOODSWALLOW

5 426 Woodswallow, White-breasted WHITE-BREASTED WOODSWALLOW

5 427 Woodswallow, Little LITTLE WOODSWALLOW
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No. Common name Name on card

5 428 Woodswallow, Black-faced BLACK-FACED WOODSWALLOW

5 429 Swallow, Welcome WELCOME SWALLOW

5 430 Swallow, Barn BARN SWALLOW

5 431 Swallow, White-backed WHITE-BACKED SWALLOW

5 432 Martin, Tree TREE MARTIN

5 433 Scrub-robin, Northern NORTHERN SCRUB-ROBIN

5 434 Scrub-robin, Southern SOUTHERN SCRUB-ROBIN

5 435 Swiftlet, Glossy GLOSSY SWIFTLET

5 436 Swiftlet, White-rumped GREY (WHITE-RUMPED) SWIFTLET

5 437 Whistler, Red-lored RED-LORED WHISTLER

5 438 Babbler, White-browed WHITE BROWED BABBLER

5 439 Swift, Fork-tailed FORK-TAILED SWIFT

5 440 Martin, Fairy FAIRY MARTIN

5 441 Swallow, Red-rumped RED RUMPED SWALLOW

5 442 Treecreeper, Brown BROWN TREECREEPER

5 443 Boobook [Owl], Southern BOOBOOK OWL

5 444 Owl, Barking BARKING OWL

5 445 Cuckoo-shrike, Barred BARRED YELLOW-EYED CUCKOO SHRIKE

5 446 Cuckoo-shrike, White-bellied LITTLE (WHITE BELLIED) CUCKOO SHRIKE

5 447 Cuckoo-shrike, Ground GROUND CUCKOO-SHRIKE

5 448 Triller, Varied VARIED TRILLER

5 449 Robin, Rose ROSE ROBIN

5 450 Robin, Flame FLAME ROBIN

5 451 Chowchilla CHOWCHILLA

5 452 Robin, Scarlet SCARLET ROBIN

5 453 Robin, Dusky DUSKY ROBIN

5 454 Robin, Hooded HOODED ROBIN

5 455 Robin, Mangrove MANGROVE ROBIN

5 456 Robin, White-breasted WHITE BREASTED ROBIN

5 457 Robin, Western Yellow WESTERN YELLOW ROBIN

5 458 Flycatcher, Yellow-legged YELLOW-LEGGED FLYCATCHER

5 459 Emu-wren, Rufous-crowned RUFOUS-CROWNED EMU-WREN

5 460 Flycatcher, Lemon-bellied KIMBERLEY FLYCATCHER

5 461 Robin, Pale-yellow PALE YELLOW ROBIN

5 462 Robin, White-faced WHITE-FACED ROBIN

5 463 Robin, White-browed WHITE-BROWED ROBIN

5 464 Redthroat REDTHROAT

5 465 Chat, Yellow YELLOW CHAT

5 466 Chat, White-fronted WHITE FRONTED CHAT

5 467 Shrike-tit, Crested CRESTED SHRIKE-TIT

5 468 Chat, Crimson CRIMSON CHAT

5 469 Pardalote, Spotted (Yellow-rumped) YELLOW-RUMPED PARDALOTE

5 470 Pardalote, Forty-spotted FORTY-SPOTTED PARDALOTE

5 471 Pardalote, Red-browed RED-BROWED PARDALOTE

5 472 Wagtail, Yellow YELLOW WAGTAIL

5 473 Pilotbird PILOT BIRD

5 474 Flycatcher, Leaden LEADEN FLYCATCHER

5 475 Flycatcher, Shining SHINING FLYCATCHER

5 476 Flycatcher, Restless RESTLESS FLYCATCHER

5 477 Fantail, Rufous RUFOUS FANTAIL

5 478 Fantail, Grey GREY FANTAIL

5 479 Fantail, Northern NORTHERN FANTAIL

5 480 Logrunner LOG RUNNER
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No. Common name Name on card

4 290 Albatross, Black-browed BLACK-BROWED ALBATROSS

2 190 Albatross, Grey-headed GREY-HEADED ALBATROSS

4 289 Albatross, Wandering WANDERING ALBATROSS

2 173 Avocet, Red-necked RED-NECKED AVOCET

1 26 Babbler, Chestnut-crowned THE RED-CAPPED BABBLER

3 211 Babbler, Grey-crowned GREY-CROWNED BABBLER

5 438 Babbler, White-browed WHITE BROWED BABBLER

5 396 Baza, Pacific CRESTED HAWK

1 29 Bee-eater, Rainbow THE RAINBOW BIRD

3 207 Bellbird, Crested CRESTED BELL-BIRD

1 11 Bird of Paradise, King THE KING BIRD OF PARADISE

1 16 Bird of Paradise, King of Holland’s THE EXQUISITE LITTLE KING BIRD OF PARADISE

1 2 Bird of Paradise, Lyre-tailed King THE LONELY LITTLE KING BIRD OF PARADISE

1 1 Bird of Paradise, Red THE RED-PLUMED BIRD OF PARADISE

4 331 Bittern, Australasian BROWN BITTERN

4 332 Bittern, Black BLACK BITTERN

1 71 Bittern, Little THE LITTLE BITTERN

3 282 Boatbill, Yellow-breasted BOAT-BILLED FLYCATCHER

1 70 Boobook [Owl], Southern THE BOOBOOK OWL

5 443 Boobook [Owl], Southern BOOBOOK OWL

4 301 Booby, Brown BROWN BOOBY

2 189 Booby, Red-footed RED-FOOTED GANNET

1 59 Bowerbird, Golden THE GOLDEN BOWER-BIRD

3 253 Bowerbird, Regent REGENT BOWER-BIRD

1 9 Bowerbird, Satin THE SATIN BOWER BIRD

3 256 Bowerbird, Spotted SPOTTED BOWER BIRD

3 223 Bristlebird, Rufous RUFOUS BRISTLE-BIRD

1 34 Brolga THE BROLGA

1 63 Bronzewing, Common THE FOREST BRONZEWING PIGEON

4 383 Brush-turkey, Australian BRUSH TURKEY

1 19 Budgerigah BUDGERIGAHS

2 125 Budgerigah BUDGERIGAH

4 344 Bustard, Australian BUSTARD

1 65 Butcherbird, Grey THE GREY BUTCHER-BIRD

3 285 Butcherbird, Pied PIED BUTCHER-BIRD

4 378 Button-quail, Little LITTLE QUAIL

4 379 Button-quail, Painted PAINTED QUAIL

4 377 Button-quail, Red-chested RED-CHESTED QUAIL

5 389 Buzzard, Black-breasted BLACK-BREASTED KITE

1 36 Cassowary, Southern THE CASSOWARY

1 5 Catbird THE CAT BIRD

1 43 Chat, Crimson THE CRIMSON CHAT

5 468 Chat, Crimson CRIMSON CHAT

1 18 Chat, Orange THE ORANGE CHAT

5 466 Chat, White-fronted WHITE FRONTED CHAT

5 465 Chat, Yellow YELLOW CHAT

3 287 Chough, White-winged WHITE-WINGED CHOUGH

5 451 Chowchilla CHOWCHILLA

3 209 Cicadabird CICADA BIRD

1 74 Cockatiel THE COCKATIEL

2 117 Cockatiel COCKATIEL

1 37 Cockatoo, Gang-gang THE GANG GANG COCKATOO

2 110 Cockatoo, Gang-gang GANG-GANG COCKATOO

1 24 Cockatoo, Major Mitchell’s THE MAJOR MITCHELL, OR LEADBEATER COCKATOO
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No. Common name Name on card

1 35 Cockatoo, Major Mitchell’s THE PINK COCKATOO

2 98 Cockatoo, Major Mitchell’s PINK COCKATOO

2 112 Cockatoo, Palm PALM COCKATOO

2 111 Cockatoo, Red-tailed Black- RED-TAILED BLACK COCKATOO

1 39 Cockatoo, Sulphur-crested THE WHITE COCKATOO

2 97 Cockatoo, Sulphur-crested WHITE COCKATOO

2 129 Cockatoo, Yellow-tailed Black- YELLOW-TAILED BLACK COCKATOO

4 343 Coot, Eurasian COOT

2 100 Corella, Long-billed LONG-BILLED CORELLA

2 177 Cormorant, Great BLACK CORMORANT

4 299 Cormorant, Little Black LITTLE BLACK CORMORANT

1 53 Cormorant, Little Pied THE LITTLE PIED CORMORANT

4 298 Cormorant, Pied YELLOW-FACED CORMORANT

2 168 Crake, Australian Spotted SPOTTED CRAKE

4 337 Crake, Baillon’s MARSH CRAKE

2 170 Crake, Red-necked RED-NECKED RAIL

4 336 Crake, Spotless SPOTLESS CRAKE

4 338 Crake, White-browed WHITE-BROWED CRAKE

3 245 Cuckoo, Pallid PALLID CUCKOO

3 246 Cuckoo, Shining Bronze- GOLDEN BRONZE-CUCKOO

5 445 Cuckoo-shrike, Barred BARRED YELLOW-EYED CUCKOO SHRIKE

3 208 Cuckoo-shrike, Black-faced BLACK-FACED CUCKOO-SHRIKE

5 447 Cuckoo-shrike, Ground GROUND CUCKOO-SHRIKE

5 446 Cuckoo-shrike, White-bellied LITTLE (WHITE BELLIED) CUCKOO SHRIKE

2 182 Curlew, Eastern EASTERN CURLEW

1 38 Currawong, Grey THE GREY CURRAWONG

3 286 Currawong, Pied PIED CURRAWONG

1 47 Darter THE DARTER

1 87 Dollarbird THE EASTERN BROAD-BILLED ROLLER

2 180 Dotterel, Black-fronted BLACK-FRONTED DOTTEREL

4 354 Dotterel, Inland AUSTRALIAN DOTTEREL

4 353 Dotterel, Red-kneed RED-KNEED DOTTEREL

3 242 Dove, Rose-crowned Fruit- RED-CROWNED PIGEON

1 82 Dove, Superb Fruit- THE PURPLE-CROWNED FRUIT PIGEON

3 241 Dove, Wompoo Fruit- WOMPOO PIGEON

3 257 Drongo, Spangled SPANGLED DRONGO

4 373 Duck, Australian Wood WOOD DUCK

4 375 Duck, Blue-billed BLUE-BILLED DUCK

1 90 Duck, Freckled THE FRECKLED DUCK

1 91 Duck, Musk THE MUSK DUCK

1 89 Duck, Pacific Black THE BLACK DUCK

4 371 Duck, Pink-eared PINK-EARED DUCK

4 366 Duck, Plumed Whistling- PLUMED TREE-DUCK

4 365 Duck, Wandering Whistling- WHISTLING TREE-DUCK

5 388 Eagle, Little AUSTRALIAN LITTLE EAGLE

1 48 Eagle, Wedge-tailed WEDGE-TAILED EAGLE

5 385 Eagle, Wedge-tailed WEDGE-TAILED EAGLE

5 387 Eagle, White-bellied Sea- WHITE-BELLIED SEA EAGLE

4 361 Egret, Cattle CATTLE EGRET

4 359 Egret, Great LARGE OR WHITE EGRET

2 175 Egret, Intermediate PLUMED EGRET

4 360 Egret, Little LITTLE EGRET

1 80 Emu THE EMU

5 459 Emu-wren, Rufous-crowned RUFOUS-CROWNED EMU-WREN
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1 13 Emu-wren, Southern THE EMU WREN

3 230 Fairy-wren, Lovely LOVELY WREN

2 167 Fairy-wren, Purple-crowned LILAC-CROWNED WREN

1 76 Fairy-wren, Red-backed THE RED-BACKED WREN

1 15 Fairy-wren, Splendid (Black-backed) THE BLACK-BACKED WREN

3 231 Fairy-wren, Splendid (Turquoise) TURQUOISE WREN

3 225 Fairy-wren, Superb SUPERB BLUE WREN

3 227 Fairy-wren, Variegated (Purple-backed) PURPLE-BACKED WREN

3 229 Fairy-wren, White-winged (Black-and-white) BLACK-AND-WHITE WREN

3 226 Fairy-wren, White-winged (Blue-and-white) BLUE AND WHITE WREN

3 228 Fairy-wren, White-winged (White-backed) WHITE-BACKED WREN

5 401 Falcon, Black BLACK FALCON

1 46 Falcon, Brown THE BROWN HAWK

5 403 Falcon, Brown BROWN FALCON

5 406 Falcon, Grey GREY FALCON

5 404 Falcon, Peregrine PEREGRINE FALCON

5 478 Fantail, Grey GREY FANTAIL

5 479 Fantail, Northern NORTHERN FANTAIL

1 4 Fantail, Rufous THE RUFOUS FANTAIL

5 477 Fantail, Rufous RUFOUS FANTAIL

3 219 Fieldwren, Striated STRIATED FIELD-WREN

3 254 Figbird YELLOW FIGBIRD

2 161 Finch, Black-throated BLACK-THROATED FINCH

2 158 Finch, Blue-faced Parrot- BLUE-FACED FINCH

1 6 Finch, Crimson THE CRIMSON FINCH

2 154 Finch, Double-barred DOUBLE-BAR FINCH

1 27 Finch, Gouldian THE GOULDIAN FINCH

3 195 Finch, Masked MASKED FINCH

2 156 Finch, Painted PAINTED FINCH

3 194 Finch, Plum-headed PLUM-HEADED FINCH

2 157 Finch, Red-browed RED-BROWED FINCH

2 159 Finch, Star STAR FINCH

2 155 Finch, Zebra ZEBRA FINCH

3 193 Firetail, Diamond DIAMOND FIRETAIL-FINCH

2 162 Firetail, Red-eared RED-EARED FIRETAIL FINCH

5 474 Flycatcher, Leaden LEADEN FLYCATCHER

5 460 Flycatcher, Lemon-bellied KIMBERLEY FLYCATCHER

5 476 Flycatcher, Restless RESTLESS FLYCATCHER

3 198 Flycatcher, Satin SATIN FLYCATCHER

5 475 Flycatcher, Shining SHINING FLYCATCHER

5 458 Flycatcher, Yellow-legged YELLOW-LEGGED FLYCATCHER

2 145 Friarbird, Helmeted HELMETED FRIARBIRD

3 274 Friarbird, Little LITTLE FRIARBIRD

2 187 Frigatebird, Great GREATER FRIGATE-BIRD

4 302 Frigatebird, Lesser LESSER FRIGATE-BIRD

5 421 Frogmouth, Marbled MARBLED FROGMOUTH

1 58 Frogmouth, Tawny THE TAWNY FROGMOUTH

1 79 Galah THE GALAH

2 99 Galah GALAH

4 300 Gannet, Australasian GANNET

3 213 Gerygone, White-throated WHITE-THROATED WARBLER

3 276 Gibberbird DESERT CHAT

4 315 Godwit, Bar-tailed BAR-TAILED GODWIT

4 316 Godwit, Black-tailed BLACK-TAILED GODWIT
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1 40 Goose, Cape Barren THE CAPE BARREN GOOSE

4 374 Goose, Cotton Pygmy- WHITE PYGMY GOOSE

2 178 Goose, Green Pygmy- GREEN PYGMY GOOSE

1 41 Goose, Magpie THE PIED GOOSE

5 398 Goshawk, Brown BROWN GOSHAWK

5 397 Goshawk, Grey GREY GOSHAWK

5 400 Goshawk, Red RED GOSHAWK

3 224 Grassbird, Little LITTLE MARSHBIRD

1 50 Grebe, Great Crested THE GREAT-CRESTED GREBE

4 334 Grebe, Hoary-headed HOARY-HEADED GREBE

4 333 Grebe, Little LITTLE GREBE

4 322 Greenshank, Common GREENSHANK

2 188 Gull, Pacific [Silver illustrated] PACIFIC GULL

1 55 Gull, Silver THE SILVER GULL

4 372 Hardhead WHITE-EYED DUCK

5 391 Harrier, Spotted SPOTTED HARRIER

5 392 Harrier, Swamp SWAMP HARRIER

3 220 Heathwren, Chestnut-rumped CHESTNUT-TAILED GROUND OR HEATH WREN

4 358 Heron, Eastern Reef REEF HERON

1 92 Heron, Nankeen Night THE NANKEEN NIGHT-HERON

4 357 Heron, Pied PIED HERON

2 179 Heron, Striated MANGROVE BITTERN

1 62 Heron, White-faced THE BLUE CRANE

4 356 Heron, White-faced WHITE-FACED HERON

2 176 Heron, White-necked WHITE-NECKED HERON

1 85 Hobby, Australian THE LITTLE FALCON

5 402 Hobby, Australian LITTLE FALCON

2 163 Honeyeater, Banded BANDED HONEYEATER

3 260 Honeyeater, Black BLACK HONEYEATER

2 165 Honeyeater, Black-chinned BLACK-CHINNED HONEYEATER

1 60 Honeyeater, Blue-faced THE BLUE-FACED HONEYEATER

3 258 Honeyeater, Brown-headed BROWN-HEADED HONEYEATER

3 269 Honeyeater, Crescent CRESCENT HONEYEATER

3 268 Honeyeater, Grey-fronted YELLOW-FRONTED HONEYEATER

3 263 Honeyeater, Lewin’s LEWIN HONEYEATER

3 271 Honeyeater, Macleay’s MACLEAY HONEYEATER

1 25 Honeyeater, New Holland THE YELLOW-WINGED HONEYEATER

3 262 Honeyeater, Painted PAINTED HONEYEATER

2 152 Honeyeater, Purple-gaped PURPLE-GAPED HONEYEATER

2 164 Honeyeater, Red-headed RED-HEADED HONEYEATER

2 150 Honeyeater, Regent REGENT HONEYEATER

1 23 Honeyeater, Scarlet THE SCARLET HONEYEATER

3 264 Honeyeater, Singing SINGING HONEYEATER

2 147 Honeyeater, Spiny-cheeked SPINY-CHEEKED HONEYEATER

3 259 Honeyeater, Striped STRIPED HONEYEATER

3 261 Honeyeater, Tawny-crowned TAWNY-CROWNED HONEYEATER

3 272 Honeyeater, White-cheeked WHITE-CHEEKED HONEYEATER

3 266 Honeyeater, White-eared WHITE-EARED HONEYEATER

2 153 Honeyeater, White-naped WHITE-NAPED HONEYEATER

2 151 Honeyeater, White-plumed WHITE-PLUMED HONEYEATER

3 270 Honeyeater, Yellow YELLOW HONEYEATER

3 265 Honeyeater, Yellow-faced YELLOW-FACED HONEYEATER

3 267 Honeyeater, Yellow-plumed YELLOW-PLUMED HONEYEATER

2 149 Honeyeater, Yellow-tufted YELLOW-TUFTED HONEYEATER
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1 3 Honeyeater, Yellow-tufted (Helmeted) THE HELMETED HONEYEATER

4 362 Ibis, Australian White WHITE IBIS

4 363 Ibis, Glossy GLOSSY IBIS

2 174 Ibis, Straw-necked STRAW-NECKED IBIS

2 169 Jacana, Comb-crested LOTUS BIRD

3 204 Jacky Winter BROWN FLYCATCHER

4 307 Jaeger, Arctic ARCTIC SKUA

4 306 Jaeger, Pomarine POMARINE SKUA

5 405 Kestrel, Nankeen AUSTRALIAN KESTREL

5 418 Kingfisher, Azure AZURE KINGFISHER

3 250 Kingfisher, Buff-breasted Paradise- WHITE-TAILED KINGFISHER

5 414 Kingfisher, Collared MANGROVE KINGFISHER

3 251 Kingfisher, Forest FOREST KINGFISHER

5 419 Kingfisher, Little LITTLE KINGFISHER

5 417 Kingfisher, Red-backed RED-BACKED KINGFISHER

1 52 Kingfisher, Sacred THE SACRED KINGFISHER

5 420 Kingfisher, Yellow-billed YELLOW-BILLED KINGFISHER

5 394 Kite, Black BLACK KITE

5 408 Kite, Black-shouldered BLACK-SHOULDERED KITE

5 390 Kite, Brahminy BRAHMINY KITE

5 407 Kite, Letter-winged LETTER-WINGED KITE

5 393 Kite, Square-tailed SQUARE-TAILED KITE

5 395 Kite, Whistling WHISTLING KITE

4 318 Knot, Red KNOT

1 49 Koel, Common THE KOL

5 415 Kookaburra, Blue-winged BLUE-WINGED KOOKABURRA

1 20 Kookaburra, Laughing THE KOOKABURRA

5 416 Kookaburra, Laughing LAUGHING KOOKABURRA

4 347 Lapwing, Banded BANDED PLOVER

1 51 Lapwing, Masked THE SPUR-WINGED PLOVER

5 480 Logrunner LOG RUNNER

2 138 Lorikeet, Little LITTLE LORIKEET

2 123 Lorikeet, Musk MUSK LORIKEET

2 139 Lorikeet, Purple-crowned PURPLE-CROWNED LORIKEET

1 78 Lorikeet, Rainbow THE RAINBOW LORIKEET

2 124 Lorikeet, Rainbow RAINBOW LORIKEET

2 144 Lorikeet, Rainbow (Red-collared) RED-COLLARED LORIKEET

2 141 Lorikeet, Scaly-breasted SCALY-BREASTED LORIKEET

2 140 Lorikeet, Varied VARIED LORIKEET

1 94 Lyrebird, Superb THE SUPERB LYRE-BIRD

1 95 Magpie, Australian (White-backed) THE WHITE-BACKED MAGPIE

1 42 Magpie-lark THE MUDLARK

1 96 Malleefowl THE LOWAN

3 275 Mannikin, Chestnut-breasted CHESTNUT-BREASTED FINCH

3 196 Mannikin, Pictorella PICTORELLA FINCH

2 160 Mannikin, Yellow-rumped YELLOW-RUMPED FINCH

1 69 Manucode, Trumpet THE MANUCODE

3 235 Martin, Fairy FAIRY MARTIN

5 440 Martin, Fairy FAIRY MARTIN

5 432 Martin, Tree TREE MARTIN

1 81 Miner, Bell THE BELL MINER

2 146 Miner, Noisy NOISY MINER

1 22 Mistletoebird THE MISTLETOE BIRD

3 203 Monarch, Black-faced BLACK-FACED FLYCATCHER
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Table 14: Index of Tuckfields Birds cards (continued).

No. Common name Name on card

3 283 Monarch, Frilled FRILL-NECKED FLYCATCHER

3 284 Monarch, Spectacled SPECTACLED FLYCATCHER

4 342 Moorhen, Dusky DUSKY MOORHEN

4 341 Native-hen, Black-tailed BLACK-TAILED NATIVE HEN

3 236 Needletail, White-throated SPINE-TAILED SWIFT

5 424 Nightjar, Large-tailed LARGE-TAILED NIGHTJAR

5 423 Nightjar, Spotted SPOTTED NIGHTJAR

3 249 Nightjar, White-throated WHITE-THROATED NIGHTJAR

2 185 Noddy, Common GREATER NODDY

1 93 Oriole, Olive-backed THE OLIVE-BACKED ORIOLE

5 386 Osprey OSPREY

1 86 Owl, Barking THE WINKING OWL

5 444 Owl, Barking BARKING OWL

3 248 Owl, Barn BARN OWL

5 409 Owl, Barn BARN OWL

5 411 Owl, Grass GRASS OWL

5 412 Owl, Masked MASKED OWL

3 247 Owl, Powerful POWERFUL OWL

5 413 Owl, Rufous RUFOUS OWL

5 410 Owl, Sooty SOOTY OWL

5 422 Owlet-nightjar, Australian OWLET NIGHTJAR

2 186 Oystercatcher, Pied PIED OYSTERCATCHER

4 346 Oystercatcher, Sooty SOOTY OYSTERCATCHER

5 470 Pardalote, Forty-spotted FORTY-SPOTTED PARDALOTE

5 471 Pardalote, Red-browed RED-BROWED PARDALOTE

1 21 Pardalote, Spotted THE SPOTTED PARDALOTE

5 469 Pardalote, Spotted (Yellow-rumped) YELLOW-RUMPED PARDALOTE

3 239 Pardalote, Striated STRIATED PARDALOTE

1 17 Parrot, Australian King- THE KING PARROT

2 101 Parrot, Australian King- KING PARROT

1 68 Parrot, Australian Ringneck THE PORT LINCOLN PARROTS

2 103 Parrot, Australian Ringneck RING-NECK PARROT

2 104 Parrot, Australian Ringneck PORT LINCOLN PARROT

2 142 Parrot, Australian Ringneck (Cloncurry) CLONCURRY PARROT

2 116 Parrot, Blue Bonnet BLUE-BONNET PARROT

2 121 Parrot, Bourke’s BOURKE PARROT

2 137 Parrot, Double-eyed (Blue-browed) Fig- BLUE-BROWED LORILET

2 109 Parrot, Eclectus [Red-sided Eclectus] RED-SIDED PARROT

1 72 Parrot, Elegant THE ELEGANT PARROT

1 83 Parrot, Golden-shouldered THE GOLDEN-SHOULDERED PARROT

2 113 Parrot, Golden-shouldered GOLDEN-SHOULDERED PARROT

2 127 Parrot, Ground GROUND PARROT

2 115 Parrot, Mulga MULGA PARROT

2 128 Parrot, Night NIGHT PARROT

2 134 Parrot, Orange-bellied ORANGE-BELLIED PARROT

2 114 Parrot, Paradise PARADISE PARROT

2 107 Parrot, Princess PRINCESS PARROT

2 105 Parrot, Red-capped RED-CAPPED PARROT

2 143 Parrot, Red-rumped RED-BACKED PARROT

1 77 Parrot, Red-winged THE RED-WINGED PARROT

2 102 Parrot, Red-winged RED-WINGED PARROT

2 108 Parrot, Regent REGENT PARROT

2 135 Parrot, Rock ROCK PARROT

2 122 Parrot, Scarlet-chested SCARLET-CHESTED PARROT

Continued on next page. . .
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Table 14: Index of Tuckfields Birds cards (continued).

No. Common name Name on card

2 106 Parrot, Superb SUPERB PARROT

2 126 Parrot, Swift SWIFT PARROT

2 136 Parrot, Turquoise TURQUOISE PARROT

1 33 Pelican, Australian THE PELICAN

4 304 Penguin, Fjordland THICK-BILLED PENGUIN

2 192 Penguin, Little LITTLE PENGUIN

4 295 Petrel, Cape CAPE PETREL

2 183 Petrel, Grey-backed Storm- GREY-BACKED STORM-PETREL

4 294 Petrel, Southern Giant- SOUTHERN GIANT PETREL

4 296 Petrel, White-faced Storm- WHITE-FACED STORM PETREL

4 297 Petrel, Wilson’s Storm- WILSON STORM PETREL

1 57 Pigeon, Crested THE CRESTED PIGEON

3 243 Pigeon, Squatter SQUATTER PIGEON

3 244 Pigeon, Wonga WONGA PIGEON

5 473 Pilotbird PILOT BIRD

3 278 Pipit, Australian AUSTRALIAN PIPIT

3 252 Pitta, Noisy BUFF-BREASTED PITTA

1 12 Pitta, Red-bellied THE BLUE-BREASTED PITTA

4 376 Plains-wanderer PLAIN WANDERER

4 355 Plover, American Golden GOLDEN PLOVER

4 349 Plover, Caspian ORIENTAL DOTTEREL

4 351 Plover, Double-banded DOUBLE-BANDED DOTTEREL

4 350 Plover, Greater Sand LARGE DOTTEREL

4 352 Plover, Hooded HOODED DOTTEREL

4 348 Plover, Red-capped RED-CAPPED DOTTEREL

4 330 Pratincole, Australian AUSTRALIAN PRATINCOLE

4 293 Prion, Fairy FAIRY PRION

4 381 Quail, Brown BROWN QUAIL

4 380 Quail, Brown (Swamp) SWAMP QUAIL

4 382 Quail, King KING QUAIL

3 197 Quail, Stubble STUBBLE QUAIL

1 14 Quail-thrush, Chestnut-breasted THE CHESTNUT-BREASTED QUAIL THRUSH

1 56 Quail-thrush, Spotted THE SPOTTED QUAIL-THRUSH

4 340 Rail, Buff-banded BANDED RAIL

4 335 Rail, Chestnut CHESTNUT RAIL

4 339 Rail, Lewin’s LEWIN WATER RAIL

3 288 Raven, Australian RAVEN

5 464 Redthroat REDTHROAT

1 8 Riflebird, Magnificant THE MAGNIFICENT RIFLEBIRD

3 255 Riflebird, Paradise PARADISE RIFLE-BIRD

5 453 Robin, Dusky DUSKY ROBIN

3 202 Robin, Eastern Yellow SOUTHERN YELLOW ROBIN

5 450 Robin, Flame FLAME ROBIN

3 281 Robin, Grey-headed GREY-HEADED ROBIN

3 201 Robin, Hooded HOODED ROBIN

5 454 Robin, Hooded HOODED ROBIN

5 455 Robin, Mangrove MANGROVE ROBIN

5 461 Robin, Pale-yellow PALE YELLOW ROBIN

1 84 Robin, Pink THE PINK ROBIN

3 200 Robin, Red-capped RED-CAPPED ROBIN

5 449 Robin, Rose ROSE ROBIN

1 30 Robin, Scarlet THE SCARLET ROBIN

5 452 Robin, Scarlet SCARLET ROBIN

5 457 Robin, Western Yellow WESTERN YELLOW ROBIN
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Table 14: Index of Tuckfields Birds cards (continued).

No. Common name Name on card

5 456 Robin, White-breasted WHITE BREASTED ROBIN

5 463 Robin, White-browed WHITE-BROWED ROBIN

5 462 Robin, White-faced WHITE-FACED ROBIN

2 133 Rosella, Adelaide ADELAIDE ROSELLA

1 28 Rosella, Crimson THE CRIMSON ROSELLA

2 120 Rosella, Crimson CRIMSON ROSELLA

1 10 Rosella, Crimson (Yellow) THE YELLOW ROSELLA

1 10 Rosella, Eastern THE EASTERN ROSELLA

2 118 Rosella, Eastern EASTERN ROSELLA

2 131 Rosella, Northern NORTHERN ROSELLA

2 130 Rosella, Pale-headed PALE-HEADED ROSELLA

2 132 Rosella, Western WESTERN ROSELLA

2 119 Rosella, Yellow YELLOW ROSELLA

4 319 Sanderling SANDERLING

4 326 Sandpiper, Broad-billed BROAD-BILLED SANDPIPER

4 323 Sandpiper, Common COMMON SANDPIPER

4 324 Sandpiper, Curlew CURLEW SANDPIPER

4 325 Sandpiper, Sharp-tailed SHARP-TAILED SANDPIPER

4 313 Sandpiper, Wood WOOD SANDPIPER

5 433 Scrub-robin, Northern NORTHERN SCRUB-ROBIN

5 434 Scrub-robin, Southern SOUTHERN SCRUB-ROBIN

4 384 Scrubfowl, Orange-footed SCRUB-FOWL

3 218 Scrubwren, White-browed WHITE-BROWED SCRUB WREN

2 166 Scrubwren, White-browed (Spotted) SPOTTED SCRUB-WREN

1 75 Scrubwren, Yellow-throated THE YELLOW-THROATED SCRUB-WREN

4 291 Shearwater, Short-tailed SHORT-TAILED SHEARWATER

4 292 Shearwater, Sooty SOOTY SHEARWATER

4 367 Shelduck, Australian MOUNTAIN SHELDUCK

4 368 Shelduck, Rajah BURDEKIN SHELDUCK

4 370 Shoveler, Australasian SHOVELLER

3 206 Shrike-thrush, Grey GREY THRUSH

5 467 Shrike-tit, Crested CRESTED SHRIKE-TIT

1 32 Shrike-tit, Crested (Eastern) THE EASTERN SHRIKETIT

3 240 Silvereye GREY-BREASTED SILVEREYE

3 237 Sitella, Varied ORANGE-WINGED SITELLA

4 305 Skua, Great GREAT SKUA

3 279 Skylark SKYLARK

4 317 Snipe, Latham’s JAPANESE SNIPE

4 345 Snipe, Painted PAINTED SNIPE

3 222 Songlark, Brown BROWN SONGLARK

5 399 Sparrowhawk, Collared COLLARED SPARROWHAWK

1 31 Spinebill, Eastern THE EASTERN SPINEBILL

1 61 Spoonbill, Royal THE ROYAL SPOONBILL

4 364 Spoonbill, Yellow-billed YELLOW-BILLED SPOONBILL

2 171 Stilt, Banded BANDED STILT

2 172 Stilt, Black-winged WHITE-HEADED STILT

4 320 Stint, Red-necked RED-NECKED STINT

4 329 Stone-curlew, Beach BEACH CURLEW

4 328 Stone-curlew, Bush BUSH CURLEW

1 45 Stork, Black-necked THE JABIRU

1 67 Sunbird, Yellow-bellied THE YELLOW-BREASTED SUN-BIRDS

5 430 Swallow, Barn BARN SWALLOW

5 441 Swallow, Red-rumped RED RUMPED SWALLOW

3 234 Swallow, Welcome WELCOME SWALLOW
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Table 14: Index of Tuckfields Birds cards (continued).

No. Common name Name on card

5 429 Swallow, Welcome WELCOME SWALLOW

5 431 Swallow, White-backed WHITE-BACKED SWALLOW

1 54 Swamphen, Purple THE EASTERN SWAMP-HEN

1 44 Swan, Black THE BLACK SWAN

5 439 Swift, Fork-tailed FORK-TAILED SWIFT

5 435 Swiftlet, Glossy GLOSSY SWIFTLET

5 436 Swiftlet, White-rumped GREY (WHITE-RUMPED) SWIFTLET

4 321 Tattler, Grey-tailed GREY-TAILED TATTLER

2 181 Tattler, Wandering WANDERING TATTLER

1 88 Teal, Chestnut THE CHESTNUT TEAL

4 369 Teal, Grey GREY TEAL

4 309 Tern, Crested CRESTED TERN

4 311 Tern, Fairy FAIRY TERN

4 310 Tern, Little LITTLE TERN

4 312 Tern, Roseate ROSEATE TERN

2 184 Tern, Sooty SOOTY TERN

2 191 Tern, Whiskered MARSH TERN

4 308 Tern, White-fronted WHITE-FRONTED TERN

3 216 Thornbill, Yellow LITTLE THORNBILL

3 217 Thornbill, Yellow-rumped YELLOW-TAILED THORNBILL

3 212 Thrush, Bassian GROUND THRUSH

5 442 Treecreeper, Brown BROWN TREECREEPER

3 238 Treecreeper, White-throated WHITE-THROATED TREE-CREEPER

5 448 Triller, Varied VARIED TRILLER

3 210 Triller, White-winged WHITE-WINGED TRILLER

1 73 Tropicbird, Red-tailed THE RED-TAILED TROPIC-BIRD

4 303 Tropicbird, White-tailed WHITE-TAILED TROPIC-BIRD

4 327 Turnstone, Ruddy TURNSTONE

3 205 Wagtail, Willie WILLIE WAGTAIL

5 472 Wagtail, Yellow YELLOW WAGTAIL

3 221 Warbler, Speckled SPECKLED WARBLER

3 273 Wattlebird, Little LITTLE WATTLE-BIRD

1 66 Wattlebird, Red THE RED WATTLE-BIRD

2 148 Wattlebird, Yellow YELLOW WATTLE-BIRD

3 277 Wedgebill, Chirruping WEDGEBILL

3 214 Weebill BROWN WEEBILL

4 314 Whimbrel WHIMBREL

1 64 Whipbird, Eastern THE EASTERN WHIPBIRD

1 7 Whistler, Golden THE GOLDEN WHISTLER

3 280 Whistler, Mangrove Golden ROBUST WHISTLER

5 437 Whistler, Red-lored RED-LORED WHISTLER

3 199 Whistler, Rufous RUFOUS WHISTLER

3 215 Whiteface, Southern EASTERN WHITEFACE

5 428 Woodswallow, Black-faced BLACK-FACED WOODSWALLOW

5 425 Woodswallow, Dusky DUSKY WOODSWALLOW

5 427 Woodswallow, Little LITTLE WOODSWALLOW

3 232 Woodswallow, Masked MASKED WOOD-SWALLOW

5 426 Woodswallow, White-breasted WHITE-BREASTED WOODSWALLOW

3 233 Woodswallow, White-browed WHITE-BROWED WOOD-SWALLOW
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Table 15: List of Tuckfields Fish cards.

No. Name on card No. Name on card

1 THE STRIPED TUNA 17 THE QUEENSLAND GROPER

2 THE JOHN DORY 18 THE SNAPPER

3 THE BARRAMUNDI or PALMER 19 THE LUNG FISH

4 THE STRIPED MARLIN 20 THE SAMSON FISH

5 THE RED EMPEROR 21 THE FLYING GURNARD

6 THE CORAL COD 22 THE COATES’ ROCK COD

7 THE BLUEFISH 23 THE RED FIRE FISH

8 THE PURPLE SEA PERCH 24 THE 6-SPINED BUTTERFLY FISH

9 THE SERGEANT BAKER 25 THE BLACK-BANDED TRIGGER FISH

10 THE BASS 26 THE THREAD FIN SEA PERCH or CHINAMAN

11 THE BROWN-SPOTTED ROCK COD 27 THE GREY NURSE SHARK

12 THE SPOTTED WHITING 28 THE BLACK BREAM

13 THE MURRAY COD 29 THE MOORISH IDOL

14 THE CALLOP 30 THE FLATHEAD

15 THE BROWN TROUT 31 THE LONG-SPINED BUTTERFLY FISH

16 THE SHORT-FINNED FLYING FISH 32 THE MAKO SHARK or ”BLUE POINTER”

Table 16: List of Tuckfields Animals cards.

No. Name on card No. Name on card

1 THE SPINY ANT-EATER 17 THE BANDED ANT-EATER

2 THE TASMANIAN BARRED BANDICOOT 18 THE PLATYPUS

3 THE BILBY 19 THE STRIPED POSSUM

4 THE DESERT RAT KANGAROO 20 THE GREATER GLIDER

5 THE GREY-HEADED FRUIT BAT 21 THE SQUIRREL GLIDER

6 THE CUSCUS 22 THE GREY OR COMMON BRUSHTAIL

7 THE DINGO 23 THE COMMON RING-TAIL

8 THE GIANT RED KANGAROO 24 THE TASMANIAN DEVIL

9 THE GREAT GREY KANGAROO 25 THE TASMANIAN WOLF

10 THE EURO 26 THE PRETTY-FACE WALLABY

11 THE LUMHOLTZ’s TREE KANGAROO 27 THE SWAMP WALLABY

12 THE KOALA 28 THE SOUTHERN RED-LEGGED PADEMELON

13 THE LEICHHARDT’s HARE-WALLABY 29 THE RING-TAILED ROCK WALLABY

14 THE FAT-TAILED MARSUPIAL MOUSE 30 THE EASTERN WATER RAT

15 THE PYGMY OR FEATHER-TAIL GLIDER 31 THE GOLDEN-BACKED RABBIT-RAT

16 THE EASTERN NATIVE CAT 32 THE WOMBAT
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Table 17: List of Tuckfields Dogs cards.

No. Name on card No. Name on card

1 THE AFGHAN HOUND 17 THE GREYHOUND

2 THE AUSTRALIAN CATTLE DOG 18 THE IRISH SETTER

3 THE AUSTRALIAN TERRIER 19 THE KELPIE

4 THE BASSET HOUND 20 THE KERRY BLUE TERRIER

5 THE BLOODHOUND 21 THE LABRADOR RETRIEVER (YELLOW)

6 THE BOXER 22 THE OLD ENGLISH SHEEPDOG

7 THE BULLDOG 23 THE PEKINGESE

8 THE CHIHUAHUA 24 THE POMERANIAN

9 THE COCKER SPANIEL 25 THE POODLE

10 THE COLLIE 26 THE PUG

11 THE DACHSHUND 27 THE ST. BERNARD

12 THE DALMATIAN 28 THE SAMOYED

13 THE ENGLISH FOXHOUND 29 THE SCOTTISH TERRIER

14 THE FOX TERRIER 30 THE SKYE TERRIER

15 THE GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG 31 THE SYDNEY SILKY

16 THE GREAT DANE 32 THE WELSH CORGI

Table 18: List of Tuckfields Cats cards.

No. Name on card No. Name on card

1 BLACK PERSIAN 17 BOBCAT

2 WHITE PERSIAN 18 CARACAL

3 BLUE PERSIAN 19 CHEETAH

4 CHINCHILLA 20 PUMA

5 RED PERSIAN 21 SNOW LEOPARD

6 TORTOISESHELL PERSIAN 22 FISHING CAT

7 SILVER TABBY PERSIAN 23 SERVAL

8 SACRED CAT OF BURMA 24 LION

9 SIAMESE 25 TIGER

10 BURMESE 26 LEOPARD

11 ABYSSINIAN 27 JAGUAR

12 RUSSIAN BLUE 28 SCOTTISH WILD CAT

13 BRITISH BLUE-CREAM 29 TEMMINCK’S CAT

14 BRITISH TABBY 30 SAND CAT

15 TORTOISESHELL-AND-WHITE 31 PALLAS’S CAT

16 MANX 32 OCELOT
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Table 19: List of Tuckfields Wildflowers cards.

No. Name on card No. Name on card

1 KENNEDIA RUBICUNDA - Dusky Coral-Pea 16 BAUERA RUBIOIDES - Dog Rose

2 HARDENBERGIA VIOLACEA - Purple Coral-Pea 17 STYPHELIA STRIGOSA - Peach Heath

3 DILLWYNIA SERICIA - Showy Parrot-Pea 18 EPACRIS IMPRESSA - Common Heath

4 GOODIA LATIFOLIA - Golden Tip 19 RANUNCULUS LAPPACEUS - Common Buttercup

5 ACACIA LONGIFOLIA - Sallow Wattle 20 BULBINE BULBOSA - Bulbine Lily

6 THYSANOTUS TUBEROSUS - Common Fringe-Lily 21 STYPANDRA GLAUCA - Nodding Blue-Lily

7 GREVILLEA ROSMARINIFOLIA - Rosemary Grevillea 22 CALECTASIA CYANEA - Blue Tinsel Lily

8 PTEROSTYLIS NUTANS - Nodding Greenhood 23 BRACHYCHITON POPULNEUS - Kurrajong

9 THELYMITRA VENOSA - Veined Sun Orchid 24 CORREA REFLEXA - Common Correa

10 GLOSSODIA MAJOR - Wax-lip Orchid 25 WAHLENBERGIA GLORIOSA - Royal Bluebell

11 DIPODIUM PUNCTATUM - Hyacinth Orchid 26 BRUNONIA AUSTRALIS - Blue Pincushion

12 CALEANA MAJOR - Large Duck Orchid 27 CALLISTEMON CITRINUS - Crimson Bottlebrush

13 CALADENIA PATERSONII - Common Spider Orchid 28 MELALEUCA ERICIFOLIA - Swamp Paperbark

14 BORONIA CAERULESCENS - Blue Boronia 29 PODOLEPIS JACEOIDES - Showy Podolepis

15 CROWEA EXALATA - Small Crowea 30 CLEMATIS ARISTATA - Australian Clematis
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Table 20: List of Tuckfields Heritage cards.

No. Name on card No. Name on card

Key Events in Australian History 1-21 49 ”The Moving Pictures”

1 Discovery of Australia

2 The First Fleet Famous Australians 50-58

3 Early Settlements 50 Bennelong

4 Convict Labour 51 John Macarthur

5 Rule by the ”Rum Corps” 52 Lachlan Macquarie

6 Aborigines 53 Women in the early colony

7 Early Governors 54 The bush bard - Banjo Paterson

8 Parramatta 55 Henry Lawson

9 Transportation Ends 56 William Ferrer

10 Australia’s Gold Rush 57 Dame Nellie Melba

11 The Eureka Stockade 58 Sir Charles Kingsford Smith

12 The First Ministry

13 Federation Prime Ministers 59-73

14 Boer War 59 Edmund Barton, 1901 - 1903

15 World War I 60 Alfred Deakin, 1903 - 1908

16 Gallipoli 61 Andrew Fisher, 1908 - 1915

17 World War II 62 Billy Hughes, 1915 - 1923

18 Post War Immigration Policy 63 Joseph Lyons, 1932 - 1939

19 Qantas 64 John Curtin, 1941 - 1945

20 The Wool Industry 65 Ben Chifley, 1945 - 1949

21 The Snowy Mountains Scheme 66 Robert Menzies, 1939 - 1941; 1949 - 1966

67 Harold Holt, 1966 - 1967

Pioneers and Explorers 22-29 68 John Gorton, 1968 - 1971

22 Captain James Cook 69 William McMahon, 1971 - 1972

23 Jean-Francois de Galaup, Comte de la Perouse 70 Gough Whitlam, 1972 - 1975

24 Exploration by sea: Bass & Flinders 71 Malcolm Fraser, 1975 - 1983

25 Crossing the Blue Mountains 72 Bob Hawke, 1983 - 1991

26 Edward John Eyre 73 Paul Keating, 1991 -

27 Charles Sturt

28 Ludwig Leichardt Sporting Life and Heroes 74-82

29 Conquering the inland - Burke and Wills 74 Australian Rules Football

75 The Melbourne Cup

Bushrangers 30-38 76 Rugby Union

30 Ned Kelly 77 The First Cricket Match

31 Captain Thunderbolt 78 First Australian Olympic Team

32 Ben Hall 79 Surf Life Saving

33 Captain Moonlight 80 Rugby League

34 Jacky-Jacky 81 Donald Bradman

35 John Lynch 82 Dawn Fraser

36 ”Mad Dan” Morgan

37 A Cheeky Bushranger Famous Places 83-96

38 Bushranger Ballads 83 The Naming of Australia

84 Where are you from?

Uniquely Australian 39-49 86 Bondi Beach

39 The Typical Aussie 87 Melbourne

40 ”Swaggies” 88 The Sunshine State

41 ”Tucker” 89 The Quest for a Capital

42 Bush Cookery 90 Adelaide

43 The Flying Doctor Service 91 Perth and Albany

44 Uluru - Ayers Rock 92 The Apple Isle

45 The Great Barrier Reef 93 A Town Like Alice

46 Marsupials 94 Darwin

47 Gum Trees 95 The Sydney Harbour Bridge

48 Two-up 96 Sydney Opera House
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